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ABSTRACT 
 





Following several successful military expeditions against the Mongols in the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries, the Manchu rulers of Qing China (1644-1911) met an unprecedented 
challenge as they incorporated culturally different subjects into their growing empire. After 
doubling in territory and tripling in population, how did the multicultural Qing operate? How did 
the new imperial subjects receive and reinterpret Qing state policies? What have been the 
ramifications of the eighteenth-century political innovations in modern China? In this 
dissertation, I address these questions by examining the encounters of the expanding Qing 
empire with Tibetans and Mongols in Inner Asia. Central to the analysis is Tibetan Buddhism, to 
which Mongols and Tibetans have adhered for centuries. Recent decades have seen a growing 
volume of research attending to Tibetan Buddhism within the context of the Qing’s imperial 
policies, but key questions still remain with regards to the perspective of these Inner Asian 
communities and the reasons for their participation in the imperial enterprise. The inadequate 
understanding of the Qing’s interaction with Tibetan Buddhism is predicated upon the 
assumption that Qing emperors propitiated the belligerent Mongols by patronizing their religion. 
While this premise acknowledges Tibetan Buddhism’s importance in the Qing’s imperial 
formation, it simultaneously deprives those practicing the religion of agency. The purpose of this 
dissertation is to analyze how the empire was ruled from the viewpoint of the governed.   
The project draws evidence from Tibetan-language biographies and monastic chronicles, 
letters in the Mongolian language, as well as local gazetteers, artisanal manuals, and court 
statutes in Chinese and Manchu, the two official languages in the Qing era. These textual sources 
are supplemented by Tibetan Buddhist artifacts housed in museums and libraries in North 
America and Asia. Through an examination of the wide array of source materials, I argue that the 
Qing imperial rulers capitalized on the religious culture of Inner Asian communities, which in 
turn gave rise to a transnational religious network that was centered on Tibetan Buddhist 
epistemology. The religious knowledge system remained strong well past the formative 
eighteenth century. Its enduring impact on Qing political and social history was felt even as the 
empire worked towards creating a distinctive cosmopolitan Qing culture. 
The dissertation consists of four chapters, each of which locates a space within the 
context of the symbiotic growth of the Qing and the Tibetan Buddhist knowledge network. This 
dissertation revolves around Tibetan Buddhist scholars, institutions, rituals, and objects, as they 
traveled from Tibet to Qing China’s capital and eastern Mongolia, and finally entered the literary 
realm of intellectuals in eighteenth-century China. Chapter One brings into focus Tibetan 
Buddhist reincarnation—a dynamic practice that redefined the institutional genealogy of 
individual prestige—as the Qing imperial power increased its contact with Inner Asian 
communities from the 1720s in the strategic border region of Amdo between Tibet and Qing 
China. I discuss how local hereditary headmen refashioned themselves into religious leaders 
whose enduring influence could transcend even death so as to preserve their prestige. Yet, their 
impact reached beyond the imperial margin. Chapter Two traces the role of these religious 
leaders in transforming an imperial private space into the largest Tibetan Buddhist monastery in 
the Qing’s imperial capital. This monastery—Beijing’s Lama Temple (Yonghegong 雍和宮)—
not only became a site that manifested Qing imperial devotion to Tibetan Buddhism, but also 
served as an institutional outpost for the increasingly transnational Tibetan Buddhist network to 
the east. The Lama Temple was not the only outpost of the growing religious network, and 
Chapter Three explores another major nodal point within this network at a contact zone in 
southern Mongolia. It was here that two massive Tibetan Buddhist monasteries were constructed, 
owing to the mutual efforts undertaken by the imperial household and Tibetan Buddhists from 
Inner Asia. The final chapter returns to the imperial center but shifts its focus to a discursive 
space formed by Tibetan Buddhist laity who also occupied official posts in the imperial court. 
Two Manchu princes and one Mongolian Buddhist composed or were commissioned to compile 
texts in multiple languages on Tibetan Buddhist epistemology. Their writings reveal the fluidity 
and extent of the religious network, as well as its symbiotic growth with the imperial enterprise 
as the Qing empire took shape territorially and culturally. This dissertation concludes by 
addressing the nature of the Qing’s governance and that of the transnational power of the Tibetan 
Buddhist network, and it aims to deconstruct the dominant discourse associated with imperial 
policies in the Inner Asian frontier. My findings offer insight into how Tibetan Buddhism had a 
lasting impact on the Qing’s imperial imagination, during and after the formative eighteenth 
century.
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Notes on Translation 
 
To render Tibetan names, I use the Wylie Transliteration system. For Tibetan Buddhist 
reincarnates, I provide his generational order, title, and name, such as, the Third Lcang skya rol 
pa’i rdo rje. For places, I use their commonly known names, such as Amdo (A mdo), Lhasa (Lha 
sa). I use Pinyin to Romanize Chinese names, with Chinese characters provided on their first 
appearance. For Manchu terms, I use the Möllendorff transliteration system. I use the Library of 
Congress transliteration system to Romanize Mongolian terms. All translations are mine unless 
otherwise noted. For cited publications, their original language and usages are retained, and 
English translations of their titles are added.  
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   1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
What Is Tibetan, What Is Buddhism, in Qing China?   
 
 
This dissertation is about the processes through which Qing China (1644-1911) and Tibetan 
Buddhism grew symbiotically into expanding powers in the eighteenth century. A formative 
moment in late imperial Chinese history, the eighteenth century also witnessed an eastward 
spread of the hegemonic Geluk (Tib.: dGe lugs) School of Tibetan Buddhism. Focusing on 
Buddhists’ interactions with the Qing imperial rulers, this project aims to explore the role of 
religion in imperial formation and management in Qing China.  
 In 1792, the Qianlong emperor (r. 1736-1795), erected a stele—Proclamation on Lamas 
喇嘛說—at Yonghegong 雍和宮, the largest Tibetan Buddhist monastery in the Qing’s capital 
city of Beijing. This quadrilingual stele of Chinese, Manchu, Mongolian, and Tibetan has 
become one of the central loci of debates	   among historians on	   the Qing’s imperial enterprise as 
the Qing expanded into Inner Asia and pushed into the Himalayas in the eighteenth century. One 
of the most cited phrases of` the Proclamation on Lamas refers to the Qing “supported the 
Yellow-Hat (Geluk School) in order to appease the Mongols” 興黃教即所以安眾蒙古.1 Relying 
on this proclamation, historians invariably contend that the Qing imperial court deployed Tibetan 
Buddhism, especially the Dalai Lama-led Geluk School, simply to appease the belligerent 
Mongols.2 This dissertation project unravels some of the concepts and assumptions upon which 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 For the inscription in Chinese and Tibetan, see Runnian Zhou 周潤年, “Studies of the Proclamation on 
Lamas in Beijing’s Yonghegong” 北京雍和宫御制《喇嘛说》碑文校录考诠, in Journal of Tibetan 
Studies 西藏研究, no. 03 (1991): 87–98. 
2 David Farquhar, “Emperor as Bodhisattva in The Governance of the Ch’ing Empire,” Harvard Journal 
of Asiatic Studies 38, no. 1 (1978). Evelyn Sakakida Rawski, The Last Emperors: A Social History of 
Qing Imperial Institutions (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1998). 
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historians of the Qing draw their conclusions with regards to the Qing’s imperial management. 
 This study begins with the 1720s when the Yongzheng emperor acquired the eastern 
Tibetan region of Amdo (Tib.: A mdo) and ends in the 1790s—the final decade of the Qianlong 
reign.   This temporal scale falls into the parameters of what is often termed the long eighteenth 
century, starting roughly from the early 1680s with the pacification of the Revolts of the Three 
Feudatories and ending with the Opium Wars in the 1830s. Also known as the High Qing Era, 
the long eighteenth century witnessed rapid territorial expansion and consolidation initiated by 
the Qing emperors, coupled with population growth and a prosperous economy. In the 
mountainous southwest, the Qing conquered indigenous populations but struggled to assimilate 
them until the end of the eighteenth century; the Zhongjia Uprising in Guizhou in 1797 and the 
century-long failed efforts to incorporate the Tai powers in Yunnan between 1720 and 1850 were 
two highlights of local communities’ resistance to the Qing state.3 To the southeast, the island of 
Taiwan did not evolve into a province of the Qing until the nineteenth century, even though it 
was officially brought into the imperial landscape in the seventeenth century.4  The Qing’s 
geographical expansion was the most ambitious imperial enterprise in the history of China, and 
was accomplished largely within the eighteenth century. This was the first and only time in 
Chinese history that a state based in China proper sustained its control in these regions for more 
than a century. In the newly acquired lands, which were more than forty percent of the Qing 
Empire’s territory and close to half of the territory of the modern Chinese nation-state, new 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3 Jodi L. Weinstein, Empire and Identity in Guizhou: Local Resistance to Qing Expansion (Seattle: 
University of Washington Press, 2013). C. Patterson Giersch, Asian Borderlands: The Transformation of 
Qing China’s Yunnan Frontier (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University Press, 2006). 
4 Emma Jinhua Teng, Taiwan’s Imagined Geography: Chinese Colonial Travel Writing and Pictures, 
1683-1895 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Asia Center, 2006). John Robert Shepherd, Statecraft 
and Political Economy on the Taiwan Frontier, 1600-1800 (Stanford University Press, 1993). 
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imperial subjects did not speak the Chinese language, nor did they organize their societies 
around Confucian principles. With the complexity of its imperial subjects, and the size of its 
territory, the Manchu Qing faced a set of challenges that preceding Chinese dynasties did not. 
Qing China experienced significant social, political, and demographic transformation, which set 
the direction for many future developments.5 It is within this formative century that I situate my 
project. The more limited timeframe allows me to focus in on the dynamic communication 
between Tibetans, Mongols, and the Qing state, as the Qing's Inner Asian territories took shape. 
 This project adopts an Inner Asian geographical perspective and brings together areas 
that are today part of the distinct nation states of Mongolia and China, as well as politically 
sensitive regions within China. These areas were conceptualized and administered differently in 
Qing China than in the modern era. They were "regions" that existed prior to the birth of the 
modern nation-state.6 Furthermore, my cross-cultural framework enables me to draw attention to 
linkages among people in separated contact zones that were often located at the Qing’s imperial 
margins. Historians in other areas across the globe have produced a large corpus of literature that 
underlines intercommunication between regions, and their research has rendered new analytical 
spaces including the Indian Ocean, the Mediterranean Sea, Islamic worlds, and Sub-saharan 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
5 For various aspects of the eighteenth-century Qing's social life, see Susan Naquin, Chinese Society in 
the Eighteenth Century (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1987), Susan Mann, “Introduction,” 
Precious Records: Women in China’s Long Eighteenth Century (Stanford University Press, 1997), 1-18; 
Philip A. Kuhn, Soulstealers: The Chinese Sorcery Scare of 1768 (Harvard University Press, 2006). 
Madeleine Zelin, The Magistrate’s Tael: Rationalizing Fiscal Reform in Eighteenth Century Ch’ing 
China (University of California Press, 1992), and L. J. Newby, “China: Pax Manjurica,” Journal for 
Eighteenth-Century Studies, vol 34, No. 4 (2011): 557-563. 
6 For the limits of nation-state research framework and approaches to transnational history, see C. A. 
Bayly et al., “AHR Conversation: On Transnational History,” The American Historical Review 111, no. 5 
(December 1, 2006): 1441–64. 
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Africa.7 Yet such transnational scopes have only begun to capture the attention of historians of 
late imperial China. This belated start in such research on the Inner Asian frontiers was caused 
by challenges on several levels. The lack of access to archives and manuscripts in the Tibetan 
and Mongolian languages frustrated generations of scholars. When the archival sources became 
available, there were still few individuals with the requisite knowledge of the Tibetan, 
Mongolian, Manchu, and Chinese languages.8 Utilizing texts in these languages, I hope my 
present research will deepen our understanding of the nature of the Qing’s rule.  
 With the start of the new millennium, Qing history has taken many new directions. 
Encouraged by works that are often categorized as the "New Qing History," historians have 
reconsidered many central research themes including state building and imperial governance. 
What is new about this current of Qing historiography? Most Qing historians concede that the 
Qing was not merely the last dynasty of imperial China, but was instead an empire ruled by a 
seminomadic group originating from the northeast of China proper. Significantly outnumbered 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
7 See recent works on the cross-regional network centered on the Indian Ocean, Sebouh David Aslanian, 
From the Indian Ocean to the Mediterranean: The Global Trade Networks of Armenian Merchants from 
New Julfa (University of California Press, 2011), Engseng Ho, The Graves of Tarim: Genealogy and 
Mobility across the Indian Ocean (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2006), and Thomas R. 
Metcalf, Imperial Connections: India in the Indian Ocean Arena, 1860-1920 (University of California 
Press, 2008). For trade in Islamic Words, Arash Khazeni, Sky Blue Stone: The Turquoise Trade in World 
History (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2014). History of connections across the Mediterranean 
sea, see Julia A. Clancy-Smith, Mediterraneans: North Africa and Europe in an Age of Migration, C. 
1800-1900 (University of California Press, 2012) and E. Natalie Rothman, Brokering Empire: Trans-
Imperial Subjects between Venice and Istanbul (Cornell University Press, 2011). 
8 ISHIHAMA Yumiko 石濱裕美子, Qing and Tibetan Buddhism: The Qianlong Emperor who became a 
Tibetan Buddhist King 清朝とチベット仏教菩薩王となった乾隆帝, Waseda Daigaku Gakujutsu 
Sosho  , 20. (Tokyo:Wasedadaigakushuppanbu, 2011). IKEJIRI Yōko 池尻陽子, Tibetan Buddhist 
Policies in the Early Qing: The Establishment and Development of the Insitution of Jasak Lama 清朝前
期のチベット仏教政策―扎薩克喇嘛制度の成立と展開	 (汲古書院,	 2013). HIRANO Satoshi 平
野聡, The Qing Empire and the Tibetan Question: The Rise and Fall of National Unification 清帝国と
チベット問題：多民族統合の成立と瓦解 (Nogaya: Nagoya Daigaku Shuppankai, 2004). 
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by Chinese, the Manchus expanded the Qing territories and ruled for over 250 years. This 
generation of historians has painstakingly mined newly opened archives since the 1980s, many 
of which were in the Manchu language. In a voluminous literature they challenged the 
conventional view that the Manchus were culturally assimilated into the Chinese mainstream so 
as to sustain their power in a predominantly Chinese culture. Evelyn Rawski's richly researched 
book on the Qing's imperial institutions and practices reveals that the Manchus were different 
from Chinese in various aspects. Precisely because they were not sinicized, argued Rawski, the 
Manchu rulers envisioned the Qing empire as a "pluralistic and multiethnic empire" and were 
able to devise policies accommodating increasingly diverse imperial subjects.9 Also centering on 
her studies on the imperial ruling house, Pamela Crossley delineates how the distinctive Manchu 
identity was generated in the pre-conquest seventeenth century, and more importantly, how the 
Manchu rulers responded to the growing number of non-Chinese brought into the Qing as the 
empire expanded.10 Crossley is not alone in probing the question of Manchu identity. Mark 
Elliott concentrates on a social organization—banners—that organized Manchu fighting men 
into a structure. The banner system transcended Manchu communal or kinship ties. In Elliott's 
point of view, the banner system defined and sustained a distinctive Manchu identity in the Qing. 
It proved powerful in mobilizing the people and drawing a boundary between Manchus and 
others within the empire. 11  Similar to Elliott, Edward Rhoads contends that Manchus were 
equivalent to the banner people and did not culturally assimilate. But Rhoads considers the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
9 Evelyn S. Rawski, The Last Emperors : A Social History of Qing Imperial Institutions (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1998). 
10 Pamela Kyle Crossley, A Translucent Mirror: History and Identity in Qing Imperial Ideology 
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2002). 
11 Mark C. Elliott, The Manchu Way: the Eight Banners and Ethnic Identity in Late Imperial China 
(Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 2001). 
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banner system as a hereditary and occupational social group instead of an ethnically defined 
one.12 Given that the aforementioned literature—published within a short span of five years—
individually centered on the question of Manchu governance, it is only fitting to ask then, "who 
were the Manchus?" Kent Guy addresses this question in a review essay whose title is framed by 
this exact question. In his essay, Guy insightfully sums up how the newly articulated identity of 
the Manchu rulers enabled them to govern a vast empire:  
 ...Compelling the allegiance of people of vastly different backgrounds spread over a huge 
swath of East Asia; constructing one of the longest-lived and most loyal service elites in 
history; maintaining themselves apart from the Chinese population they ruled; and 
managing and in fact streamlining traditional Chinese administrative practice, giving 
traditional Chinese political forms a new lease of historical life.13  
 
As Guy aptly points out, research into the Qing rulers' identity prompted scholars to reconsider 
what the identity enabled the rulers to do. Guy himself focuses on provincial governors, whom 
he describes in his book as the cornerstone of the empire. The chosen ranking officials of each 
province were men who could best respond to its particular circumstances as opposed to those 
who passed the civil service examination. The meritocratic administration at the provincial level 
accounted for the Qing's  impressive governance of the vast empire.14 William Rowe's research 
on a single exemplary provincial office of the eighteenth-century complements Guy's 
comprehensive account of the provincial governors as a whole.15 Taken together, their works 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
12 Edward J. M Rhoads, Manchus & Han: Ethnic Relations and Political Power in Late Qing and Early 
Republican China, 1861-1928 (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 2000). 
13 Ibid., 152.  
14  R. Kent Guy, Qing Governors and Their Provinces: The Evolution of Territorial Administration in  
China, 1644-1796(Seattle: University of Washington Press, 2013). 
 
15 William T. Rowe, Saving the World: Chen Hongmou and Elite Consciousness in Eighteenth- 
Century China (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2002). 
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have offered a valuable glimpse into governance beyond the imperial center and present a 
nuanced picture of Qing governance within China proper. 
 In this project, I show that the Qing was self-consciously conceived as a universal 
empire, a multicultural polity within which China proper was one component. Peter Perdue 
examines the Qing's political evolution in relation to the demise of the Zhungar state, an entity 
formed by a group of Western Mongols known as Oirats, within the context of an intensifying 
contest between Qing China and Muscovy Russia in the long eighteenth century. 16  Perdue 
suggests that military campaigns provided the original impetus for Qing imperial expansion and 
solidification, and Tibet and Tibetan Buddhists figures such as those I examine were intimately 
connected to these affairs. In 1690, the reigning Kangxi emperor (r. 1662-1722) himself led an 
expedition against Galdan Boshugtu Khan (1644-1697), the leader of the Zhungar-Oirat 
Mongols. Because of logistical difficulties, the Kangxi emperor’s expedition won battles but 
failed to eliminate the Zhungar Mongols, and military threats persisted to the north and 
northwest. 17  While Perdue compellingly demonstrates a new framework within which to 
consider Qing governance, he overlooks other powers in the strategically sensitive regions in 
central Eurasia. The Zhungar Mongols were only one of many powers that the young Qing state 
could not afford to ignore. To the west, the fifth Dalai Lama (ngag dbang blo bzang rgya mtsho, 
1617-1682) unified central Tibet after a prolonged period of civil wars. As the leading figure of 
the Geluk School of Tibetan Buddhism, the fifth Dalai Lama formed a hegemonic polity Ganden 
Phodrang (Tib. dga’ ldan pho brang) in 1642, established Lhasa as the capital, began to 
construct the Potala Palace in 1645, institutionalized education in large monasteries, and codified 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
16 Peter C. Perdue, China Marches West: The Qing Conquest of Central Eurasia (Cambridge, Mass: 
Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 2005). 
17 Ibid., 152–161. 
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medical practices. His death in 1682 did not halt the rise of the Geluk hegemony into a trans-
regional power, and only fourteen years later did the Kangxi emperor even learn of the fifth 
Dalai Lama’s death. It is my intention to bring the rising power of Tibetan Buddhism, especially 
the Geluk School's Ganden Phodrang hegemony, into dialogue with the Qing imperial expansion 
and management.  
 In previous scholarship, the emphasis has mostly been on the Qing emperors and their 
patronizing endeavors, especially the Qianlong emperor and his complex programs aimed at 
shaping the Qing into a multicultural empire. One work that stands out for its innovative 
approach to the imperial projects targeting the new Inner Asian subjects is Patricia Berger's 
Empire of Emptiness: Buddhist Art and Political Authority in Qing China. In her research, 
Berger traces the sophisticated projects of translating Tibetan Buddhist canons and 
manufacturing religious objects. Ultimately she contends that the Qianlong emperor 
conceptualized the Qing empire as "a confederation of discrete, culturally distinct blocks."18 To 
build a holistic empire, the emperor adopted a Chinese imperial practice of cataloging arts 
possessed by the imperial household, and Berger's research demonstrates his understanding of 
this practice. Berger goes further to credit the emperor with archiving the religious arts that 
encompassed multiple religious traditions, which reinforced the multicultural nature of the 
Qing's rule.19  
 The established view of Tibetan Buddhism in the Qing being limited to a role in “taming” 
the Mongols was most strongly undermined in the groundbreaking work of Johan Elverskog, 
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19 Berger, 2003.  
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which asserts that the Mongols' cultural identities and institutions were a product of mutual 
efforts undertaken by both the Qing imperial court and local Mongols. 20  Elverskog argues 
against the "Buddhist Explanation"— a term coined by Elverskog in his book—that the Manchu 
Qing rulers made use of Tibetan Buddhism in order to keep the Mongols at bay. Instead, 
Elverskog underscores the processes through which the Mongols were included in the orbit of 
the Qing empire. Unlike Berger, whose primary focus remains on the imperial court, Elverskog 
takes the history of encounter and negotiation away from the metropolitan center to southern 
Mongolia, where lettered men wrote about the Qing in the Mongolian language.  
 Works such as those by Berger and Elverskog open up new terrain in the field both 
conceptually and methodologically. However, to understand this period’s history the source 
materials to draw from go beyond those in Chinese and Manchu, the two official languages in 
the Qing, and even texts all together. How, then, was the Qing understood by these new subjects 
whose native tongues were not Chinese? There have been genuine efforts in the past decade to 
probe the reception of Qing state policies in remote lands. Two emerging groups show the 
promise for such ventures using local languages in historiographical inquires. Encouraged by 
earlier works on Xinjiang, scholars have explored several manuscripts that have come to light. 
Based on Uyghur and Turki sources, Rian Thum presents a history of the Uyghurs’ encounter 
with Qing imperial authority as the area became a new territory under the Qing.  Telling the story 
from the perspective of the local inhabitants, known as "Altishahri" in his research, Thum 
complements research that relies on Chinese state documents.21  
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 If Uyghur and Turki sources have begun to complicate the conventional view of the 
Qing's interactions with the culturally and linguistically different community, interventions from 
Tibetan scholars likewise challenge the accepted wisdom on the subject. As early as 1978, David 
Farquhar convincingly showed that the Manchu emperors' patronage of Tibetan Buddhism and 
their cultivation of the cult of Mount Wutai had roots in Inner Asian traditions, especially the 
Mongol Yuan Empire (1271-1368).22 Even though later research cast doubt on Farquhar's thesis 
and found that the Qing emperors drew inspiration both from their Inner Asian tradition and 
from Chinese dynastic practices, Farquhar's work remained influential in the ensuing decades.23 
Many other scholars have explored how the emperors patronized Tibetan Buddhism to meet their 
political needs. In recent decades, research on the Qing court’s connection with Tibetan 
Buddhists has overwhelmingly focused on the Qianlong emperor and his religious teacher, the 
Third Lcang skya rol pa’i rdo rje.24 The emperor is often depicted as a politically savvy ruler who 
patronized Tibetan Buddhism to meet his political and spiritual needs. D. Seyfort Ruegg, who 
explained the term of “Lama-Patron” (Tib.: mchod yon) in the 1990s, argues that “it may be due 
to their [scholars’] resulting failure to understand the semantics and concepts behind this 
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ideal—and, it should be observed personal rather than institutional—relationship between a 
Lama and a ruler that authors and governments have so often been unable to apprehend the 
nature of this very relationship.”25 In Ruegg’s discussion of the concept, the Mongol Yuan and 
Manchu Qing (and to a lesser extent the Ming dynasty) receive equal treatment as if the dynamic 
of the religious realm and a Dharma king remained largely the same. While Ruegg attempts to 
remind scholars of the inapplicability of European concepts to Tibetan history, he goes so far as 
to characterize the interactions between Tibetan Buddhists and the Qing emperor as (merely) 
personal. But this is hardly the case in the Mongol Yuan or the Manchu Qing. This is in part due 
to the political evolution in Tibet, where the Geluk Ganden Phodrang hegemony promoted mass 
monasticism and the eastward spread of missionaries.26 With the backing of the institutional and 
intellectual sources of the Geluk power, Tibetan Buddhists’ interactions with the Qing emperors 
went well beyond the personal relationship of a religious teacher and patron.  
 The past decade has seen a growing number of research projects concentrating on the 
relationship between Qing China and Tibet. One noticeable current in this research is that it is an 
oversimplification to use the concept "Tibet" without qualification. Within a short span of five 
years (2006-2011), six manuscripts emerged, all of which tackle the eastern Tibetan region of 
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Kham in the Qing era.27 Yingcong Dai and Xiuyu Wang made extensive use of the Chinese-
language historical documents including archival texts and unpublished manuscripts, both of 
which provided nuanced accounts of imperial policies. Local Tibetan perspectives on the 
encounter with the Qing are to be found in works by Yudru Tsomu, Karl Debreczeny, Alexander 
Gardner, and Jann Ronis, who individually illustrate how local Tibetans received and came to 
terms with the changing social reality brought about by the Qing's penetration into the region of 
Kham. Their reliance on Tibetan-language texts and Tibetan Buddhist arts suggests great 
potential for uncovering the multifaceted interaction through the eyes of Tibetans. Another 
macroregion along the borderland between China and Tibet is Amdo, which has recently 
attracted scholarly attention. Like Tsomu and Ronis, whose respective research projects center 
on a social institution, be it a family or a monastery, Nietupski focuses on one of the most 
complex Tibetan Buddhist polities in the world, Amdo's Labrang Monastery (Tib.: bla brang 
bkra shis ’khyil), and shows that this massive Tibetan Buddhist monastery obtained political 
autonomy at the crossroads of several competing powers.28  
 Most recently, a cohort of emerging scholars whose research pay attention to both sides 
of the border has begun to examine this critical region against the backdrop of Qing imperial 
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expansion.29 Max Oidtmann's research offers a glimpse into the Qing empire's legal practices in 
what he called the “colonized Amdo” in the nineteenth century. Even though his research 
concentrates on monastic curricula of mass monasteries of the Geluk hegemony, Brenton 
Sullivan contextualizes the rise of mass monasticism with regards to the expansion of both the 
Qing and the increasingly powerful Geluk power in the eighteenth century. Similarly, Stacey van 
Vleet explores the crucial role played by Tibetan medical institutions in the development of 
Tibetan Buddhism in East and Inner Asia in the early modern period. These analyses continue to 
remind us that Tibetan Buddhism was not a local belief system that was confined to Tibet or 
Buddhists. Yet, current research ignores, or is ignorant of, the far more important issue of 
Tibetan Buddhists’ understanding of the processes through which the Qing intended to culturally 
incorporate Inner Asia into the Qing empire. Instead of considering Tibetan Buddhists as simply 
recipients of state policies, this project explains why they were part of the imperial enterprise, 
how they availed themselves of it, and finally, how they helped bring about the historical 
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Map 1 Qing Empire's complete map of all provinces, 188730 
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Multiple voices about the Qing’s imperial imagination 
To decipher the complex relationship between the Qing emperors and the communities in Inner 
Asia, this dissertation mobilizes a wide range of materials. To begin with, Qing official records 
in the Manchu or Chinese languages provide the perspectives of the imperial rulers. These texts, 
such as the Qing Veritable Records 清實錄 and the Grand Council's Correspondences 軍機處奏
摺, form the basis upon which this dissertation develops. It is abundantly clear by now that 
official documents in Manchu and in Chinese did not mirror each other and in fact may reveal 
very different information.31 As a result, letters and regulatory texts in the Manchu language are 
especially important to understanding the ways in which the imperial household engaged with 
the imperial subjects on the borderland.  
 This dissertation also explores the voices of Tibetan Buddhists, which can be found in 
their writings. Tibetan Buddhist spiritual biographies (Tib.: rnam thar) prove most valuable as 
they offer a rare glimpse into some of the religious and political activities in which Buddhists 
engaged. 32  These biographical narratives primarily depict their authors’ or their subjects’ 
religious advancement towards enlightenment. Yet the historically-situated spiritual biographies 
provide an unique entry way through which to investigate the social and political construct of a 
religious self.33 In the eighteenth-century Qing empire, Buddhist religious identity was created 
through the conscious efforts of both the imperial court and the Buddhists themselves. Precisely 
because of their emphasis on religious engagements, this genre of Tibetan writings proves useful. 
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In addition to these individuals' religious life accounts, monastic chronicles (Tib.: gdan rabs) 
give an account of monastery life. The two genres of Tibetan-language texts complement 
existing literature that draws evidence from Chinese or Manchu official documents. 
 Texts as historical sources have their limits. But there are other avenues for revealing the 
historical circumstances under which the Qing and the Tibetan Buddhists came to form a 
mutually beneficial relationship. In this dissertation project I also analyze Tibetan Buddhist 
artifacts stored in museums in North America and Asia, including statues, sculptures, and 
tapestries. Tibetan Buddhist tapestries—familiarly known as thangka (Tib.: thang kha)—deserve 
further attention. As a form of visual narrative, they often form a distinctive site of investigation 
in historical research. Inspired by recent discussions in the history of science and material 
culture, I also locate artifacts within the history of knowledge making. Instead of considering the 
objects as mere tangible things, I focus on the process of making, collecting, and gifting of 
Buddhist artifacts, through which to show how Tibetan Buddhist knowledge mediated the 
imperial imagination and helped shape the Qing into a multicultural empire. 
 Through an examination of the trans-regional Tibetan Buddhist knowledge network, my 
research moves beyond individual leaders. The Buddhists under examination include people of 
different social strata, ethnic backgrounds, and linguistic skills. Together with Tibetan Buddhist 
texts, images, and ideas, they formed an ever-expanding web of knowledge, which I call the 
“Tibetan Buddhist knowledge network.” I discuss the role of this network in Qing China’s 
imperial enterprise for two reasons. First, my research identifies the specific historical contexts 
that shaped Qing China’s interaction with Tibetan Buddhists, as opposed to existing literature 
that tends to address Tibetan Buddhism from the perspective of the Qing central government. I 
argue that the eighteenth century did not only see the Qing’s expansion to the west, but also 
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witnessed the eastward spread of Tibetan Buddhist mass monasticism. As a result, Tibetan 
Buddhism reached into Qing social life on many levels and at various places. Second, focusing 
on the network enables me to examine the movement of these Buddhist elements across regions 
and cultures. The project shifts away from the dichotomy of imperial “center” and “periphery” 
and the study of vertical communication between the center and margins. It overturns the 
assumption that lateral interactions between peripheral groups were either nonexistent or 
thwarted by the center.34 The Tibetan Buddhist network, as I approach it, is concerned with 
interpenetration between regions and sites and the power constructed in that movement. As C.A. 
Bayly points out, “To focus on things on the move can effectively eschew the ethnocentrism or 
the exclusive focus on a politically defined territory. Though related to nation-state, transnational 
history focuses on movement and interpenetration…[and transnational history] helps break down 
the metropole-colony binary, or at the very least, to make it much more complex”35  
 Transnational historical approaches also produce narratives that provoke reconsideration 
of major conceptual categories such as development and modernity. Isabel Hofmeyr, for 
instance, notes that transnational approaches challenge conventional assumptions about the 
relationship between secularism and modernity.36 Moving beyond an understanding of modernity 
as a Western process of progress and enlightenment, transnational narratives reveal modernity to 
be a multifaceted process whereby political, economic, and cultural exchanges occur in varied 
and often unpredictable ways. Drawing upon recent research on transnational historical agents, 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
34Karen Barkey, Bandits and Bureaucrats: The Ottoman Route to State Centralization (Cornell University 
Press, 1996) and Empire of Difference: The Ottomans in Comparative Perspective (Cambridge University 
Press, 2008). 
35C. A. Bayly et al., 2006, 1142.  
36	  Ibid.	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whose communal ties were based on commercial trading, kinship bonds, or shared cultural 
memories, my research focuses on mobile Tibetan Buddhists.37 To focus on the more mobile 
segments of a society challenges centralist historical narratives. Scholars have recently begun to 
pay more attention to these mobile agents of historical development. Native-place ties offered 
sojourners to the Qing’s capital a communication channel and communal solidarity; hinterland-
based private banking firms functioned as inter-regional traders and proved useful to the Qing’s 
governance empire-wide; professional opera singers were part of the trans-regional trade 
networks that linked the Qing’s capital and the western hinterland.38 Together with Buddhists, 
Chinese or Tibetan, these highly mobile members of society created anxiety for the government, 
and precisely because of the threats they posed to the family-based social units within the Qing, 
focusing on them will push the historical narrative beyond the standard histories of the Qing. 
 Anxiety and power generated from mobility was not a unique Qing social reality. In the 
Ottoman empire, nomads, merchants, Orthodox Christian elites, and translators proved 
indispensable to the Ottoman Sultan’s rule yet caused incessant concerns to the rulers,39 because 
“these regions were ruled as military provinces outside the civil, bureaucratic government.”40 But 
“empires are negotiated enterprises” that require collaboration from the center and the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
37 Aslanian, 2011. 
38Luman Wang, “Money and Trade, Hinterland and Coast, Empire and Nation-State: An Unusual History 
of Shanxi Piaohao, 1820-1930” (Ph.D., University of Southern California, 2014). Richard Belsky, 
Localities at the Center: Native Place, Space, and Power in Late Imperial Beijing (Cambridge, Mass: 
Harvard University Asia Center, 2006). Amy Gordanier, “The (Male) Divas of Beijing: Trade Networks, 
Professional Ties, and the Road to Stardom in Eighteenth-Century China,” The American Historical 
Association Annual Meeting 2016, Paper Abstract, accessed 2015-02-14. 
39Christine M. Philliou, Biography of an Empire: Governing Ottomans in an Age of Revolution 
(University of California Press, 2010), sec. “1. The Houses of Phanar.” 
40 Pamela Crossley, Helen Sui, and Donald Sutton, eds., Empire at the Margins: Culture, Ethnicity, and 
Frontier in Early Modern China (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2006), 68.  
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peripheries to ensure their durability.41 Early modern empires made use of a range of strategies to 
“negotiate” with imperial subjects. Take the Ottoman Empire for example. It chose to grant the 
defeated elites official appointments and entrusted them with governmental duties, just as the 
Qing did in Tibetan regions. 42  In doing so, the imperial centers at Istanbul and Beijing, 
respectively, maximized their administrative strength by employing local intermediaries. They 
created a group of ruling elites who could (at times) thwart the imperial rule,43 but it also helped 
the conquering powers legitimize their presence in the cultural world of the conquered.44 
Synopsis  
 
 Each of the four dissertation chapters discusses one aspect of the vital trans-regional 
Tibetan Buddhist network and addresses the aforementioned issues. Overarching themes include 
the mutually productive processes through which the Qing and the Tibetan Buddhists grew into 
hegemonic powers; the power engendered in the circulation of Tibetan Buddhist knowledge; and 
challenges and opportunities presented by Buddhist institutions to the Qing's governing 
apparatus. 
 Chapter One discusses a flexible religious institution, Tibetan Buddhist reincarnation, and 
how local headmen refashioned themselves through the institution to preserve their prestige after 
the Qing's initial military success in 1724. Based on Tibetan biographies, monastic chronicles, 
Buddhist history (Tib. chos ’byungs), and Manchu and Chinese records of the Grand Council 軍
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
41 Barkey, 2008. 
42 Ibid., chap. 3. 
43 Ibid. 
44Ibid. 
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機處—an administrative innovation of the Qing—this chapter focuses on two politically 
powerful families in the border region between Qing China and Tibet, known to Tibetans as 
Amdo. Prior to the Qing troops' arrival in Amdo in 1723, the two families—one Tibetan and one 
Mongolian—wielded their power as hereditary local rulers. After the war, these Buddhists 
(former headmen) played an essential role in mediating between Qing China’s imperial center 
and local communities, so much so that Qing field officials often relied upon them to resolve 
supracommunal conflicts. Contrary to traditional historiographical accounts that focus 
exclusively on military strength and top-down management,45 this chapter demonstrates that 
military triumphs did not ensure efficacious management of the newly conquered subjects, and 
that the collision of the central state with existing local powers required the Qing to work out a 
new strategy of governance.  
 Following discussion of these powerful Amdo Tibetan Buddhists, Chapter Two moves on 
to the imperial capital city of Beijing and examines the transformations of an imperial space: 
Yonghegong 雍和宮 (meaning: Palace of Peace and Harmony, more commonly known as the 
Lama Temple). This palace was transformed twice (circa 1720s and 1740s). Through examining 
Tibetan letters (Tib.: spring yig), biographies, personal collections (Tib. gsung ’bum), and a set 
of untapped Manchu-language correspondence between Beijing and Central Tibet (scattered in 
the Archival Sources of Yonghegong in the Qing 清代雍和宮檔案史料, 2004), the chapter 
shows how the latter transformation in the 1740s was to serve the mutual interests of both the 
Qing and Tibetan Buddhists. Straddling the Qing political center and the Tibetan Buddhist 
world, Yonghegong offers an ideal entry point to investigate the process through which the Qing 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
45 Perdue, 2005; Joanna Waley-Cohen, The Culture of War in China (I.B. Tauris, 2006); Giersch, 2006; 
Shepherd, 1993. 
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state and Tibetan Buddhists converged to form a unique Qing culture with Tibetan Buddhism as 
an integral part.  In addition, I expand upon the claim that Yonghegong’s lesser-known name in 
the Tibetan language, dga’ ldan byin chags gling, signified that Yonghegong belonged to the 
hegemonic Geluk school of Tibetan Buddhism.46 My research on the curriculum and faculty of 
this palace/monastery demonstrates that Yonghegong functioned as an important outpost of the 
ever-expanding Tibetan Buddhist network. Through the network, Buddhist philosophy remained 
in circulation and engendered power at the very center of the Qing empire. Finally, this chapter 
traces the circulation of Buddhist arts, including Tibetan Buddhist tapestries and statuary that 
furnished Yonghegong in the two transformations. The Buddhist arts, I argue, embodied 
Buddhist ideals and inscribed the imperial palace with Tibetan Buddhism.  
 Chapter Three discusses two monasteries in a small town on the edge of the Mongol 
Steppe north of Beijing, where Qing imperial power and the Tibetan Buddhist knowledge 
network intermixed and thereby redefined each other. First, this chapter juxtaposes the Qing’s 
imperial visions as illustrated in Chinese official documents with the social and economic reality 
in the town, as shown in a rare Mongolian collection of 208 letters (Mon.: bicig). In doing so, I 
show how the Tibetan Buddhist knowledge network operated differently in the contact zone than 
in the imperial capital. A close reading of the documents reveals that the two Tibetan Buddhist 
monasteries functioned as social organizations that linked the transnational Tibetan Buddhist 
network in the contact zones along the Qing's Inner Asian frontiers. Additionally, it also shows 
how those social organizations extended the network to the Mongol Steppe. Secondly, grounded 
in Tibetan language ritual manuals (Tib.: khrid yig), this chapter examines how Tibetan Buddhist 
rituals transcended linguistic and cultural barriers, and brought together monks and lay 
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practitioners through highly formulaic ritual performances in Inner Asia in the late eighteenth 
century. I suggest that the inclusive nature of these rituals was essential to making religion a 
trans-regional power. This chapter considers rituals as a force of agency in the trans-regional 
Buddhist knowledge network and shows that rituals, as an embodied power, strengthened 
Tibetan Buddhism on the Mongol Steppe. Finally, Chapter Three views the monasteries as a 
center of Tibetan Buddhist art production. Through tracing Buddhist objects' circulation, I show 
how the religious network operated.  
Finally, Chapter Four considers Tibetan Buddhist arts and literature as sites of knowledge 
making and sources of intellectual legitimacy. Through an examination of the processes of 
making Tibetan Buddhist objects, including monasteries, canonical texts, and statues, this 
chapter shows the ways in which artisanal knowledge was embodied in Tibetan Buddhist 
practices. Furthermore, artisanal knowledge provided an avenue through which Buddhist 
intellectuals defined their religious identity. Chapter Four centers on three Tibetan Buddhists 
who worked within the Qing official apparatus and discusses a Buddhist intellectual space they 
created. The imperial Prince Guo (1697-1738), a trusted confidant of Emperors Yongzheng and 
Qianlong, was a devoted Tibetan Buddhist. As a chief statesman in Qing China when 
Confucianism was the orthodox philosophy and the official languages were Chinese and 
Manchu, this prominent prince chose to annotate Tibetan Buddhist ritual texts in the Mongolian 
and Tibetan languages. Based on my study of his private collections and poetry, this section 
shows how a Tibetan Buddhist who was a capable and highly placed statesman came to 
experience and conceive of the multicultural empire. I then study another member of the ruling 
family, Prince Zhuang (1695-1767), who sponsored and compiled multilingual texts on Buddhist 
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art production and ritual performance.47 Both his long career at the center of power and his 
prolific writings show how religion and imperial consolidation entwined in the decisive 
eighteenth century, when the direction was set for so many future developments. Similarly, a 
Mongol dignitary named Gombjab (1690?-1750, Tib: mGon po skyabs) was comfortable with 
multiple identities in his service to the central government. During his tenure, Gombjab availed 
himself of textual sources in several languages as well as his connections to powerful statesmen 
to compile texts on Buddhist arts and history. Gombjab, I argue, was appreciative of his multiple 
identities and made full use of them. One of Gombjab's manuscripts traveled to western Sichuan 
via the Qing postal system and ultimately reached many Buddhists across the Himalayan regions. 
This transmission shows both the extent of the religious network and its symbiosis with imperial 
administration. Together, these three men shed light on the fluidity of the religious network and 
their writing reveals a perspective on the empire enjoyed by individuals operating at its very 
core. Their engagements with Tibetan Buddhism were reflected in their literary works and their 
devotion to and beliefs in Tibetan Buddhism.  
My research offers a de-centered view of the Qing, seeing it less as a project of 
monolithic administration than as a series of encounters between different communities. 
Centering on the interdependence of the Qing and Tibetan Buddhist network as well as the flows 
of people and ideas, this project aims to deepen our understanding of the complex linkages and 
actors that defined early modern empires, including the Ottoman Empire and Muscovy Russia. It 
brings into dialogue related studies in these research fields by addressing issues in the case of 
Qing China.   
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CHAPTER ONE 




In 1810, a Qing official of named Wenfu 文孚 assumed office as the highest imperial envoy in 
Xining, a major city on the border between Qing China and Tibet.48 Wenfu encountered multiple 
challenges that had developed in this crucial border region. He bemoaned the challenges that his 
predecessors and himself faced:  
The [Yongzheng] Emperor devised the superb plan, with force and appeasement, to bring 
peace to the distant barren land. [The pacification] linked Central Tibet (Ü-tsang) and 
Sichuan Province, and brought together China proper and outlying pepipheries. The 
[emperor’s] efforts surpassed those undertaken by previous leaders of thousands of years. 
Nevertheless, Tibetans traditionally are nomads and it is indeed challenging to transform 





Considered in the context of the growing Qing imperial expansion, Wenfu’s lament was 
disheartening to the Qing field officials. Especially when compared to triumphant official 
narratives, this ranking official’s disappointments reveal the oft-forgotten difficult reality of 
ruling a diverse empire. Military success was only the first step towards a more integral empire. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
48The official title of the post is Qinchai banli Qinghai Menggu Fanzi shiwu dachen 欽差辦理青海蒙古
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Renmin Press, 1993), 1.  
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How did the Qing rulers approach the culturally distinct Tibetans and Mongols? How did the 
new imperial subjects seize the opportunity to negotiate their identities in the increasingly 
diverse empire? These questions have yet to receive scholars’ attention. This area demonstrates 
the limits of imperial governance as well as the current historiographical focus in late imperial 
Chinese history that pays attention to the military campaigns, rather than their aftermath. 
 Wenfu’s account relates the difficulties of ruling the sensitive border region in the eighty 
years after a well-known pacification campaign. The 1724 military victory, led by General Nian 
Gengyao 年羹堯 (1679-1726), was a quick win. The four-month expedition showcased the 
Qing’s military strength, and brought into the Qing empire the eastern Tibetan region of Amdo 
(Map 2).50 But, as Wenfu’s discouraged account shows, the Qing struggled to come to terms with 
the growing and increasingly diversified empire. How did the Qing, as one of the most powerful 
early modern empires, rule its expanding territories? This chapter seeks to understand the 
attempts that the Qing’s imperial court made to bring Tibetans and Mongols into the Qing 
Empire culturally.51 Through an examination of the circumstances under which Qing China 
attempted to rule the region after its momentary military success, I raise a fundamental question 
that historians have not yet addressed: what made these local agents resilient to the imposing 
imperial power?  
By bringing the agents to the fore, I argue that their cultural capital proved impossible to 
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51For discussions regarding the bureaucracy and the kingship in the eighteenth-century China and the 
Qing’s managements in China proper, see Philip A. Kuhn, Soulstealers: The Chinese Sorcery Scare of 
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replace by the central state’s military strength, administrative effort, or economic support in 
ruling the region. What constitutes their power lay in their ties to the local everyday life and their 
fluid identities between hereditary political leaders and Tibetan Buddhist reincarnates. These 
agents complicated the prominent historiographical narratives that focus on the perspectives of 
military, administrative or economic efforts undertaken by the Qing administration. Among 
prominent historians, some have studied Qing China from the perspective of the state’s military 
culture. 52  Others have studied economic circumstances prior to and after the state’s local 
engagement, arguing that fiscal considerations helped shape the state’s political policies toward 
new imperial subjects.53  Most of the literature has focused on, as Kent Guy insightfully points 
out, “the Manchus and their military establishment rather than the territorial organs they 
developed.”54 Guy meticulously studies all provinces under Qing rule, and conclusively argues 
that the success of Qing management lay in “the creation of a series of governors who had 
unique relations with their superiors and with the Qing court.”55  In other words, Qing territorial 
management was a response to a wide-range of needs as the empire evolved throughout the three 
centuries. To Guy, what made the Qing so successful in ruling the vast empire was its governors, 
who responded to the distinctive needs and circumstances in the provinces they governed, as 
well as their unique relation with their superiors and with the Qing court.56 William Rowe singles 
out a model official, Chen Hongmou 陳宏謀  (1696-1771), whose hardheaded approach to 
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governance was an idealized extreme to make the expanding Qing empire a manageable 
enterprise. Both Guy and Rowe portray an empire in which local or regional self-governance 
proved most productive in operating the expanding power.57  
As a sub-region under Sichuan and Gansu provincial jurisdiction, Amdo’s new 
administrative arrangements seem to support Guy’s theory and its limits. Guy argues that the 
primary focus of the northwestern region was to preserve the Qing's legacy of military 
occupation. A specially designated official post in the city of Xining functioned as the Qing's 
highest administrative unit in Amdo. The newly annexed cultural Tibetan regions to the west and 
southwest offered the Qing imperial court a valuable opportunity through which to penetrate the 
social life of this politically sensitive region. The 1720s marked a start of involvement of the 
Qing state with Tibet; the eastern parts of the region of Tibet known as Amdo were partially 
absorbed into the Sichuan and Gansu Province, with an imperial envoy stationed near Kokonor 
Lake, later moved to Xining, the leading regional city. This official post was designated to deal 
with issues pertaining to Mongols and Tibetans in this sensitive region, as its official title 
demonstrated (Imperial commissioner administering affairs of Mongols and Tibetans in Qinghai 
欽差辦理青海蒙古番子事務大臣). From its creation in 1724 to its abolishment in 1912, all but 
two of the office’s eighty-five occupants were Mongol or Manchu bannermen.58 Their pragmatic 
capacity proved highly valuable. Many of them served in various borderland areas where social 
stability was the emperors’ major concern. Kent Guy argues that all the governorships in the 
militarily strategic provinces of Shanxi, Shaanxi, and Gansu went to Manchus, who reported to 
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58Three officials were appointed to this post in Yongzheng reign and twenty-five in Qianlong reign.  
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emperors directly until the mid-eighteenth century.59 In Guy’s discussion, the region of Qinghai 










            Both Guy and Rowe seem to miss key aspects of the local communities. Research drawn 
from Mongolian, Manchu, and Tibetan documents reveals that the Qing’s management of the 
borderlands heavily relied on mediators, be they Mongol banner leaders or other locally 
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60 Karl Ryavec, A Historical Atlas of Tibet (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2015), Maps 4.  
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respected people.61 In Amdo, the Qing special imperial envoy found himself in an unknown land. 
Qing governance created a political vacuum that gave authority to pre-existing local powers. In 
Amdo, Tibetan Buddhist reincarnates bolstered their power in the political vucuum created by 
the decline of Mongol leaders’ political influences and the Qing field officials who struggled to 
gain local trust. 
 This chapter focuses on Tibetan Buddhist reincarnations and explains how the flexible 
religious institution provided the local power brokers with means through which to perpetuate 
their authority and to come to the aid of Qing administration in this newly annexed region. 
Moreover, the extent to which Buddhism was involved in political development at the local level 
set the Amdo region apart from other peripheral regions acquired by the late imperial Chinese 
state. This chapter shows that the local agents continued to rule the Amdo region by leveraging 
their unique cultural capital, which was deeply rooted in local practices and centered on the 
Tibetan Buddhist tradition. Instead of being utilized by the imperial government to keep the 
Mongols at bay, as many scholars suggest, I argue that local Amdo leaders used the flexible 
institution of Tibetan Buddhist reincarnation to their own political ends.  
Local Trust, Reincarnates, and Anxious Qing Field officials 
Tibetan Buddhist reincarnates were ubiquitous in local Mongols and Tibetans’ daily life and 
Qing field officials came to rely upon the reincarnates to gain access to local information 
networks and power structures. The reincarnates provided the local people with protection 
through rituals and routine religious gatherings around the year. The inextricable connections 
between monastic and mundane lives provided them authority that the Qing state desperately 
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wanted to replace with its own power. The Qing government strove to gain access to Amdo local 
society and attempted to downplay the influence of reincarnates and monasteries. Tibetan 
Buddhist religious authorities unwillingness to readily give up their authority was perhaps more 
daunting than the Qing court anticipated. What troubled Qing field officials was that “rituals 
[were] performed by monks not only because they [were] trained specialists, but because of their 
renunciate status.”62 In other words, the embodied authority was inherent in the religious figures, 
and especially so in the case of reincarnates, who “are believed to have consciously chosen and 
conditioned their rebirths,” and thus escape from “the cycle of both samsara and mundane 
production.”63  Their unique position as the purest being that willingly returned to face the 
infinite sufferings of samsara made them the ultimate solution to things that needed to be 
corrected: “[T]he importance of ritual authority and power of reincarnates is the mainstay of their 
political authority in the Tibetan cultural sphere.”64  
Reincarnates’ influence is often enduring and carries through generations, like families. 
A reincarnation lineage, as an institution, also functions as a family, only not through blood or 
biological connection. It serves as a way in which a certain name, prestige, and privilege 
associated with a reincarnation is perpetuated. In Amdo-Tibetan language, “Akhu” can refer to 
either an uncle or a monk. This double meaning is not a coincidence; instead it illustrates the 
subtle connection between kinship and the institution of reincarnation. Tibetan parents sent their 
son to a monastery where a relative resided so that the relative could look after the boy when he 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
62Christian P.B. Haskett, Review of Identity, Ritual and State in Tibetan Buddhism: The Foundations of 
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was young. The property and cultural capital of one generation was carefully managed by other 
members within the institution, be it managers, disciples, or servants of the deceased reincarnate, 
until the chosen new generation came of age and was officially recognized. Because a biological 
link is not how two generations of a reincarnated lineage associate with each other, the choice of 
a new reincarnate could be quite random. As an institution, the practice provided different people 
with different opportunities. The Qing government certainly acknowledged its importance in the 
Tibetan Buddhist world, and so did the local hereditary Mongol and Tibetan families who strove 
to keep the prestige within a family. 
 Prestigious reincarnations indeed often located future generations within the immediate 
family of previous incarnations, and the installation of the second ’jam dbyangs bzhad pa 
reincarnate (1728-1791), the abbot of Labrang Monastery, exemplifies the practice. Few sources 
note that this reincarnate was recognized at the age of twenty, contrary to the common practice 
of determining a reincarnate in his childhood. What hindered the recognition of this ’jam 
dbyangs bzhad pa were internal conflicts between two interest groups within Labrang 
Monastery. The two parties became deadlocked, leading to a twenty-year gap between the death 
of the previous generation of ’jam dbyangs bzhad pa and the enthronement of this ’jam dbyangs 
bzhad pa. The fact that the previous ’jam dbyangs bzhad pa did not leave any guidance for future 
generations further complicated the already confusing situation. But the fundamental problem 
was that the two major figures of Labrang Monastery had their rival choices of candidate, and 
the Fifth Stong ’khor ultimately won.65  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
65The fifth generation of the Stong ‘khor incarnation’s dates were given as 1686-1754. See brag dgon 
dkon mchog bstan pa rab rgyas (1800/1-1866), The Ocean Annals of Amdo Yul mdo smad kyi ljongs su 
thub bstan rin po che ji ltar dar ba’i tshul gsal bar brjod pa Deb ther rgya mtsho (Lanzhou: Kan su’u mi 
rigs dpe skrun khang Gansu People’s Press, 1982). 
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Prestige associated with a reincarnation lineage proved attractive to locals, especially 
those in power. The Second ’jam dbyangs bzhad pa’s increasing power in turn brought more 
prestige to his already powerful family. The prestige must have been so great that the family 
found it difficult to let the “’jam dbyangs bzhad pa” title go; a cousin of the Second ’jam 
dbyangs bzhad pa entered the lottery to succeed to the title in a few decades. But this time, the 
cousin wasn’t so lucky. An unnamed Qing official in Amdo noticed the family's ambitious plan 
and decided to exclude this boy from his report to the court. The family’s plan failed but the 
family remained a powerful player in Labrang Monastery. One of the Second ’jam dbyangs 
bzhad pa’s cousins eventually returned from Lhasa and became a principal teacher to the next 
generation of the ’jam dbyangs bzhad pa reincarnate. He later established his own reincarnation 
lineage that continued up to modern times. 66  Despite the best efforts undertaken by Qing 
officials, the nature of the institution of reincarnation did not change, because the Third ’jam 
dbyangs bzhad pa turned out to be the son of a chieftain in a neighboring county and also a 
nephew of the abbot of rong bo Monastery (Tib.: rong bo dgon chen), another major nearby 
monastery. The same practice persisted and the Qing’s efforts to rearrange the local power 
structure essentially failed. The succession in the ’jam dbyangs bzhad pa reincarnation lineage 
demonstrates that the selection process of an incarnation is dynamic and subject to manipulation 
by the local community.  
Beyond the local elite’s involvement, the strength of reincarnation lineage was also 
attributed to the growth of mass monasticism in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Firmly 
grounded in the local communities, the Geluk school’s Tibetan Buddhists also found their 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
66Zha Zha 扎扎, “A Primary Research on the Family Backgrounds of Each ’jam dbyangs bzhad pa,” 
Journal of Tibet Nationalities Institute (Philosophy and Social sciences), Sept, vol. 27, no. 5.  (2006): 19-
25. 
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influence extended to other regions, and for a long time. The Geluk school’s missionary and 
political success largely relied on its dynamic mass monasticism. As early as the sixteenth 
century, the Geluk leaders strove to transform monasteries of other schools, expand existing 
monasteries, and effectively turned them into large Buddhist learning centers.67 The monasteries 
of Drepung, Ganden, and Sera—collectively known as the Three Great Seats—experienced this 
transformations in the seventeenth century. Tsongkhapa (1357-1419), the founder of the Geluk 
tradition, underlined the importance of total dedication to study and meditation, which differed 
from other traditions of Tibetan Buddhism at the time. A hundred years later, the “Great Fifth” 
Dalai Lama (ngag dbang blo bzang rgya mtsho, 1617-1682) and his politically savvy regent 
(Tib.: sde srid) sangs rgyas rgya mtsho (1653-1705), institutionalized the learning of knowledge 
in the Geluk tradition, and Geluk Buddhists excelled in many aspects of Buddhist learning ever 
since. A number of Amdo Buddhists of the Geluk School began to annotate texts on or write 
about non-Buddhist subjects or engaged in unorthodox philosophical debates. Some of them took 
interest in charting the world in Buddhist cosmology while residing in Qing China’s capital city 
of Beijing.68  
 Tsongkhapa’s emphasis on total dedication to study and meditation was implemented by 
the time sangs rgyas rgya mtsho ascended power in the final decades of the seventeenth century. 
Geluk monasteries were known for their vigorous curriculum that was comprised of two fields of 
knowledge, each of which consists of five branches. One covers the five major branches of 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
67On the rise of the Geluk hegemony, see Melvyn C. Goldstein, The Snow Lion and the Dragon: China, 
Tibet, and the Dalai Lama (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1999), 5-21. 
68 Lobsang Yongdan, “Tibet Charts the World: Btsan Po No Mon Han’s The Detailed Description of the 
World, an Early Major Scientific Work in Tibet,” Mapping the Modern in Tibet ed. Gray Tuttle, Beiträge 
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learning (Tib.: rig pa’i gnas che ba lnga) and the other covers the five minor branches of 
learning (Tib.: rig gnas chung ba lnga) ( 
Table 1). The demanding curriculum for young aspirant monks brought them to major Geluk 
monasteries, such as the three influential ones in Lhasa. ’bras spungs Monastery, dga’ ldan, and 
se ra Monastery. To Tibetan Buddhists from the east, including Amdo and Mongolia, ’bras 
spungs Monastery proved particularly attractive.  
 
Five Major Branches of Learning 
(rig pa’i gnas che ba lnga) 
Five Minor Branches of Learning 
(rig pa’i gnas chung ba lnga) 
Art (bzo ba)  Poetics (snyan ngag) 
Medicine (gso ba rig pa) Metrics (sdeb sbyor) 
Language and Grammar (sgra rig ba) Lexicography (mngon brjod) 
Logic (gtan tshig rig pa) Theater (zlos gar) 
Buddhist Studies/Meditation (nang don rig pa) Astrology (skar rtsis) 
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Figure 1 Gomang Dratsang, Drepung Monastery, Lhasa69  
  
 The long stay offered the monks an opportunity to cultivate friendship or mentorship 
among the monastic community. Geluk monasteries were highly organized. A monk was 
assigned involuntarily to a certain grwa tshang (regional house) based on his region of origin. A 
newcomer would join a grwa tshang of his own region, where he would have an easier time 
interacting with peers socially, culturally, and linguistically. For instance, the generations of the 
’jam dbyangs bzhad pa reincarnation lineage went to the sgo mang grwa tshang of the ’bras 
spungs Monastery in Lhasa by convention (Figure 1). The sgo mang grwa tshang was populated 
by monks, Tibetans and Mongols, from Amdo and Mongolia.70 The sgo mang grwa tshang 
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70For more, see Georges Dreyfus. “An Introduction to Drepung's Colleges.” The Tibetan & Himalayan 
Library. http://www.thlib.org/places/monasteries/drepung/essays/#essay=/dreyfus/drepung/colleges/s/b1 
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trained several of the most influential Amdo Geluk Buddhists, who established an intellectual 
network across Tibet, Amdo, Qing’s capital city of Beijing, and Mongolia to the east. Dreyfus 
observes that the sgo mang grwa tshang may “have the largest literary production in the last two 
or three centuries,” though no one can say why that happened.71 Dreyfus suggests that the sgo 
mang grwa tshang established a firm connection with Labrang monastery in Amdo, where the 
successive ’jam dbyangs bzhad pa has served as the leading reincarnate linage since the 1720s. 
The curriculum in Labrang monastery “has been less exclusively focused on scholastic studies 
and more open to the study of less obviously Buddhist topics such as grammar, literature and 
poetry.”72 A number of great scholars during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries were from 
Amdo, and their collected writings cover a wide range of subjects. The appearance of many 
unorthodox scholars from the same region might well have something to do with this educational 
institution that trained so many of them.  
 Their shared school experience ensured their friendship even after they returned to their 
respective monasteries scattered across the Himalayas. When the Amdo-based Fourth bstan po 
no mon han began to write about the world within the context of Buddhist cosmology, he wrote 
the Seventh Panchen Lama dpal ldan bstan pa’i nyi ma (1782-1853) inquiring about the Arctic 
Circle. The knowledge about Arctic Circle was introduced into the Tibetan language by Sum pa 
mkhen po in 1777.73 The Seventh Panchen Lama indicated his unqualified approval of this 
geographic novelty. He wrote,  
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72Ibid. 
73Sum pa Khenpo. Ye shes dpal ‘byor. Geography of the World ‘Dzam gling spyi bshad (Delhi: 
International Academy of Indian Culture. 1975 [1777]). 
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When talking about reality... [Europeans] wrote whatever appeared to them, they wrote 
them down, so there are no contradictions... Europeans also have their own systematic 
ways to recognize the exact years, months, days and times, so please don't overlook this 
and don't doubt it.74 
 
But the Seventh Panchen Lama entered an argument with Fourth bstan po no mon han and other 
Buddhist scholars, who identified Spain as the ultimate omnipotent land of Shambhala, the 
Buddhist Pure Land. He simply, with confidence, claimed that the statement was false.75 The 
epistolary network transmitted knowledge in, perhaps, the most sustainable way. For instance, on 
the subject of India, the Fourth bstan po no mon han introduced many pilgrimage sites in India. 
Lobsang Yongdan deduces that the Fourth bstan po no mon han went to India in person. 
Nevertheless, such a claim is unwarranted. Toni Huber describes how Tibetans re-conceptualized 
India as the holy land of Buddhism despite that Hinduism and Muslim dominated India at the 
time. For example, the Sixth Panchen Lama, blo bzang gpal ldan ye shes (1738–1780), was 
moved to construct a Tibetan Buddhist monastery in India due to the large volume of human 
traffic for trades or pilgrimage.76  The information that the Sixth Panchen Lama obtained from 
merchants in the trans-Himalayan trade network could have been passed down to his successors. 
In the 1984 translation of the Indian section of the Fourth bstan po no mon han's geographical 
book, Lama Sherab Rhaldi identified many of the sites that appeared in the Fourth bstan po no 
mon han's book. Several of them also occurred in Huber’s analysis of the reinvention of holy 
sites by Tibetans in the eighteenth century.77 At all events, the Fourth bstan po no mon han’s 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
74Lobsang Yongdan, 2013, 115. 
75Ibid., 115. 
76For more, see Toni Huber, The Holy Land Reborn (University of Chicago Press, 2008), chapter 7, 193-
232.   
77Lama Sherab Rhaldi, “India in 'dZam gling rgyas bshad,” Namgyal Institute of Tibetology, Sikkim: 
Bulletin of Tibetology, no. 2 (1984): 21-34.   
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knowledge of India might have been gleaned from correspondence with the Seventh Panchen 
Lama, as well as maps and travelogues produced during the heyday of trans-Himalayan trade. 
The epistolary network connected these Buddhists, sustained their friendships, and strengthened 
the Geluk school’s hegemonic powers by gathering a group of curious and highly literate 
scholars.  
 Furthermore, frequent public teachings, Buddhist initiation ceremonies, and the Geluk 
school’s highly rigorous curriculum all contributed to the wide spread of Geluk teachings. When 
print technology was introduced into Tibet and large monasteries set up their own print shops, 
the speed and distance the Buddhist teachings disseminated reached a new level. A copy of the 
aforementioned world geography text was found in Mongolia in the 1980s, approximately two 
centuries later, and the text was also partially translated into Russian by V.P.Vasilev in 1895.78 
The 1980s copy also suggested the multicultural nature of the Tibetan Buddhist intellectual 
network. Tibetan, as the lingua franca of Inner Asian Buddhists, made it possible for ethnically 
Mongol Tibetan Buddhists to be part of the transnational network. The world geography text was 
commissioned by two Tibetan Buddhists, mtshan sgrogs no min hen ’jam dpal bstan pa’i rab 
rgyas and Kagyurwa79 Mergen no min hen, who were Buddhists originated from Mongolia and 
might have served in the Qing’s central government in the capital city of Beijing. While the 
former remains unknown, the latter might be responsible for the text’s distribution in Mongolia. 
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“Mergen” is a common Mongolian name (meaning: wisdom) and unknown in Tibetan language. 
Several Mongol lamas received this title as early as the start of the Qing dynasty in the early 
seventeenth century. The title of “Kagyurwa (a person associated with the Kanjur Canon),” in all 
likelihood, suggests his role in the imperially sponsored Tibetan Buddhist canon translation 
project. 80  Earlier generations of this reincarnation line appeared in several Qing official 
documents pertaining to Huizong Monastery (Chin: 匯宗寺) in Dolonor (Mon.: Dolun nuur), a 
small town north of Beijing. If the sources may be trusted, this Kagyurwa Mergen nomönhen 
could be one of the highly prominent Mongol lamas in the Qing court.81 Sources disagree on the 
origin of this reincarnation line, with some concluding that the line began in the early nineteenth 
century, while others believe the title of “Kagyurwa“ was granted to a Buddhist a century earlier 
in 1712.82 
Local control of recognition of reincarnates worried the Qing central state; nevertheless, 
the state found itself relying on reincarnates, even if they were not to be trusted. Upon the death 
of the Fourth zhabs drung dkar po blo bzang thub bstan dge legs rgyal mtsho (1729-1796) in 
1794, the Qing court decreed “[Since] the zhabs drung dkar po is responsible for day-to-day 
management of his Mongol banner, it would be better to find the new reincarnate whom the 
deceased zhabs drung dkar po’s subordinates will support. The official (Wenfu) is in charge [of 
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the selection]; it is not necessary to rigidly adhere to the lottery practice.”83 The zhabs drung dkar 
po’s banner was an exceptional organization: it was the only Mongol banner in Amdo with a 
reincarnate lama as its leader. The successive zhabs drung dkar po reincarnate lama were not 
only the leader of the banner but also a major reincarnation in Lha mo bde chen Monastery in 
Amdo’s gcan tsha County (Figure 2). In 1802 when field officials reported to the central 
government that the Fifth zhabs drung dkar po phan bde’i dbang phyug mkhas btsun rgya mtsho 
(1797-1831) was chosen, the Jiaqing emperor further decreed that “[since] people in the zhabs 
drung dkar po banner consented to choose [this boy], it is allowed this time, but do not let it 
happen again.”84 In the end, the Seventh Panchen Lama officially recognized the Fifth zhabs 
drung dkar po, a successful mediator of local conflicts.85     
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Figure 2 Main Assembly Hall, Lha mo bde chen Monastery, Amdo. Photo by Lan Wu 
	  
 
To the Yongzheng emperor’s dismay, even though it established a permanent office in Xining 
and reorganized the local communities after the 1724 military success, the Tibetan chieftains and 
Mongol princes managed to stay in control of local affairs in the form of reincarnation. These 
leaders’ abiding impact on local affairs challenged Qing state’s administration on the ground. 
 To many Tibetans, the omnipresent Tibetan Buddhists were omniscient and served the 
local communities well beyond the religious duties. The Fifth Stong ’khor ngag dbang bsod 
nams rgya mtsho (1684-1752) is one such religious leader who possessed powers reaching 
beyond the religious realm. After he became the abbot of Stong ‘khor Monastery, he assumed the 
responsibility of managing communities located as far as 200 kilometers away from the 
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monastery. He dispatched representatives to these communities to manage local affairs, such as 
collecting taxes or organizing corvées. One representative died while visiting these communities 
(for a reason unspecified in his biography) and the leaders of these communities began to 
disobey the Stong ‘khor Monastery. The situation gradually worsened and reached a point where 
Hor nam mkha’ rgyal mtshan Stong ‘khor —a tribal leader of dka’ bzhi—was about to organize 
a rebellion in the hope of breaking away from Stong ‘khor Monastery.86 This unfortunate man 
died mysteriously, with local people claiming that the monastery’s protective deity executed 
justice on behalf of the Fifth Stong ‘khor ngag dbang bsod nams rgya mtsho by killing the 
rebellious leader. The rebellion failed before even taking place and no one else dared to 
challenge the monastery’s authority thereafter.87 
The strength of Amdo monasteries in the early 18th century led the Qing central 
government to initiate General Nian’s 1724 military campaign, which instantly devastated major 
monasteries. But the subsequent years proved bitter for the Qing government. So what 
overshadowed the Qing army’s triumph? Some field officials alluded to the challenges they 
encountered in the following decades.  
 
Previously, [field officials] had never gone deep into Tibetan communities and were 
unfamiliar with Tibetan customs when they handled cases related to Tibetans. Now, we 
have carefully observed, [and learned that] Tibetans, compared to Mongols, adhere more 
to lamas (Tibetan Buddhist reincarnates). Previous informants were nothing but the few 
Tibetans who were intelligible to Chinese language [speakers]; they were neither well 
respected in Tibetan communities nor reliable to us. It is consequently difficult to manage 
the region with [only] their assistance. Why do not [we, the field officials] locate several 
influential lamas of major monasteries in the region, to placate them, and strategically 
manage the region [through their influence], to make the innocent commoners learn 
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'khrungs rabs rnam par thar pa gsal bar byed pa'i rin po che baidurya'i me long (Beijing: Krung go'i Bod 
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civilization and pacify the region in the foreseeable future. If [the lamas] indeed 
contribute to local peace, we, as the field officials, will report their contributions to His 
Majesty and ask for granting of imperial names for their monasteries or titles for the 
lamas as an official recognition.88  
 
再查從前辦理番案,  從未深入番地, 于野番性情未能深悉. 今臣等細心體察,	 番子敬
信喇嘛較蒙古尤甚.	 從前屢辦番案所用為線索者,	 不過在熟番中揀擇通曉漢語之人,	 
既無根底,	 其中多不可深信,	 且身價既輕,	 用之亦不得把握.	 竟不如查明各番地大
寺喇嘛數人,	 示之懷柔,	 妥為駕馭,	 責令勸諭各生番,	 宣布天朝威德,	 使無知之眾,	 
漸通人性,	 庶几可以柔化.	 將來如果出力,	 臣等再為奏祈天恩,	 或賞給廟宇之名,	 
或賞名號,以示鼓勵. 
 
This official report astutely points out that it was neither language barriers nor communicative 
obstacles that prevented the central state from accessing the local society. Instead, the 
reincarnates and their monasteries possessed an intangible quality that was hard to dislodge: 
local trust. The cultural capital proved so powerful that field officials, like Nayancheng, 
suggested that the Qing court recognize their influence in official reports. Nayancheng described 
an interrogation of members of a local Tibetan community in Xunhua County of Amdo in an 
1807 report. The community often struggled with adjacent Chinese Muslim communities, and 
sometimes even with Qing troops. When Qing troops defeated the Tibetans, several leaders 
surrendered. Nayancheng rebuked them strongly for their wrongdoings. He proceeded to say, “I 
heard that you local Tibetans respect a lama [by the title of] zhabs drung dkar po (chahan no mon 
han), why didn’t he come with you? I cannot trust you until he witnesses you confessing your 
wrongdoings and swearing not to rebel again.” These leaders tearfully reported that they in fact 
received the zhabs drung dkar po’s warning but chose to ignore it. After they begged him to 
come to see the Commissioner, the local Tibetan leaders escaped the death penalty.89 The zhabs 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
88Nayancheng, Nayancheng’s Memorials on Qinghai Affairs 那彥成青海奏議 (Xining: Qinghai People’s 
Press, 1997), 49. 
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drung dkar po was one example of how reincarnates settled local conflicts. As a matter of fact, 
Tibetan Buddhist reincarnate lamas mediated intracommunal conflicts as late as the late 
twentieth century.90 Their contribution to the harmony of local communities is not an exclusive 
Qing phenomenon. It existed long before the presence of Qing officials and certainly outlived 
them.91 
In contrast to past practice that centered on communal self-regulation, the Qing 
government issued legal codes specific to Amdo Tibetans after crushing the rebelled Mongols in 
1724. The Yongzheng emperor assigned Danai 達鼐—the then-Commissioner—to compile a set 
of legal codes excerpted from the Qing’s Mongol legal codes. Amdo Tibetan legal codes were 
originally envisioned to be transitional regulations leading to the introduction of Qing legal 
codes after five years. However, the transition lasted indefinitely, as the Qing court repeatedly 
declined to implement Qing legal codes in Amdo.92 In fact, as late as 1809, local representatives 
of the Qing government in Amdo were still unclear about what kinds of wrongdoings should be 
penalized and how to penalize the lawbreakers. The Qing court representatives felt increasingly 
anxious about compiling a complete set of legal codes, but this effort ultimately went nowhere. It 
is difficult to determine the ways in which Qing officials or local leaders dealt with lawbreakers 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
90Paul Kocot Nietupski, Labrang Monastery: A Tibetan Buddhist Community on the Inner Asian 
Borderlands, 1709-1958 (Lexington Books, 2010), 141-5. 
91The Sixth gung thang ’jigs med bstan pa’i dbang phyug has settled a number of disputes in southern 
Gansu province over the course of the twentieth century, the latest instance took lace in 1995; 
occasionally he was even requested by local communities to settle pasture disputes in Sichuan province, 
where he was born. Xiaoying Meng, Xiaoyan Meng. “A Study of the Customary Laws in Civil Conflicts 
in Nomadic Tibetan Communities in Southern Gansu Region,” China’s Tibetan Studies, Issue 1 (2010): 
89-92, 90. 
92Requests regarding implementing the Qing legal codes to Amdo were rejected in 1736, 1740, 1743, and 
finally 1748, when the Qianlong emperor decided not to introduce Qing legal codes to Amdo, given that 
Qing legal codes would not be well understood in the distant region. For more, see Hainian Liu, Y. Yang 
(eds.) “Regulations of Qinghai Tibetans, Xining” in Collections of Rare Chinese Legal Codes. vol. 2, 
section 3 (Beijing: Kexue chubanshe, 1994), 376-404, especially 379-80.  
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and crimes, given that my research has not found any criminal cases. But from what is shown in 
the extant Qing government documents, it is safe to assume that the Qing was aware that its legal 
codes were insufficient or unsuited to the local communities before the 1800s, whereas the local 
religious figures continued to play a significant role in settling disputes. 
 
1724 Military Success and Subsequent Administrative Innovations 
 
The Qing field officials certainly became aware of the enormous power these reincarnates 
wielded in local society and actively recruited them to help mediate conflicts. Prior to the Qing’s 
involvement in the 1720s, Amdo remained a relatively autonomous region, and was managed in 
multiple forms.93 Local Tibetans were administered by a number of chieftains whose territories 
and subjects often overlapped with individuals belonging to a monastery nearby. Land disputes 
between chieftains and monasteries were common, and religious figures mediated between the 
two parties if needed. The Mongols formed their own confederations that managed quotidian 
matters. Several small ethnic groups fell into one or the other form of administration. Some of 
the Mongol groups grew strong and organized an uprising in 1723, attempting to minimize the 
Qing's involvement in Amdo. But they failed to stop the Qing from penetrating the crucial 
region. Their rather quick fall has stirred debates among scholars. Some read it as the Qing’s 
success in defeating the Qoshoot Mongols in the hope of minimizing their influence in the 
region.94 Others consider that after the campaign, the court introduced a more organized system 
to manage the local people. The Mongols were organized into thirty banners, a military-inspired 
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94Illich, 2006, 3. 
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system originally created to manage the Manchu and Mongol populations.95 According to the 
Qing perceptions, local Tibetans could be divided into three stages of transformation from 
nomads to farmers. The three categories they belonged to were: nomads 野番 (Wild Tibetans), 
half-transformed nomads 生番  (Raw Tibetans), and transformed nomads 熟番  (Cooked 
Tibetans). In theory, all leaders reported to Qing field officials stationed in Xining, who reported 
then to Lanzhou, the administrative center of the Sichuan and Gansu Provinces. 
The swift triumph of the campaign has captured the attention of Qing historians. They 
believe that the Qing’s military strength played a pivotal role in bringing Amdo into the Qing 
Empire. Luciano Petech, a renowned Tibetologist, remarks that, “[the event is] the most 
important turning point in the history of Qinghai [Amdo].”96 This perspective even resonates in 
contemporary Chinese government policies toward marginal ethnic communities and is upheld 
by modern Chinese nationalists. Qing historians are not alone in attributing the success of 
imperial expansion to military strength. Historians of British India have only recently begun to 
reevaluate the processes through which the British Empire ruled and to argue that the British 
military’s superiority over Indian armies was exaggerated in explaining British rule.97 Bayly 
insightfully points out that the East India Company struggled with the lack of indigenous 
knowledge that prevented it from penetrating local society in Northern India. The East India 
Company’s success in India, in Bayly’s opinion, has more to do with its effective intervention 
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into the preexisting network of knowledge.98 The gap between the Qing central government’s 
knowledge of Amdo and the local communities’ knowledge offered the latter an opportunity to 
circumvent and manipulate the former’s attempts at local rule. The gap prompted Qing officials, 
like Wenfu, to leave distressed accounts of their struggles while in office.    
Qing officials had long acknowledged Tibetan Buddhism’s authority in the culturally 
diverse region. General Nian warned the emperor about the challenges and proposed obstructing 
the development of the monastic communities. He proposed two regulations after squelching the 
Amdo Mongols’ uprising in 1724; Restorations of Qinghai 青海善後事宜十三條  and 
Injunctions to Qinghai Mongols 禁約青海十二事 were memorial sent to the emperor that 
targeted the Amdo Mongols.99  The most cited articles of the two regulations were that no 
monastery in the region were to be allowed to have more than 200 rooms, nor to have more than 
300 monks; all monks were supposed to register at the local administrative unit, and local 
officials were supposed to inspect monasteries and monks twice a year. General Nian sternly 
scrutinized the religious establishments because monks in major Amdo monasteries, such as 
btsan po and dgon lung byams pa gling monasteries had joined the revolt. General Nian 
reproached monks for their involvement in the rebellion and suggested downsizing monastic 
communities in Amdo. 
Monasteries are supposedly built for religious practice, and practitioners’ primary duties 
ought to be reciting sutras and seeking protection for people and the country. However, 
monks in Amdo’s monasteries are from various ethnic groups, including Tibetans, 
Mongols, and Chinese. Some monasteries have as many as three thousand monks; the 
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smaller ones even have five or six hundred monks. It is indeed difficult to keep them 
under control. Lawbreakers might have fled into monasteries and become monks. Local 
officials were not allowed to intervene in monastic affairs, and as time passed, 
monasteries became shelters for criminals. It is also unreasonable that local people pay 
tax to the monasteries instead of to the government… I [Nian Gengyao] ponder, provided 
that monasteries do not pay tax, how is it that they collect tax from the local people? I 
thus proposed to deprive monasteries of the privilege to collect tax, and that local people 
pay tax to the government instead, which will allocate economic sources to monasteries 
and provide a stipend to each monk...100  
 
然建蓋寺院以為清修之所,	 收錄徒眾以永法教之傳,	 不過誦習經典,	 祝國佑民而已.	 
乃西寧各寺喇嘛,	 多者二三千,	 少者五六百名,	 內有西番,	 亦有蒙古,	 並有漢人,	 
其人既眾,	 奸良莫辨.	 更有各處奸徒,	 干犯法紀,	 遂逃入喇嘛寺中,	 地方不能追,	 
官吏不能詰,	 而喇嘛寺院漸成藏奸匿宄之藪.	 且西番納租同于輸賦, 西海施予, 歲
不乏入…當使番糧盡歸地方官, 而歲計各寺所需, 量給糧石, 并加以衣單銀兩… 
 
Historians of Qing China have thus concluded that regulations effectively caused Amdo 
monastic communities to be hor de combat for a long time, if not permanently: “In the ensuing 
onslaught, Qing forces razed entire Tibetan Buddhist monastic villages, decimated their temples 
and residential quarters, and slaughtered their resident monks virtually wholesale.” 101 
Contemporary Tibetan Buddhists also documented the destruction in their accounts. “Then 
[when the Nian troops arrived in Amdo] the two monasteries of dgon lung byams pa gling and 
btsan po Monastery were destroyed by the Chinese troops. ”102 Amdo monasteries downsized 
both in scale and number shortly after the suppression. For instance, Kumbum Monastery (sku 
‘bum byams pa gling, est. 1583), the then-largest Tibetan Buddhist monastery in Amdo, was 
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staffed with only 300 “weak and well-behaved” monks after the revolt. The statement above 
leaves an impression that the rest of the monks were either persecuted or dismissed from the 
monastery by the Qing troops, and these “weak and well-behaved” monks posed no threat to the 
troops. The situation was in fact far more complicated than traditionally understood. In the 1903 
Chronicle of the Kumbum Monastery, the Sixth gser tog blo bzang tshul khrims rgya mtsho 
elucidates that the abbot of Kumbum Monastery—blo bzang don grub (1650~60?-1723)—was 
persecuted both because the monastery had been highly active in the Lobsang Danjin Rebellion 
that led to the 1723/4 campaign, and because he was from Lobsang Danjin's immediate family. 
But many monks managed to escape, because “when the Qing troops arrived at Kumbum 
Monastery on the 25th day of the 12th month of 1723, except three hundred old monks, the rest 
of the monks fled back to their respective hometowns.”103 The instant reaction to warfare was not 
unique to Kumbum monks. The child Lcang skya lama rol pa’i rdo rje allegedly impressed 
General Yue Zhongqi (1686-1754) who led the expedition.104 When General Yue asked why the 
Lcang skya rol pa’i rdo rje reincarnate hid away upon the troops’ arrival at the dgon lung byams 
pa gling, the latter said, “Who doesn’t cherish life? When people heard a killing army was 
coming, we became frightened and then fled.”105 In addition, the Third Thu’u bkwan blo bzang 
chos kyi nyi ma, an influential Amdo Buddhist in the eighteenth-century Qing central 
government, further testified to the Kumbum Monastery’s situation in his writing. He wrote, 
“[The] monastery was taken over [by the Qing troops] awhile ago, but except for the major 
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criminal [referring to the abbot] and thirty some old monks whose homes were not in the 
vicinity, the whole monastery was not damaged.”106  
 As a matter of fact, the Qing government was involved in maintaining the monastic 
communities to a certain extent after the devastating military campaign. Kumbum Monastery and 
General Nian jointly elected a new abbot, and the 300 old monks received an official license that 
certified their respective religious status. Shortly after the 1724 campaign, a respected lama 
named Lozang returned from China proper and re-gathered former young monks; the monastery 
once again prospered.107 In other words, the two regulations did not restrict the number of monks 
in Kumbum Monastery for long. By the time Wenfu came to Amdo in 1810, the monastery 
housed approximately 2,000 monks.  
Another case in point is that both the dgon lung byams pa gling and the bstan po 
monasteries were prominent both before and after the 1724 campaign. Nearly all scholars think 
they barely revived after the campaign. However, the Third Lcang skya rol pa’i rdo rje gives a 
different take on the situation after the Qing’s troops arrived in Amdo (Figure 3). With the 
permission of the Qianlong emperor, the Lcang skya rol pa’i rdo rje returned to Amdo for the 
first time after he left for the capital city of Beijing at the age of eight in 1724. Prior to departure 
from Beijing in 1749, he thought the only way to protect Amdo monasteries from being damaged 
by corrupted Qing officials was to get an imperial decree for the monasteries. So he petitioned 
the emperor to confer an imperial tablet on Kumbum, dgon lung byams pa gling, and bstan po 
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monasteries, among others.108 The Third Thu’u bkwan blo bzang chos kyi nyi ma, who compiled 
Lcang skya rol pa’i rdo rje biography, believed that “the emperor happened to hold the same 




Figure 3 Lcang Skya Residence at dgon lung byams pa gling, Amdo. Photo by Lan Wu 
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Economic Resources and Collective Patronage 
 
In addition to trying to curb the number of monks in monasteries, the Qing government also 
provided a stipend to monks hoping the sever their financial connectiosn with their local patrons. 
According to the government-allocation system proposed by General Nian, the local government 
created a roster of monks at each monastery; the roster was then reported to the Xining 
Commissioner and the Lifanyuan 理藩院, the highest administrative unit specific to affairs 
pertaining to Mongols and Tibetans. The Lifanyuan then determined the amount to be allocated 
to each monk. Few historians have studied the actual implementation of the policy; In the 
aftermath of the military campaign, how did the Tibetan Buddhist monasteries bounce back and 
revive? It is perhaps worth examining the financial support these monasteries received.  
 The government stipend system was designed to “incorporate Tibetan communities into 
the Qing administrative system so that [the Qing government] could tax them in accordance with 
their share of land and thus separate them from the Tibetan [Buddhist] monasteries [that they 
used to pay taxes to.]” 110  The plan was good, but the execution was not. For instance, 
monasteries in Datong 大通 and Guide 貴德, two adjacent counties administered by Xining 
officials, received random stipends for no reason.111 Sometimes corrupt officials decided to keep 
allocations for themselves; sometimes they retained so much that more than half of the stipend 
allocated to Stong ‘khor Monastery went missing.112 But the monks were not bothered by this 
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because, “monasteries [had] their own sources of income, and it did not matter whether they 
received the stipend or not.”113     
The Qing was not alone when it came to local implementation of state policies in the 
early modern times. In the Ottoman Empire, the central government suffered from the same 
cause.  
Because the Ottoman bureaucracy was still relatively small, it was difficult to transmit 
the will of the authorities in Istanbul to the far corners of the empire. Therefore, instead 
of realizing a comprehensive program of sedentrarization in the seventeenth century, the 
central government ended up giving even more power and autonomy to some nomadic 
and migrant groups, because this was the only way it could reach into the countryside and 
control some such groups.114 
 
It is hard to tell how much power or autonomy the Qing empire gave to preexisting local figures.  
But it is safe to say that the Qing policies did not circumscribe the local powers and instead 
relied heavily on existing channels of communication.  
Aside from taxes and corvée that monasteries collected, they also collected rent and crops 
from their land. The Qing government was well aware of the economic potential of land and thus 
confiscated land from Amdo monasteries in 1724. Yet these monasteries proved to be rather 
strategic. Kumbum Monastery, for instance, regained all its land through “(unspecified) clever 
tactics” in the same year. The monastery even managed to get official licenses to certify its 
ownership to the land.115 The practice of official confirmation of land ownership continued into 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
112Ibid., 7. 
113Ibid., 7. Also in XU Ke 徐珂, Qing Petty Matters Anthology 清稗類鈔, vol. 1, (Beijing: Zhonghua shu 
ju, 1984 [1916]), 224-225. 
114Resat Kasaba, A Moveable Empire: Ottoman Nomads, Migrants, and Refugee (University of 
Washington Press, 2009), kindle book, no page number.  
115The succeeding abbot is a lama of a minor incarnate lineage of Sku ’bum Monastery (Kumbum 
Monastery). His tenure as the monastery’s abbot ran between 1724 and 1728. Other information 
pertaining to this figure remains unavailable. 
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the twentieth century. This demonstrates that, from the start, the efforts undertaken by the Qing 
government to eliminate monasteries' economic resources did not yield the expected result.116  
 
         
Figure 4 A Main Assembly Hall in Kumbum Monastery, Amdo. Photo by Lan Wu 
	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
116 CHEN Qingying 陳慶英 , Collections of Bibliographical Materials in Minority Languages in 
Northwestern China 中國西北文獻叢書，西北少數民族語言文獻 vol. 154 (Lanzhou: Lanzhou Rare 
Books Bookstore, 1990), 457. For more, see gser thog blo bzang tshul khrim rgya mtsho, History of the 
Sku ‘bum Monastery, 1983. 
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It is undeniable that many monasteries experienced a downturn because of the regulations, but 
their economic connection with local communities did not cease. Chen Qingying studied the 
surviving steles in Kumbum Monastery. These steles (erected 1922) documented all the 
exchanges with official confirmation of farming land, pastureland, houses, and monastic 
buildings in Kumbum Monastery between the monastery’s establishment in 1583 and 1920. The 
stele validated Kumbum Monastery's ownership of all the property, functioning much like a 
contract. The 1922-stele was an urgent plea for official recognition (thus protection) of all land 
ever owned by the monastery, because the Qing dynasty had ended, and with it, the protection 
the court has generally granted to the monastery since 1724. The then-abbot a kyA reincarnate 
and other prominent reincarnates including the gser khri reincarnate supplicated Ma Qi, the 
executive officer, and Li Zhou, the administrative official of the region, to certify Kumbum 
Monastery's property.117 The monastery thus practically contracted for the privilege of receiving 
donations from patrons in the form of land, goods, or silver, only in a smaller quantity in 
comparison to the Qing’s imperial patronage. A stele at the left corner of an assembly hall by the 
name of “nine-room hall 九間堂,” documents rtse khog county’s Hor kyi shes grup dbang gyal’s 
pledge to donate 500 liters of grain—half of his annual harvest—to Kumbum Monastery to 
support the monastery’s religious events (Figure 4). 118  The plea suggests that Kumbum 
monastery had been in full control of its economic resources until the 1922 when its resources 
were threated by the local warlord Ma Qi. It reveals that General Nian’s proposal to make 
monasteries dependent on the Qing government was more prescriptive than descriptive of the 
social reality in the eighteenth century.  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
117Ibid., 472.  
118Ibid., 222. 
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One might argue, however, that the influx of land, goods, and silver to monasteries were 
merely donations and thus question whether they can be considered economic exchanges. 
Buddhist scholars have recently reconsidered monasteries’ practice of land acquisition and argue 
that monasteries were not immune to materials or mundane worldly affairs. Instead they often 
accumulated material wealth in abundance. 119  But these seemingly inappropriate worldly 
engagements were not unethical. Instead religious figures engaged in socioeconomic practices 
because of their soteriological or devotional dispositions.120 It is even more so in the case of 
Tibetan Buddhists, who were inherently connected to their families and patronal communities.121 
Monasteries were where exchanges of land, labor, and other economic resources took place.  
The Qing government was aware that controlling economic resources was the best 
approach to managing the local monastic communities and thus the adjacent Tibetan 
communities. And yet, the steles standing in Kumbum Monastery show that the regulations were 
not executed effectively. The situation remained much the same even into the twentieth century. 
A stele erected circa 1905 shows that Mongols from afar offered land and tenants associated 
with the lands to this monastery.122 These steles indicate that monasteries in Amdo did not lose 
their ability to receive financial support from communities, despite the Qing court’s prohibitions 
on such actions. 
Even though the Qing’s central government provided funds to rebuild Amdo monasteries 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
119Michael Walsh, Sacred Economics: Buddhist Monasticism and Territoriality in Medieval China, Sheng 
Yen Series in Chinese Buddhist Studies (New York: Columbia University Press, 2010), 5-6. 
120Ibid., 14.  
121For more, see Martin Mills, Identity, Ritual and State in Tibetan Buddhism: The Foundations of 
Authority in Geluk Monasticism (London; New York: Routledge Curson, 2003).  
122Chen, 251-252. 
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that were once burnt down by the Qing troops, the Qing central government was not the sole 
patron of the monasteries. How did Buddhists perceive the influx of money from the Qing 
emperors? Was it any different from receiving donations of any other patrons, such as local 
patrons? The Third Thu’u bkwan blo bzang chos kyi nyi ma’s writings may shed new light on 
these questions. He wrote, “The Learned Lama [referring to the Third Thu’u bkwan blo bzang 
chos kyi nyi ma] and the emperor formed a relationship of monastery and patron, [which] is 
beneficial to the religious affairs conducted by the Dalai Lama and his disciples and the religio-
political affairs of Lhasa government.”123 This suggests that Buddhists recognized the support 
from the Qing imperial household but it was hardly different from donations from any other 
patrons.  
Second, to local people and monasteries, land acquisition was not considered to be a 
mere donation; instead, it was a commercial transaction. The transaction entailed elaborate 
rituals to finalize the purchase. Stolen land, for instance, was disqualified as a donation for a 
monastery. Moreover, without the rituals, the monastery theoretically acquired land unethically, 
and this might lead to inauspicious consequences for the monastery in question.124 When the 
First ’jam dbyangs bzhad pa reincarnate returned to Amdo to establish the Labrang Monastery 
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pho nya, in Collected Works of bskal bzang rgya mtsho gsung 'bum/_bskal bzang rgya mtsho/. TBRC 
W2623. 10: 345 - 448. gangtok: dodrup sangye, 1975-1983. 
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124For instance, see ritual related to the land examination in ’jam dbyangs bzhad pa'i rdo rje. "sa chog." In 
gsung 'bum/_’jam dbyangs bzhad pa'i rdo rje. TBRC W21503. 1: 511 - 536 (south India: Gomang 
College, 1997). http://tbrc.org/link?RID=O00CHZ010751|O00CHZ01075100JW50931$W21503 For 
procedure regarding taming the lands for monastery building, see, for example, Thub bstan legs bśad rgya 
mtsho, Gateway to the Temple: Manual of Tibetan Monastic Customs, Art, Building, and Celebrations: 
Originally Entitled A Requisite Manual for Faith and Adherence to the Buddhist Teaching, Including the 
Way of Entering the Door of Religion, the Root of the Teaching, the Method for Erecting Temples, the 
Resting Place of the Teaching, and Cycle of Religious Duties, the Performance of the Teaching, 
Biblioatheca Himalayica ser. 3, v. 1 (Kathmandu, Nepal: Ratna Pustak Bhandar, 1979), 29–34. 
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(blab rang bkra shis ‘khyil) in 1709, he painstakingly performed extensive rituals, because the 
location was believed to be contaminated by poisonous snakes and other beasts. Moreover, 
several creeks were said to originate from the location for building the main assembly hall. To 
ensure the prosperity of the monastery-to-be, the Firth ’jam dbyangs bzhad pa spent at least one 
week purifying the land and reorganizing spirits associated with the location.125  
 After the 1724 campaign, some monasteries lost ownership of their real estate, but they 
started to purchase land through middlemen during the second half of the eighteenth century. In 
the summer of 1739, a man named Daerji sold a piece of arable family land to chu bzang 
Monastery (est. 1649) because he felt it was “inconvenient to cultivate the piece of land.”126In 
addition to selling the land, he transferred all corvée associated with the land to the monastery. 
The seller declared in the written contract, “all transactions are final and no further negotiation is 
needed.”127 In 1742, the chu bzang Monastery purchased another piece of land from a Yang 
household for exactly the same reason.128 Except for a few descriptions of the land in the two 
contracts, the contracts are identical. In both the two contracts, a certain man named “He Jincai” 
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127Qinghai Archive, cat. no. 463001-05-89-3-4. 
128Qinghai Archive, cat. no. 463001-05-89-5-6. 
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appeared. This alludes to the possibility that land transactions between local people and 
monasteries were not uncommon; and middlemen brokered the land transfers frequently. The 
chu bzang Monastery in fact kept the two contracts as late as 1927 and asked the Nationalist 
Government to certify its ownership of the two pieces of land. The government readily affixed a 
stamp on each of the contracts. The surviving documents show that monasteries began to 
purchase land from local households during the Qianlong reign, whereas in the earlier reign of 
the Kangxi and Yongzheng emperors, land purchases often took place between two households; 
monasteries did not engage in land purchases (Table 2).  
Monasteries’ involvement in land transactions during the Qianlong reign indicates that 
the Qing government’s attempts to minimize monasteries’ contact with local communities failed. 
The policies aiming to circumscribe monasteries’ influence upon local people were not effective. 
The Qing empire restricted monasteries from receiving economic resources locally, but the land 
transactions demonstrate that monasteries found a way to obtain resources in a different guise. 
To a certain extent, the Qing government became only a nominal patron to Amdo monasteries. 
	  
Seller Buyer Middlemen Date* Cat. no. Notes 
Liu, Yuning Liu, Mengqi Dong, Xingzhao 01/27, 1672 463001-5-6-4 cash shortage 
Xu, Loulong Fan, 
Maolong 
Xu Guolin and Xu ?? 12/03, 1697 463001-5-6-2 abandoned 
Luo, Junxi Luo, Yuxiu Li, Yang Qiao, Luo 08/12, 1703 463001-5-6-3 abandoned 
? Luo Yuxiu Fan, Maolong 04/04, 1727 463001-5-6-3 abandoned 
Xu, Aibang Luo, Kefa Xu Wang 10/11, 1727 463001-5-7-2 abandoned 
Ma Pin’s 
family 
Liu, Chaobin Zheng Quanyou Ma 
Jinchang 
05/10, 1730 463001-5-7-1 cash shortage 
 
Table 2 Land Transfer Documents, Amdo129 
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Conclusion 
 
Qing China’s rule of Amdo was full of pitfalls that caused incessant anxieties to the central state. 
While Qing officials heavily relied upon the reincarnates, the reincarnates simultaneously made 
use of state’s policies. Appreciating these reincarnates’ enduring power, the Qing field officials 
found themselves vacillating between relying on them to rule and curbing their influence. This 
distinctive approach to Inner Asians, I argue, lies in the latter’s religious practice historically. 
The Qing central government had to come to terms with the Tibetan Buddhist reincarnates’ 
enduring influence and at times complied with their needs. 
  Amdo, like many peripheral regions, concerned the Qing’s imperial court during the 
eighteenth-century imperial expansions. But it differed from other regions in several respects. 
Unlike the Taiwan, Xinjiang, or Yunnan frontiers, Amdo did not experience an influx of Han 
Chinese migrants during the Qing era that transformed the ethnographic makeups and economic 
patterns; it remained largely unchanged.130  Hereditary leaders/reincarnates in Amdo did not 
receive official recognition like their counterparts who became the Qing’s imperial 
representatives at the locales. Even though these reincarnate Buddhists receicve recognition and 
financial support from the imperial court, their power indirectly influenced social life in the 
border region of Amdo. Amdo therefore remained somewhat outside of the Qing’s bureaucracy. 
Precisely because of their distance from the official apparatus, I demonstrate, Amdo’s local 
agents of management achieved more autonomy in comparison to the aboriginal leaders of other 
regions.  
  Early generation scholars of the Qing frontier have focused on fiscal considerations and 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
130For Yunnan, see Giersch, 2006; for Guizhou, see Weinstein, 2013; for Xinjiang, see Millward, 1998; 
for Taiwan, see Shepherd, 1993. 
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contended that the state’s policies were largely aimed at sustaining the ever-growing military 
presence at the periphery, while others have examined the process through which the aboriginal 
leaders joined the Qing political structure in due course. Because these scholars approach 
imperial encounters from the imperial center’s point of view, they overlook how local 
communities maintained their prestige through their own means. This chapter shows that Amdo 
hereditary leaders were consciously redefining their identity through a religious lens. The case of 
Amdo raises key questions: are language barriers or geographic distance an adequate reason for 
the central state’s reliance upon local agents of management? If not, then what made the local 
leaders resilient to the encroaching imperial presence? In this chapter, I show that by distancing 
themselves from the imperial political structure, these Amdo leaders were protected by the 
imperial court’s unwillingness to directly challenge Tibetan Buddhism and kept the region from 
being fully incorporated into the Qing political landscape. The Buddhists’ strategy of conserving 
power was in sharp contrast with marginal subjects in other expansive empires. The Arabs in the 
Ottoman Empire chose to work within the Ottoman official apparatus, taking on roles such as 
judges or governors, whereas the Tibetan Buddhist reincarnates went to the opposite direction 
and chose to steer clear of the inclusive state administration.131  
    The chapter poses questions about governance of early modern empires, including Qing 
China. How did empires rule their respective expanding territories? Amdo, similar to Mughal 
India in the British Empire and nomadic communities in the Ottoman Empire, was not a 
transparent society. Instead it was woven from a network of communities with information that 
outsiders had no easy access. Because of its struggle to gauge local responses and lack of 
information necessary to rule, the central imperial state often depended on local leaders, who in 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
131Bruce Masters. The Arabs of the Ottoman Empire, 1516-1918: A Social and Cultural History (New 
York: Cambridge University Press, 2013), “Conclusion,” Kindle book. 
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turn leveraged the reliance to maximize their autonomy.  
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CHAPTER TWO 




Amdo’s Tibetan Buddhist reincarnates extended their influence far beyond the region. Starting in 
the late seventeenth century, a cluster of Amdo reincarnates became key mediators between 
Inner Asia and the Qing imperial court. Many of the power brokers were born into Mongolian 
families and were recognized at a young age as reincarnates (Tib.: sprul sku). They received 
teachings in Amdo prior to enrollment in one of the three prominent Geluk monasteries in Lhasa 
where they not only earned monastic degrees but also made life-long friends. These Amdo 
Tibetan Buddhist reincarnates found a niche in the political arena and became middlemen 
between the Lhasa-based Geluk hegemony and the expanding Qing China as the two grew 
symbiotically. Their itinerant lifestyle and missionary ambitions led them travel to many places 
in Mongolia and to the Qing capital city of Beijing. While in Beijing, many of them came to call 
Yonghegong 雍 和 宮  home. This chapter examines the conversions of Yonghegong that 
transformed the former imperial palace into the largest Tibetan Buddhist monastery at the capital 
city. I argue that this space evolved to serve the mutual interests of the Qing imperial court and 
Inner Asian Buddhists from 1744 onwards, through efforts by the Qing emperors and Tibetan 
Buddhists.  
 This chapter looks into the evolving process of Yonghegong becoming a Tibetan 
Buddhist space and shows how the monastery came to be defined as an imperial Buddhist space 
collectively by both the imperial court and these Buddhists. I show that Yonghegong served the 
Qing court as it attempted to establish Beijing as a Buddhist sacred site to attract pilgrimage; in 
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the meanwhile, Yonghegong offered institutional support for Geluk Tibetan Buddhists to reach 
into Mongolia through social organizations like Yonghegong. As an outpost of the Geluk 
monastic network, Yonghegong sustained the growth of the Tibetan Buddhist knowledge 
network. By the late Qianlong reign in the 1790s, when the stele of Proclamations on Lamas 喇
嘛說 was erected in Yonghegong, the space became a site with multiple discourses. It was where 
Mongol monks lived alongside visually rich Tibetan Buddhist iconography and Chinese 
architecture.132 Yonghegong symbolized how the Qianlong emperor envisioned the empire under 
his governance. But it did not evolve into a site with these connotations until the final decade of 
the eighteenth century, nor were its transformations a result of the Qing imperial court’s efforts 
alone.   
 The present chapter reads this imperial Tibetan Buddhist space as a diachronic source to 
study imperial statecraft as the Qing became increasingly diverse. Like other designed imperial 
landscapes, such as park-palaces in Beijing’s suburbs or hunting parks north to the Great Wall, 
Yonghegong was a “stage for performances of rulership.”133 However, unlike other designed 
imperial spaces where the Qing imperial court dictated the terms for their conceptualization or 
transformations, Yonghegong showcased the interdependent nature of Qing rulership after years 
of negotiation with new imperial subjects from Inner Asia. Its unique history as a mutually 
produced imperial Tibetan Buddhist space cannot be clearly articulated if one only focuses on 
Yonghegong’s latest phase of development in the final Qianlong reign. Instead of viewing it as a 
definite and static space, this chapter heeds the processes of transformation in the Yongzheng 
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reign (1722-1735) and the ensuing Qianlong reign (1735-1796) and shows how Yonghegong 
came to represent both the Qing’s imperial visions and the interests of Tibetan Buddhists.  
 Yonghegong as an imperial landscape, that is, a space designed by the court for imperial 
use, set a stage for performance of imperial rulership. 134  While the Yongzheng emperor 
converted Yonghegong for private mediation, his successor’s priority shifted to founding a 
grand-scale Tibetan Buddhist monastery. Yonghegong, whether by design or circumstance, 
served as a prototype for many of Qianlong-period temples built between 1759 and 1780 that 
appeared in Beijing’s suburbs and at the imperial summer resort in Jehol to the north. Many of 
the Qing Tibetan Buddhist spaces shared a common architectural attribute: Tibetan architectural 
motifs and ornamentations with Chinese-styled layouts and buildings (Figure 5).135 
 
Figure 5 Exterior Look of the Main Assembly Hall, Yonghegong, Beijing. Photo by Gray Tuttle 
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   Because of Yonghegong’s intricate connection with the Geluk School of Tibetan 
Buddhism since 1735, this Tibetan Buddhist monastic institution was often considered in light of 
the Qianlong emperor’s strategy to rule the Mongols. This narrow point of view of the 
institution’s purpose was largely predicated upon research centered on the Proclamation on 
Lamas, a stele erected in 1792 when the emperor entered the final years of his reign. In the 
proclamation, the Qianlong emperor warned of the power held by Tibetan Buddhist reincarnates 
and the mistakes that former Mongol Yuan empire made while ruling the region with assistance 
of religion. But he also acknowledged the importance of patronizing Tibetan Buddhism, because 
stating that it was only through “the Yellow Church [i.e., Geluk Buddhism] inside and outside of 
China proper, we maintain peace among the Mongols. This being an important task we cannot 
but protect this religion.”136 This chapter examines the specific historical circumstances under 
which the Qianlong emperor transformed his father’s erstwhile princely residence into a Tibetan 
Buddhist learning center in Beijing. 
 Yonghegong’s physical appearances mattered, and so did that of its monks. Both the 
physical surface of Yonghegong and its residences became a site for redefining the Buddhist 
space in Beijing’s landscape. Along with the tapestries, 500 yellow hats were sent by the Seventh 
Dalai Lama from Lhasa, one for each of the young monks enrolled in Yonghegong’s monastic 
colleges in the 1744.137 As a piece of clothing, a yellow hat was essential to dress the monks 
symbolically. A yellow hat was often taken as synonymous with the Geluk school in the 
eighteenth-century Qing. The Qianlong emperor referred to the school as the “Yellow-hat” 
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School 黃帽教 in the stele of the “Proclamation on Lamas.” Ornament and clothing are vital to 
articulate the social aspect of a body.138 Through dressing the young monks with the highly 
emblematic yellow hats, the Seventh Dalai Lama underscored the efforts undertaken by the 
Qianlong emperor to make Tibetan Buddhism part of the imperial enterprise. The young monks’ 
headdress was inevitably a site wherein his religious association with the “yellow-hat” school of 
Tibetan Buddhism came to be defined and articulated. 
 Unlike the physical site of Yonghegong, the monks under the yellow hats were mobile 
and also moved the Geluk power in and out of the cloistered monastery. By performing elaborate 
rituals for the imperial court, the yellow hats also entered the everyday life of the imperial 
family. Starting in the Kangxi’s reign in the late seventeenth century, the Qing imperial family 
began to host sumptuous ritual performances throughout the year.139 There were daily, biweekly, 
monthly, and annual rituals in addition to special occasions such as birthdays and funerals held in 
the imperial palaces. For major rituals, such as an emperor’s birthday, empresses’ birthday, or an 
imperial funeral, 500 monks were invited and rituals of lesser importance entailed 350 monks on 
average.140 Yonghegong monks frequently visited imperial palaces to perform full-fledged rituals 
upon request. Their bodies, in saffron garment and yellow hat, travelled through space and made 
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Tibetan Buddhism a visible presence in the Qing’s imperial court. Take the famous Lcang skya 
rol pa’i rdo rje for example: people tossed handkerchiefs at his feet as he made his way to 
Yonghegong from his residence in Songzhu Temple 嵩祝寺.141 Through headwear and clothing, 
the Buddhist’s body was defined in a social context and further represented Tibetan Buddhism in 
the everyday life of the imperial capital.  
 Special occasions entailed more elaborate preparations. The Qianlong emperor decided to 
form a Cham (Tib.: ‘chams) dance team within his palace. Cham dancing is a form of meditation 
and religious offering in which entertainment is not a key attribute. This Tibetan Buddhist ritual 
dance is performed by monks wearing richly ornamented costumes with masks. For full-fledged 
Cham dances, only monks experienced in tantric rites partook of the dance while reciting tantric 
hymns, and a Cham dance was often orchestrated by about fifty to sixty musicians. Cham dance 
became institutionalized as part of the Geluk knowledge repositories since the late seventeenth 
century under the Fifth Dalai Lama.142 It soon became a powerful means by which religious rites 
and rituals came to seen as central to Buddhist practices. Many of the dance schemes found roots 
in Buddhist history. For instance, the “Black Hat (Tib.: zhva nag)” dance revolves around the 
assassination of the Buddhism-hating King Lang Darma, a ninth-century Tibetan imperial ruler 
who was killed by a monk disguised as a “Black Hat” magician. The “Black Hat” dancers, often 
consisting of twenty-one dancers, appeared in the second to the last part of the dance and 
performed this scheme wearing a ceremonial black hat to commemorate this Buddhist victory.  
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 This black hat, obtained by Berthold Laufer in 1903 from Beijing, was likely made for 
Cham dance performed at Yonghegong (Figure 6). As a highly institutionalized bodily Buddhist 
practice, the Cham dance became a site onto which the Qianlong emperor directed his religious 
energy. He sponsored a Cham dance in his imperial palace once each year as part of his Buddhist 
practices. It appears that Cham dance was also performed in the Qing’s summer resort of Jehol 
annually until the twentieth century.143  
  
Figure 6 A Papier-mâché Black Hat for Yonghegong, circa 1900, Newark Museum, NJ144 
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Figure 7 Cham Dance, Yonghegong, Beijing145 
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The standardized Tibetan Buddhist practice was constitutive of a uniformly Geluk identity of the 
monastery. Through its annual Cham dance performed by Buddhist monks with encouragement 
from the Qianlong emperor, Yonghegong reinforced its role as a Geluk institution as well as an 
imperial space. Yonghegong seems to have retained this dance scheme until the turn of the 
twentieth century. The grandeur of the festival attracted not only city residents and foreign 
visitors who used camera to document the events, but also vendors who set up stands outside 
Yonghegong. Onlookers would climbed onto the lion statues, on the trees, or flagpoles; one time, 
one courtyard was so packed that the flagpoles collapsed after too many spectators climbed them 
in an attempt to see the festivities (Figure 7).146 It shows that Tibetan Buddhism remained a 
strong cultural force long after the Qianlong emperor supported it. 
 Rituals and religious gatherings also defined Yonghegong with Buddhist attributes. 
Rituals held a central position in Buddhist culture, and only lost their prominence in western 
historiographical and theoretical writing from the nineteenth century with the emphasis being 
placed on philosophy and mediation in western Buddhist theories. But rituals and festivals still 
remain strong in many regions of the world, including Asia.147 A monastery would be incomplete 
without regular ritual performances. Religious ritual events define the communal collective 
identity and “serve to organize time much as the pilgrimage routes organize space.”148 As a 
devoted Buddhist, the Qianlong emperor engaged with Tibetan Buddhist rituals and festival 
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performances in earnest. In 1755, Cham dance was installed in the imperial inner quarter and he 
went so far as to order the dancers’ costumes made in his imperial workshop, with assistance 
from his childhood schoolmate, the Third Lcang skya rol pa’i rdo rje.149 Moreover, the Qianlong 
emperor emulated Lhasa’s Great Prayer Festival (smon lam chen mo) in Yonghegong and had 
monks perform in his presence in 1746. As one of the most important festivals in Tibetan 
Buddhism since the fifteenth century, the Great Prayer Festival offered a space for monks and 
laypeople to meet and sustain a collective cultural memory. Yonghegong essentially was 
incorporated into the Tibetan Buddhist network in the most articulated way. With Buddhist 
scholars’ public debates and novice monks’ ordination ceremonies, 150  Yonghegong’s Great 
Prayer Festival announced the regional religion’s presence in the urban life of the Qing’s 
imperial capital.  
 In addition to religious festivals and rituals, the monastic community—the Sangha—was 
also a decisive attribute of Buddhist space. Its lead teachers defined Yonghegong as a Geluk 
monastery and established the monastery as an outpost of the ever-growing Tibetan Buddhist 
network. Upon invitation from the Qianlong emperor, the Seventh Dalai Lama bskal bzang rgya 
mtsho eagerly sent learned Buddhists to Beijing. He stated, 
Previously, when Buddhist teachings had not yet been disseminated in Tibet, learned 
Buddhist scholars were invited from places like India, and [Tibet] has been enjoying 
continuous success [in disseminating Buddhist teachings. If [the emperor] intended to 
increase the learning of Buddhist knowledge, it would certainly meet with success through 
the unique minds of the learned Buddhist masters.151  
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The Seventh Dalai Lama clearly pointed out what mattered the most to the success of Buddhist 
dissemination, that is, erudite teachers and Buddhist learning centers. Because of the Seventh 
Dalai Lama’s enthusiastic support, Yonghegong was entirely staffed by Buddhist scholars from 
influential Geluk monasteries in Lhasa. Its four monastic colleges were headed by famed Tibetan 
Buddhist scholars, with whom eighteen learned Buddhists selected from Lhasa’s three major 
monasteries came to Beijing’s Yonghegong. Together with the two leading Amdo Buddhists, the 
Lcang skya rol pa’i rdo rje Rolpai Dorje and the Second gser khri blo bzang bstan pa’i nyi ma 
who oversaw the transformation, Yonghegong’s four colleges were off to a good start to train the 
500 young Mongol monks.152 Yonghegong’s first abbot (Tib. khen po) was the Seventh rta tshag 
rje drung blo bzang dpal ldan rgyal mtshan (1708-1758), who was a confidant to the reigning 
Seventh Dalai Lama bskal bzang rgya mtsho and a good friend of the Third Lcang skya rol pa’i 
rdo rje.153 His presence at Yonghegong ensured that the monastic colleges adhered to the Geluk 
School’s mission to spread Buddhism to its eastern neighbor. Khenpo blo bzang dpal ldan rgyal 
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mtshan dedicated his final decade to teaching at Yonghegong and died in Beijing in 1758.154 
Such dedicated teachers led the institution in its formative decades as a major Geluk institution at 
the heart of the Qing’s imperial center.  
 A few individuals left records on their activities in Yonghegong, while more has yet to 
come to light. The handful teachers whom I located in texts share an interesting fact: they were 
mostly from Amdo, a contact zone of Buddhists of varied cultural backgrounds that connected 
Qing China and Tibet. One early figure was a kyA blo bzang bstan pa’i rgyal mtshan (1708-c. 
1766), who spent years teaching in Beijing and sojourned in Dolonor lest he suffered Beijing’s 
summer heat. The a kyA blo bzang bstan pa’i rgyal mtshan was a prominent Buddhist 
reincarnation in Amdo’s Kumbum monastery who travelled between Amdo and Beijing on 
various occasions. Another Amdo lama who played an important role at Yonghegong was ngag 
dbang tshul khrims, from Chone Monastery (to which I will return in Chapter 4). After heading 
Yonghegong for approximately fifteen years between 1762 and 1777, he was entrusted by the 
Qianlong emperor to mediate power in a political vacuum in Central Tibet when a regent died 
and the young Eighth Dalai Lama ’jam dpal rgya mtsho (1758-1804) retreated to religious 
studies in lieu of taking control of the government. ngag dbang tshul khrims assumed the title of 
Regent of Tibet, “Sikyong” (Tib.: srid skyong). He returned to Beijing a decade later in 1786 and 
resumed his close relationship with the Qianlong emperor and his regular services of giving 
teachings and initiations as well as performing rituals. This time, he also translated the Kangyur 
into the Mongolian language. His political career ran to the very end of his life. In 1790, he once 
again travelled to Lhasa in the aftermath of the Sino-Nepalese War, which the Qing troops 
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undertook after Nepal’s Gorkha Kingdom invaded Tibet; unfortunately, ngag dbang tshul khrims 
passed away the following year. Owing to his accomplishments, he was posthumously 
recognized as the first tshe smon gling, a new  reincarnation lineage.155 It was people like these 
few mentioned here who led Yonghegong’s monastic colleges. They nurtured young Mongol 
monks from various regions in Mongolia, who in turn spread Tibetan Buddhism in the far eastern 
part of the Tibetan Buddhist knowledge network. The following chapter will introduce one 
particular figure whose life demonstrated the influence of places like Yonghegong -- a social 
organization that facilitated the circulation of Buddhist knowledge.   
 Regulations keep things run smoothly, and Yonghegong was no exception. In addition to 
the learned Buddhists teachers, monastic disciplinarian monks (Tib.: dbyang ’dren) came from 
Lhasa. 156  Together with the teachers, Tibetan Buddhist monks and their activities turned 
Yonghegong into a home to Buddhists and a center for spreading Buddhist teachings in the 
capital. Because the infrastructural aspects of Yonghegong’s transformation remain neglected in 
historical research, few scholars have considered Yonghegong in a Buddhist institutional 
context. In fact, the actual process of transformation, as Chen Qingying points out, lasted for two 
years from 1744 to 1746, when the Great Prayer Festival became a regular part of Yonghegong’s 
events.157  
 Furthermore, Yonghegong’s intricate connection to the Geluk hegemonic Ganden 
Phodrang government in Lhasa reveals the extent to which the Geluk school’s missionary 
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success reached a new level. The Geluk school established its presence in China proper, with the 
support of the reigning emperor. Tibetan literary accounts clearly show Yonghegong was not 
considered an expression of Qing universalism, but rather a part of the growing Tibetan Buddhist 
network.158  
 Yonghegong also seamlessly integrated into Tibetan religious culture by being given a 
Tibetan name, “dga’ ldan byin chags gling.” This name echoed that of dga’ ldan rnam par rgyal 
ba’i gling, a monastery outside of Lhasa established by Tsongkhapa’s disciples in 1409. The 
Lhasa “dga’ ldan” monastery was the first of the three main Great Geluk monasteries in central 
Tibet.159 Yumiko Ishihama argues that the intimate link between Beijing’s dga’ ldan byin chags 
gling (Yonghegong) and Lhasa’s dga’ ldan monastery indicated Yonghegong’s strong 
connection to the Lhasa-based Geluk hegemony. Additionally, Ishihama compares three 
monastic establishments whose names contain “dga’ ldan” east of Central Tibet and argues they 
were part of Geluk School’s expansion of mass monasticism.160 Yonghegong in Beijing, Amdo’s 
dga’ ldan bshad sgrub dar rgyas khra shis gyas su ‘khyil gling (also known as the Labrang 
monastery), and the dga’ ldan monastery in Khakha Mongolia collectively mark the missionary 
success in the east and the strength of Geluk School’s monasticism. The intimate connection 
between Yonghegong and Lhasa’s first Geluk monastery suggests that Geluk power dominated 
the Qing interaction with Inner Asians in the eighteenth century, and the success of Geluk 
influence in the eastern areas. The Geluk expansion was largely attributed to its highly 
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systematic training curricula and its organized mass monasticism. Through years of schooling, a 
select group of Buddhist reincarnates cultivated friendship and mentor-student relationships that 
were also intricately linked to kinship. The web of intellectuals supported by the growing Geluk 
hegemony was ultimately responsible for its success in expanding into the uncharted territory 
within China proper. 
 Yonghegong was one powerful Buddhist institution that brought people and places 
outside the religious orbit into the Tibetan Buddhist world. Yonghegong since the 1740s, first 
and foremost, was a Buddhist learning center with its four monastic colleges (Tib. grwa tshang). 
But it was highly probable that its educational function operated earlier than the physical 
transformation in the 1744. Xiangyun Wang shows that eighty Mongol monks of Yonghegong 
were on state’s stipend since 1730, although it remains unclear what activities these monks 
engaged in prior to Yonghegong’s transformation.161 With the large-scale of transformation of 
Yonghegong in 1744, the four monastic colleges recruited 500 Mongol monks. But the year of 
1744 bore importance in its own right. It demonstrated systematic efforts from both the Qianlong 
emperor and from the Dalai Lama’s representatives in Lhasa. While the former has received its 
fair share of scholars’ attention, the latter remains largely unexplored. Through the presence of 
the Tibetan teachers, the Buddhists established a firm ground within the institution and a strong 
tie to Mongol Buddhists studying here. Moreover, Yonghegong’s monastic colleges had a long-
lasting impact on Buddhist institutions in other regions. Within a few years of its transformation 
into a Buddhist space, four monastic colleges were established in Yonghegong—Tantra College, 
Medical College, Philosophy College, and Kalachakra College—that were all staffed by 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
161Xiangyun Wang, “Tibetan Buddhism at the Court of Qing: The Life and Work of Lcang-Skya Rol-
Pa’i-Rdo-Rje (1717-1786)” (Ph.D., Harvard University, 1995), 94. 
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selective groups of young Mongol monks from Mongol banners (Table 3).162  
 
Name in English Original Tibetan Name Students 
Philosophy College mtshan nying kyi grwa tshang 300 
Medical College sMan gyi grwa tshang 50 
Tantra College rgyud pa grwa tshang 100 
Kalachakra College Dus kyi ’lkhor grwa tshang 50 
Table 3 Yonghegong's Monastic Colleges 
	  
 Among Yonghegong's monastic colleges, the Medical College deserves particular 
attention. It perhaps served as a prototype for an influential monastery in China’s borderland of 
Amdo. Labrang Monastery did not offer monastic medical training by the 1740s when 
Yonghegong's medical college was found. Only two decades later, as one scholar suggests, were 
Tibetan Buddhists inspired to found medical college in Labrang monastery.163 If this assessment 
was to be trusted, Yonghegong was truly an important hub within the transregional Tibetan 
Buddhist knowledge network. Not only did it extend the Tibetan Buddhist power to the east, it 
also created and sustained the connections between the monastery in the far east and the 
Buddhist institutions back in eastern Tibet. Through the institutional inspiration and incessant 
movements of Buddhists and Buddhist images, the Qing’s imperial center was reimagined as a 
nodal point linking the Qing’s borderlands and the imperial center. Precisely because of this type 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
162Different accounts do not always agree with the names of the four colleges. But detailed information 
confirms that the configuration was modeled after Geluk’s great monasteries in Lhasa. See Chen, 920-
929. Kaizhao Wei 魏開肇, Leisurely Collections of Yonghegong 雍和宮漫錄 (Zhenzhou: Henan People’s 
Press, 1985), 141-143. Miaozhou 妙舟, History of Buddhism in Mongolia and Tibet 蒙藏佛教史, vol.7, 
section 2. The Third Lcang skya, Life Stories (minor), fl. 49-50. Note: the major Lcang skya rnam thar did 
not mention this information. Another place mentioning the makeup of the four monastic colleges of the 
Yonghegong is tshe 'phel. "lcang skya ngag dbang blo bzang chos ldan/." In chen po hor gyi yul du dam 
pa'i chos ji ltar byung ba'i bshad pa rgyal ba'i bstan pa rin po che gsal bar byed pa'i sgron me. TBRC 
W21994. 1: 235-6. zi ling: mtsho sngon mi rigs dpe skrun khang, 1993. http://tbrc.org/link?RID=O2DB9  
163Chen, 920-921. 
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of connection, the transnational Buddhist network provincialized the Qing capital and established 
its presence at the Qing empire. Through travel and writings, the network evolved incessantly. 
The circuit of a Buddhist institutional blueprint further stresses how the Tibetan Buddhist world 
and the expanding Qing empire grew symbiotically. The intricate relation between 
Yonghegong's medical college and those in Amdo monasteries reveals the vibrant circulation of 
Tibetan Buddhist epistemology in the early modern era.  
 Besides the institutional makeup of monasteries at different locales, Yonghegong likely 
extended its influence eastwards. Research shows that Shuxiangsi 殊像寺 in Chengde (Jehol) 
was inspired by Yonghegong in its architectural design—a combined Chinese princely mansion 
with a Tibetan Buddhist style of decoration. 164  These connections reveal the distinctive 
characteristic of a Geluk trans-regional and multicultural intellectual network that ultimately led 
to the success of Geluk’s eastward expansions. As part of the vast Tibetan Buddhist network, the 
Yonghegong maintained active contacts with Central Tibet, with a constant exchange of lamas 
between Beijing and Tibet. 165  Yet, because of the active communication between Lhasa-
dispatched head teachers and their Mongol disciples at monasteries like Yonghegong, Qing 
efforts to undermine Lhasa as a Buddhist cultural center and redirect pilgrimages to Beijing 
essentially failed. Instead, with imperial support for the gathering of Inner Asian Buddhists at the 
space, marginal communities met at the imperial center yet did not become defined or limited by 
this centralization. This type of communication points to a new direction in studying imperial 
management in late imperial Chinese history and investigate peripherical cultures beyond the 
regions where they originated. Yonghegong’s evolvement showcased how in fact the marginal 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
164Forêt Philippe, Mapping Chengde: The Qing Landscape Enterprise (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i 
Press, 2000). 
165Uspensky, 111. 
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religion carved out a space in the imperial core.  
 The emperors financed the conversion, but what made Yonghegong a Buddhist institution 
was Tibetan Buddhists. One key figure was the Third Lcang skya rol pa’i rdo rje reincarnate, 
who fostered a lifelong friendship with the reigning Qianlong emperor after they shared a 
classroom as children.166 The emperor asked, in great detail, “How did the precious Buddhist 
teachings spread in the regions of Tibet? What kinds of Buddhist practitioners have appeared? 
And how did schools where [people] can practice Buddhist teachings appear?”167 To each of 
these queries the Third Lcang skya rol pa’i rdo rje replied, after which the Qianlong emperor 
commented,  
 
It relies upon schools (Tib.: slob grwa), where Buddhist teachings can be studied, to 
spread [Buddhism] far and for a long time. Previously the ’jam mgon sa pAn’ and ‘Pags 
pa Rin po chen built monastic learning colleges in this way, but they remain only in name 
now. During my ancestors’ reigns, [they] promoted Buddhism. My father and the Second 
Lcang Skya established such a monastery in ‘Mtsho bdun,’ but there has not been a 
monastic learning college in the capital city (Tib.: rgyal khab chen po). If we two, yon 
mchod (Italics added), build a monastery within the palace (Tib.: pho brang chen po), 
[where] sutra and tantra (Tib.: mdo sngags) can be studied thoroughly, Buddhism will be 
spread and sustained.168  
 
 
The emperor’s proposal was met with enthusiasm, because it coincided with the Third Lcang 
Skya rol pa’i rdo rje’s own agenda. Earlier that year, the Third Lcang Skya rol pa’i rdo rje wrote 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
166The Third Thu’u bkwan blo bzang chos kyi nyi ma, Major Biography. The term “Seal-holding Lama” 
is found in the title of chapter eight of the Lcang Skya’s life stories. Chinese scholarly work usually 
renders it as “Zhangyin Lama, literally, seal-holding Lama, but in the Tibetan text, it is simply “Seal 
Lama” (Tham ka bla ma) In this chapter, I follow closely the Tibetan texts being consulted. 
167Ibid., 218. 
168Ibid., 218–9. Note: “Mtsho bdun” is the Tibetan rendering of Dolonor, a place features in the next 
chapter. Scholars who have also came to the conclusion that the Qianlong emperor intended to build a 
Buddhist learning center in Beijing include Chang shaoyu 1996, Ikejiri Yooko, 2009, Wang 1995. Wang 
consults the Lcang Skya rol pa’i rdo rje’s Life Stories. But their analysis did not explicate the reasons why 
the learning center was the Yonghegong. 
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to a highly respected lama in Lhasa named mkhan chen rdo rje tshang, 
I am presently in the capital city of the [Qing] empire (Tib.: rgyal khab chen po), because 
of the benevolence of the [Qianlong] emperor. Owing to his many decrees, I have had 
abundant things in this lifetime; but bearing the teacher’s [your] teachings and advice, 
and the Geluk teachings, for the sake of Buddhism, [I] work and pray night and day.169 
 
 
Yonghegong indeed became the largest monastic learning institution in Beijing “where 
Buddhism was practiced and studied.”170 The emperor explicitly describes the Third Lcang Skya 
rol pa’i rdo rje and himself as “lama and patron” (Tib.: yon mchod), a term that denotes the 
relationship between Tibetan Buddhists and several polities outside of Tibet. 171  Buddhists 
provided patrons with religious strength, while the patrons supported the religious teachers 
financially, or militarily if needed. The cited passages above reveal the hitherto missing 
perspectives of Tibetan Buddhists in the Qing imperial enterprise in Inner Asia. The mutually 
recognized relationship placed the Qianlong emperor as equal to a Buddhist teacher; in 
Buddhists’ eyes, the emperor’s endeavors were genuine and wholeheartedly welcomed. 
However, the Qianlong emperor admittedly had concerns other than his Buddhist devotion when 
it came to Yonghegong. 
Yonghegong and the Qing’s imperial family 
 
For the Qianlong emperor, how to redefine Yonghegong was a sensitive issue that involved 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
169Ibid., 208. 
170Ibid, the Qianlong emperor explicitly states that “most of the places where great figures resided turned 
out to be places where “Buddha” 佛 is worshipped.” 
171For more, see David Ruegg, “The Preceptor-Donor (yon Mchod) Relation in Thirteenth Century 
Tibetan Society and Polity, Its Inner Asian Precursors and Indian Models,” in Tibetan Studies II: 
Proceedings of the 7th Seminar of the International Association for Tibetan Studies, Graz 1995, Volume 
II (Vienna: Verlag der Österreichischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1997), 857–872. 
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downplaying other princes’ power, preserving his childhood memory, and adhering to 
conventional practice after the former emperor died. As early as 1736, the first year of his reign, 
a prominent official, Ortai 鄂爾泰,172 reported to the Qianlong emperor that it was improper to 
leave the deceased emperor’s residence unoccupied and thus proposed to bestow Yonghegong to 
Prince He 和親王.173 The Qianlong emperor granted his deceased father’s property to Prince He, 
but refused to confer Yonghegong on the prince, one of his siblings. The emperor related his 
decision in an imperial edict fifty years later. 
 
Prince He was my younger brother; it would not be unreasonable for him to live in the 
place [Yonghegong]. However, it [Yonghegong] was where the late emperor rose to 
power after all, it would almost be sacrilege to allow princes to live in that 
auspicious/fortunate place; furthermore, I was afraid that [Prince He] was too humble to 
deserve the auspicious place.174 
 
However, at the time of conversion in 1744, the emperor chose to justify his decision by arguing 
that the conversion from a princely residence into a monastery was nothing new or exceptional: 
Enyou Temple 恩佑寺  and Fuyou Temple 福佑寺  had also both been renovated and 
subsequently repurposed.175 The case of Enyou Temple is more convincing while that of Fuyou 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
172Ortai (1677-1745), a Manchu confidant of the late Yongzheng emperor, who was one of the few 
officials assisting the newly enthroned Qianlong emperor during his early years of governing. For more 
on him, see Qing Historical Archive, cat. no. 701006750, Manuscript Office of the National Palace 
Museum, Taipei 國立故宮博物院圖書文獻處清史館傳稿, 701006750號. 
173Prince He (1712-1770), Hongzhou, is the fifth son of the deceased Yongzheng emperor, a younger 
brother of the Qianlong emperor. In the 清史稿 高宗 本纪三 诸王六, it records that the Qianlong 
emperor granted him the deceased Yongzheng emperor’s wealth and he was thus richer than other princes 
at the time (世宗雍邸旧赀，上悉以赐之，故富于他王).  
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Temple is less so. The emperor ordered Fuyou Temple to be changed into a Tibetan Buddhist 
monastery shortly before the Yonghegong conversion in 1744, meaning that he himself had 
established the precedent for transforming Yonghegong. From his rather farfetched reasoning, 
one wonders whether he was anxious over other princes’ ascendance. 
Filial traditions provided another justification for converting the Yonghegong. Death and 
funeral “provided the ideal opportunity for a new emperor to display filial piety (and affirm his 
legitimacy) to his officials and subjects.” 176  Upon the death of the Kangxi emperor, the 
Yongzheng emperor expressed his sorrows fully, as he “wept in tears and visited his father at the 
Shouhuangdian [where the coffin rested] three times a day.”177 His son, the Qianlong emperor, 
also found it hard to cope with his death. Unlike his father, who had mourned his grandfather 
only in the initial months, the Qianlong emperor repeatedly related the loss of his father 
throughout all sixty years of his reign. The newly enthroned Qianlong emperor inscribed poems 
of mourning on a stone pillar standing in the Yonghegong in 1737, 1744, 1764, and finally on 
three pillars in 1770 when he was aged.178  It is thus an oversimplification to attribute the 
Yonghegong’s conversation to religious devotion alone, given that it provided the young 
emperor with an opportunity to stabilize his power, demonstrate his filial responsibilities, and 
simultaneously served to meet his religious needs. In other words, Redefining Yonhegong as a 
Buddhist space could also meet the young Qianlong emperor’s needs to downplay other imperial 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
昔同符。The original text of the stele, see Ferdinand Lessing, Yung-Ho-Kung, an Iconography of the 
Lamaist Cathedral in Peking: With Notes on Lamaist Mythology and Cult, Volume One. Sino-Swedish 
Expedition, 1942. and Wang, 1995. Susan Naquin, Peking: Temples and City Life, 1400-1900 (Berkeley: 
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princes’ power, stage his filial affection, and showcase his Buddhist deveotion.   
Decorating an imperial Buddhist space: Yonghegong and Buddhist images  
 
Yonghegong’s central location signified its importance to the Qing’s ruling family. It was within 
walking distance of the Imperial Palace in Beijing, and only footsteps away from the Imperial 
Academy 國子監 and the Temple of Confucius 孔廟, both of which represented the intellectual 
tradition of Confucianism. By centralizing educational resources and the highly sought-after civil 
service examination, the Imperial Academy attracted the best young scholars in late imperial 
China.179 The presence of a large Tibetan Buddhist establishment at the center and its close 
proximity to Confucian institutions was by no means accidental. Even though Yonghegong is 
rarely considered within the context of institutionalizing education in the Qing, it was where 
canonical texts of a certain philosophy were taught, discussed, and above all internalized by 
gifted young men in the empire. Yonghegong had been a home to hundreds, and occasionally 
several thousand, young Mongol monks since 1744.180 Despite their differences with regard to 
educational purpose, student body, and financial means, Yonghegong and the Imperial Academy 
both showcased the Qing government’s enterprise to define Beijing as the political and cultural 
center.  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
179For the civil service examinations in the Qing, see Benjamin Elman, A Cultural History of Civil 
Examinations in Late Imperial China (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 2000); 
Benjamin Elman and Woodside, A eds., Education & Society in Late Imperial China, 1600-1900 
(Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1994); I.D. Man-Cheong, The Class of 1761: 
Examinations, State and Elite in Eighteenth Century China (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 
2004); Wolfgang Franke, The Reform and Abolition of the Traditional Chinese Examination System 
(Literary Licensing, LLC, 2011); Pingti Ho, The Ladder of Success in Imperial China: Aspects of Social 
Mobility, 1368-1911 (New York: Columbia University Press, 2008). Thanks Daniel Barish for pointing 
me to the sources. 
180Robert Miller J., Monasteries and Culture Change in Inner Mongolia (Asiatische Forschungen, Bd. 2. 
Wiesbaden: O. Harrassowitz, 1959), 78. 
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 Two leading figures and their respective reincarnates played an indispensable role as the 
Qing made its way to Mongolia and Amdo as well as the Geluk power ascended. The First gser 
khri ngag dbang blo gros rgya mtsho (1635-1688) and the Second Lcang skya ngag dbang blo 
bzang chos ldan (1642-1714), whom the Fifth Dalai Lama sent to Beijing on his behalf to meet 
the Kangxi emperor; three years later, the Second Lcang skya ngag dbang blo bzang chos ldan 
was invited by the emperor to Beijing to give Buddhist teachings. In the remaining two decades 
of his life, the Second Lcang skya ngag dbang blo bzang chos ldan remained mostly in Beijing 
with multiple trips to Mongolia and one trip back to Tibet. 
 Aside from personnel, the material also came from Tibet. The Seventh Dalai Lama sent a 
series of forty-one tapestries (Tib.: bris thang or sku thang) to commemorate the establishment 
of this major Tibetan Buddhist learning center (Tib.: chos sde chen po) in Beijing, and he 
composed congratulatory verses on several tapestries. One of them is an illustrated life story of 
Shakyamuni, the historical Buddha. In this painting, an image of the Seventh Dalai Lama was 
positioned above the Shakyamuni (Figure 8) Tapestries as such gave a strong sense of the Geluk 
hegemony’ presence in articulating its power in an imperial space. The tapestries were displayed 
at the Pavilion of Infinite Happiness 萬福閣	 (Figure 9). 
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Figure 8 The Life Story of the Shakyamuni, Yonghegong181 
  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
181 Yonghegong Tangkha Treasures 雍和宮唐卡瑰寶 (Beijing: China Ethnicity Photography Press, 1998), 
99. 
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Figure 9 Statue of Tsongkhapa, Pavillion of Infinite Happiness, Yonghegong. 
 
 
This Pavilion was intricately associated with the Buddhist leader in Tibet—the Seventh Dalai 
Lama—who was eager to see Yonghegong as an important site of his Galdan Podrang regime. In 
the Pavilion, a fifty-nine-foot tall Colossal Maitreya Bodhisattva pronounced the presence of not 
only the Buddha, but also the power of Geluk School.182 The massive statue of the Buddha of 
Future, was a gift presented the Seventh Dalai Lama.183 To many, gifts exchange between the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
182Greenwood, 2013, 16. 
183Ibid., 209. 
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Qing imperial household and Tibetan Buddhists were often viewed within the context of tribute 
system and were considered as a way to delineate superiority of the Qing over the Buddhists.184 
But gifts manifest desire for power, influences, and most of all, control between givers and 
receivers, in the interactions between the Qing’s imperial family and Tibetan Buddhists, the 
Buddhist statues and images from the Seventh Dalai Lama show the Geluk School’s rising power 
in Tibet and its extension to the Qing’s capital city. Yonghegong, to the Geluk School, was to 
serve its interest of inserting its power at the Qing’s core of authority.  
 In addition to the tapestries, the Seventh Dalai Lama also sent many Buddhist images, 
scriptures and so forth that represent the enlightened body, speech and mind (Tib.: sku gsung 
thugs rten).185 Buddhist objects are embodiments of the Buddha. Buddhist images and tapestries 
are receptacles of the Buddha’s body; Stupas and stamped clay (tsa-tsa) objects are that of the 
Buddha’s mind; and books and dhãranis are where the Buddha’s speech resides.186 The Dalai 
Lama’s grand gesture was well received in Yonghegong. When the tapestries were displayed in 
one of its newly constructed halls, monks streamed in to see them.187 The Seventh Dalai Lama’s 
congratulatory gifts and compositions in fact merged Yonghegong into the Tibetan Buddhist 
network and connoted the success of Geluk missionary activity in the east.  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
184Ibid. 
185The Third Thu’u bkwan blo bzang chos kyi nyi ma, Major Biography, 221. For the descriptions of the 
tapestry series, the Tibetan original Tibetan texts read as the follows: Sangs rgyas kyi rnam thar dpag 
bsam ‘khri shing gi bris thang grang.  
186Yael Bentor, “Literature on Consecration,” 291 and Giuseppe Tucci, mc’od rten ets’a ts’a nel Tibet 
Indiano ed Occidentale. Indo-Tibetica, 1. Rome. 1932.  
187The same account also appeared in the Seventh Dalai Lama’s life stories written by none other than the 
The Third Lcang skya rol pa’i rdo rje. In the life stories, the tapestries were again considered as present to 
celebrate the establishment of Yonghegong as a Buddhist learning center. For more, see The Third Lcang 
skya rol pa’i rdo rje, The Seventh Dalai Lama bskal bzang rgya mtsho’s Life Stories, 241. 
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 Similar to the yellow hats that turned the Yonghegong monks into movable Buddhist 
representation, Buddhist images travelled from one space to another. A brass statue of 
Sakyamuni, the historical Buddha, was sent to Beijing by the Seventh Dalai Lama in 1745 and 
was installed in the Calachakra Hall 法輪殿. This statue also inspired the Imperial Studio to 
manufacture a replica of it, albeit with inferior quality (Fig. 8).   
 
Figure 9 Brass Statue of Sakyamuni, Qing Imperial Studio, Qianlong Reign188 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
188 The Palace Museum, Tibetan Buddhist Sculptures 藏傳佛教造像 (Beijing: Zi jin cheng chu ban she, 
2009), 128-9. 
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 In addition to these duplications, the imperial palace also housed Buddhist objects 
originally installed in Yonghegong. A fifteenth-century statue of Vajrapaṇi entered the imperial 
collections in 1761 after retiring from Yonghegong’s display (Figure 10). 
 
 
Figure 10 Vajrapani Statue, made in Tibet189 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
189 The Palace Museum (China), 2009, 208. 
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Figure 11 Statue of Maitreya, Yonghegong190 
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The Buddhist images furnishing Yonghegong were not considered merely tangible objects; 
powers of their own were ascribed to them. So powerful were the images that they received the 
same protocol as an emperor. In the spring of 1742, when the Qianlong emperor came to 
Yonghegong, the welcoming entourage dressed the same way as they dressed when they 
welcomed the Buddhist images.191 The officials handled the situations properly, because the 
Buddhist images were embodiments of Buddha, as Janet Gyatso insightfully points out, 
[I]n the Tibetan religious context, a work of art that is a Buddhist image (kudra) is not 
merely a symbolic representation of an ultimate Buddhist truth. Nor is it simply an icon, a 
rendering of the ideal form of a member of the Buddhist pantheon. It is both of those 
things but, to the extent that it embodies the form of the Buddha or deity, the image also 
conveys the presence of that Buddha in its own right.192  
 
It is not only the Buddhist images were viewed as the embodied Buddha. The Qianlong emperor 
made use of his image in the similar way. When the Sixth Panchen Lama blo bzang gpal ldan ye 
shes (1742-1793) travelled to Beijing in 1775, he was welcomed by an image of the Qianlong 
emperor on the 24 the 7th moth in 1775. blo bzang bstan pa dge shes—a special envoy 
representing the Qianlong emperor—brought an image of the emperor and pronounced the 
emperor’s decree, “Present my image where it meets the Panchen Lama, it is the same as I 
welcome him.”193 The mutual understanding of the image-as-emperor led the Panchen Lama and 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
191YHGD, vol. 2, 101 and vol. 3,101-2. 
192Janet Gyatso, "Image as Presence: The Place of the Work of Art in Tibetan Religious Thinking," in 
Valrae Reynolds, Amy Heller and Janet Gyatso, eds. The Newark Museum Tibetan Collection III. 
Sculpture and Painting (Newark: The Newark Museum, 1986), 30-35. 
193The Second ’jam dbyangs bzhad pa dkon mchog ’jigs med dbang po. “Section on the Sixth Panchen 
Lama visit to Beijing” “le'u bcu gsum pa/ zhe hor dang pe cin du phebs nas gong ma chen lung rgyal po'i 
thugs bzhed bskangs pa'i skor/,” rje bla ma srid zhi'i gtsug rgyan paN chen thams cad mkhyen pa blo 
bzang dpal ldan ye shes dpal bzang po'i zhal snga nas kyi rnam par thar pa nyi ma'i 'od zer. TBRC 
W30085. 2: 296 - 448. pe cin: krung go'i bod rig pa dpe skrun khang, 2002. 
http://tbrc.org/link?RID=O1LS4830|O1LS48301LS4861$W30085 
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Qing field officials to pay their respects to the emperor by presenting their offerings in front of 
the image.194 Two months later, another imperial decree arrived at the Panchen Lama’s traveling 
camp, this time, the Qianlong emperor announced that he did not expect the Panchen Lama to 
knee to any paintings or imperial decrees along the time, because the Panchen Lama was a 
renowned Lama.195 The images, as embodied Buddha or the emperor, established connections 
between the two figures before they met in person. The display of the Tibetan Buddhist tangkha 
in Yonghegong thus created a Buddhist space within the imperial capital.  
 Specific Tibetan Buddhist rituals also concretize the sense of the divine in Buddhist 
images.196 The Yongzheng emperor (and his son) knew this all too well, and he displayed the 
Buddhist images in his private rooms before their relocation to Yonghegong. Among thousands 
of Buddhist sacred objects housed in Yonghegong, a large number of them were from the Qing 
imperial collections previously housed in the Imperial Palace or other palaces where emperors 
sojourned in Beijing. Owing to the divine power that resided in Buddhist images, the Qing court 
handled them with extra care. In 1730, Haiwang delivered another imperial order: 
To Yonghegong (1730. 11.24) 
A Buddhist statue [simply “fo” in the original text] was invited to the Xiruange of 
the Yangxindian between 11am and 1pm, and was (respectfully) presented there 
between 1pm and 3 pm...  between 7am and 9am on November 23rd, [the 
Buddhist statue] was relocated to Yonghegong, received by four Guides (引道員) 
and Imperially ...Drummer Commandants (御杖鼓手校尉 ) who dressed in 
official apparel.197 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
194Ibid. 
195Ibid. 
196For instance, see ’jam dbyangs bzhad pa'i rdo rje. "gzungs ’jug 'khrul spong nyin mor byed pa'i snying 
po sogs." In gsung 'bum/ ’jam dbyangs bzhad pa'i rdo rje (Collected works of ’jam dbyangs bzhad pa’i 
rdo rje). TBRC W21503. 1: 555 - 576, South India: Gomang college, 1997.  
197YHGD. The “Yangxidian,” Hall of Cultiving Mind, was the emperor’s private room and the core of the 
ruling power during the Yongzheng reign; see Wu Hung, “Emperor’s Masquerade-‘Costume Portraits’ of 
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It was only fitting that this Buddhist image was welcomed with honor, because it embodied 
Buddha. Its brief stay in the emperor’s private room not only associated divine power with the 
presence of the emperor, but also established a firm connection between the Qing court and 
Yonghegong through the divine Buddhist statues. In fact, the emperor’s quarters had already 
been furnished with Buddhist sacred objects earlier, in his father’s reign. The Yonghegong 
complex had meant something special to Qianlong’s father, the Yongzheng emperor: it was 
where he first resided prior to his enthronement in 1722 and he continued to use it as a quiet 
space after he ascended the throne. Tibetan Buddhists, Chinese Buddhist monks, and Taoist 
priests, were all invited to dwell in Yonghegong prior to its conversion in 1744, though the 
Tibetan Buddhist monks outnumbered their Chinese Buddhist and Taoist counterparts, and they 
provided the emperor with religious guidance.198 However the arrangements did not mean that 
the emperors viewed the religious figures all alike. Imperial archival texts list the Chinese 
Buddhist monks and Taoist priests together while Tibetan Buddhist monks were listed 
separately.199 Further research on the divide of religious activities at Yonghegong may establish 
new terms for understanding the complex religious adherence of Qing emperors in the eighteenth 
century. As part of the vast Tibetan Buddhist network, the Yonghegong maintained active 
contacts with Central Tibet, with constant exchange of lamas between Beijing and Tibet.200  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
Yongzheng and Qianlong,” Orientations July/August (1995), 25. “Jiaowei” see Entry 2486, Charles O. 
Hucker, A Dictionary of Official Titles in Imperial China, Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1985, 238. 
198For the Chinese Buddhists’ presence and the Yongzheng emperor’s religious affiliations, see Jiang Wu, 
Enlightenment in Dispute (Oxford University Press, 2008). Note that Wu overlooks the difference 
between Chinese Buddhists and Tibetan Buddhists. For instance, he discussed the Lcang Skya rol pa’i rdo 
rje and his former reincarnation, who were prominent Tibetan Buddhists in the eighteenth-century Qing 
court as if they were Chinese Buddhist teachers. For more, see Chen and Wang.  
199YHGD, vols. 2-10. 
200Uspenski, 111. 
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Figure 12: The Panchen Pavilion, Yonghegong. Photo by Gray Tuttle 
 
	  
The Yongzheng emperor decided to make the space more than a secondary residence. In the late 
spring of 1735 Haiwang—the head of the Imperial Household Department—reported on the cost 
of converting the “princely mansion” into a “Buddhist temple 佛堂”: 
Memorial to the Yongzheng emperor with the title “Regarding the cost of converting the 
princely mansion into a Buddhist temple” (1735.5.8): 
 
I (Haiwang) have ascertained that, in order to make the space look like a temple-hall, it 
will need to have one arch added (山门); five screen walls (影壁); two bell/drum towers (
钟鼓楼); two flagpoles; two pavilion housing steles (碑亭); five chanting rooms (念佛堂
); two rear buildings (后楼); eighty relocating rooms (挪盖房); one hundred and six 
small rooms.201 
 
Apart from these additions, some of the railings needed repainting. Haiwang budgeted 26,381 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
201YHGD vol. 1, item 35, 73. 
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taels of silver for the renovation project. Moreover, Haiwang also commissioned forty-nine new 
Buddhist images to be made at an estimated cost of 3,381 taels of silver. Other furnishings 
included statue niches 佛龕 , ceremonial implements and so on. Haiwang estimated the 
renovation project would cost 6,712 taels of silver. He then proceeded to ask from where the 
money should be drawn. The Yongzheng emperor replied that the costs should be covered by 
“Yonghegong Taels”雍和宫银两, and the emperor also clearly decreed that the color of the 
rooftop tiles of the two pavilions be changed to yellow, signifying imperial affiliation.202 In the 
same memorial, the Yongzheng emperor ordered Haiwang to allocate funds from the 
"Yonghegong Taels" for statues to be made for the shrine rooms in the Yuanmingyuan 圓明園. 
This suggests that “Yonghegong Taels” were funds that the Yongzheng emperor used to 
refashion certain imperial places into Buddhist spaces. Furthermore, the very fact that a distinct 
“Yonghegong” account existed demonstrates Yonghegong’s importance in the imperial 
household: to the Qing emperors, Yonghegong represented Buddhism and their devotion at the 
imperial center. Through relentless support of Yonghegong, the emperor partook of the Buddhist 
network in a concrete way. In this sense, Yonghegong should be viewed within the context of 
Buddhist engagements, rather than strictly about the space per se. 
Converging money and diverging control: Yonghegong’s everyday management 
 
Qing imperial patronage of Yonghegong was so great that scholars are oblivious to other aspects 
of the institution. Research on the imperial patronage often concentrates on the Qing ruling 
family’s generous financial support to Yonghegong, and scholars have detailed the financial 
resources the Qing central government allocated to Yonghegong for ritual performance and up-
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keep. 203  Yet, this chapter argues that the claims above are misleading, as they treat 
Yonghegong’s revenue as coming from a single source. Through a close examination of three 
types of income sustaining Yonghegong’s development, this section shows that Yonghegong was 
a place where powers clashed and money met. In addition to imperial patronage, Yonghegong’s 
also raised revenue by renting vacant rooms and obtaining direct financial support from Mongol 
communities. Through a close observation of Yonghegong’s multiple sources of income, this 
chapter argues that Yonghegong manifested the hybrid nature of the space, as defined by both 
the ruling Manchu family and Inner Asian Tibetan Buddhists. Aside from the financial aspect, 
this section also looks at the hitherto missing aspects of Yonghegong’s everyday management, 
which is likewise indicative of its hybrid nature. 
Imperial patronage: ritual services, endowments, and land purchases 
Like other monastic patrons, the imperial household made sizable donations in exchange for 
ritual performances provided by the monks. For major rituals, such as an emperor’s birthday, his 
mother’s birthday, or an imperial funeral, each monk received food in addition to donations at 
the rate of 0.086247 taels silver per day. Even though the donations varied from case to case, 
most of the rituals required 350 monks and inscribes, who collectively received 36 taels silver 
per day.204 The imperial rituals were often on a grand scale, on occasions, 500 monks on average. 
The tradition of lavish ritual performance started in the late seventeenth century in the Kangxi 
reign.205  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
203For instance, see Naquin; Also LAI Hui-min 賴惠敏, Qing Imperial Lineage: its Hierarchical 
Structure and Economic Life 天潢貴胄：清皇族的階層結構與經濟生活 (Taipei: Zhongyang 
yanjiuyuan jindaishi yanjiu suo Modern Chinese History Institute, Academia Sinica, 1997). 
204YHGD vol. 9, 4, on 1769, March 29th (QL 34th year, 2nd month, 22nd day) 
205 Luo, 2005, 94. 
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 The Qing central government was generous in supporting Yonghegong, but every so 
often local official failed to deliver state policy at the local level, which resulted in Yonhegong’s 
promised endowments remaining unpaid. Hui-min Lai meticulously collects materials and shows 
that over 20,000 taels of silver supposedly generated from endowed land remained uncollected 
between 1750 and 1767, and the overdue revenue only grew greater in the next century.206 It 
remains unknown what caused these problems. But Lai’s research, albeit informative, overlooks 
the efforts undertaken by successive Qing emperors to retrieve the overdue revenues. The 
emperors’ failed attempts to collect the revenue sheds light on the cumbersome Qing 
administration and possible refusal to support the emperor’s patronage of Tibetan Buddhism 
from the perspective of local administrators. Fang Guancheng 方觀城 , governor of Zhili 
Province 直隸, reported in 1767 that he was simply too busy to collect the rent and suggested 
Emperor Qianlong assign this duty to the Imperial Household Department 內務府 . 207  The 
overdue revenue remained an unsolved problem for the succeeding Jiaqing and Daoguang 
emperor. Emperor Jiaqing urged officials to collect the revenues of thirty-eight years starting 
from the late Qianlong reign in the 1790s. The Jiaqing emperor’s endeavors did not yield the 
expected results and the unpaid land revenue for Yonghegong persisted in his rather short 
reign.208 The ensuing Daoguang emperor fought to collect thirteen years of overdue revenue 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
206Lai, 144-5.  
207For Fang’s report, see Memorials in the Qianlong Reign 宮中檔乾隆朝奏摺, vol. 28, Memorials by 
Fang Guancheng (QL 32nd year, 11th month), 512-3 (Taipei: National Palace Museum Guoli Gugong 
Bowuyuan, 1982).  
208In 1811 (JQ 16th year 2nd month), the Ministry of Revenue 戶部 communicated with the Imperial 
Household Department with regards to the due income of 1770-1808 in the endowments. See Grand 
Secretariat Archives 內閣大庫檔案 cat. no. 142669-001, Item Title: 移會稽察房總管內務府奏為嚴催
直省通州等州縣所 有⾃自自乾隆三⼗十十五年⾄至至嘉慶⼗十十三年積⽋欠欠雍和宮⾹香香燈地租銀錢. See 
especially vol. 17. Item no. 9, 10, 15, 19, 20, 27, 28, 36, 37, 38, 59, 60, 103, 104, 105, 108, 112, 142 
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between 1821 and 1834. Unfortunately, neither effort bore any fruit; the accumulated debts for 
this century were enormous.209 The Qianlong emperor granted Yonghegong approximately 400 
qing of land in 27 counties in the neighboring Zhili Province. The vast land was expected to 
generate more than 8,578.07 taels of silver to serve Yonghegong as its “Incense-lamp land 香燈
地.210 Had the revenue from the endowed land been delivered to Yonghegong as expected, 
Yonghegong would have enjoyed much greater prosperity. Because land revenues were 
consistently in arrears for decades, Yonghegong’s young monk disciples 四學學藝喇嘛 did not 
enjoy abundant support from the imperial endowments, leading Lai to conclude that they in fact 
“lived in poverty.”211 Though this assessment may not be confirmed by visitors to Beijing in the 
late Qing, who often portrayed Yonghegong monks as corrupt and greedy.212 The interesting 
constrast suggests that imperially endowed land was only one of several sources of incomes 
going to Yonghegong.        
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
(1822), 152 (1825), 153 (1825).  
209Ishihama, 2011, chap. 5, 130–47.; In 1834 (DG 14th year 4th month 27th day), the Ministry of 
Personnel 吏部 again communicated with the Imperial Household Department concerning the due income 
of the endowments between 1821 and 1834. See the “Grand Secretariat Archives” [內閣⼤大庫檔案] 
catalog no. 185258-001, item title: 移會稽察房奉旨雍和宮⾹香香燈地租銀兩歷年拖⽋欠欠未能如 數解⿑齊
齊實屬胆玩所有⾃自自道光⼀一一年⾄至至⼗十十四年續⽋欠欠銀錢著直隸總督嚴飭各該州縣實⼒力力催征迅
速 如數完解如再遲延即著嚴懲. Evelyn Rawski, “The Imperial Way of Death: Ming and Ch’ing 
Emperors and Death Ritual.” For the Daoguang reign, see vol. 17 catalog no. 160 (1826 with lists). Vol. 
18, catalog no. 1, 4, 6, 12, 15, 17, 18, 21, 23, 24, 27, 32, 33, 36, 41, 45, 47, 51, 55, 58, 63, 68, 73, 76, 77. 
For later reigns, see the YHGD. Vol. 17. 
210Lai, 144. The “Incense-lamp land” is a variation of the “Incense-fire land.” Possibly, this is because 
Tibetan lit lamps filled with butter as offering to the Buddhas, while Chinese Buddhists focused on 
lighting incense as an offering to the Buddhas. Most of the Qing court documents used the the former 
term, Lai, 133.  
211Ibid. 
212Juliet Bredon, Peking: A Historical and Intimate Description of its Chief Places of Interest (Foreign 
Language Teaching and Research Press, 2008.)   
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 Emperor Qianlong committed to provide Yonghegong with sufficient resources if the 
Incense-lamp land was not enough. In addition to the initial 1744 endowments that once 
belonged to the reigning emperor’s father who lived in Yonghegong prior to his enthronement, 
the Qianlong emperor ordered the purchase of land for Yonghegong beginning in 1750, shortly 
after Yonghegong’s conversion. Owing to the paucity of archival sources, it is difficult to 
estimate how much land the Qing central government purchased for Yonghegong, but records of 
land purchases indicate it did occur. In 1745, a Lifanyuan official 員外郎 named Ayuxi reported 
the amount of silver spent on land purchases. It is possibly the first record with regard to the 
government’s land purchases for Yonghegong.  Lifanyuan purchased a property of 7 qing 92 mu 
and 18 rooms in Sanhe county from a low-ranking imperial bodyguard 藍翎侍衛  named 
Tongning in the White Banner. This transaction costed 533 taels silver (70 taels silver with 
annual interest rates of 0.013 taels silver), among others in the same report.213 Ayuxi withdrew 
6,000 taels silver from Lifanyuan’s account and only returned a little over 39 taels silver after 
making the purchases.214  Ayuxi handled another land transaction five years later, again with 
Tongning; this time it was 80 mu in Sanhe County. This deed also recorded another piece of land 
that Ayuxi purchased for Yonghegong from Liu Yongzhou 劉永周, an Imperial College student 
監生  in the service of a Han-Chinese military officer in the Embroidered White Banner. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
213YHGD, Item 76, vol. 4, 240. Several points remain unclear. The “Sanhe County” is in the Zhili 
province, and it was one of the major endowed lands of the Yonghegong. But only further research can 
determine whether the lands were administered by local government or by the Mongol banner. Ning Chia, 
in her study of the Lifanyuan, discusses the management of the Yonghegong (or Yung-ho-kung in her 
transliteration) in relation to the Lifanyuan. For more, see Chia, “The Li-Fan Yuan in the Early Ch’Ing 
Dynasty,” 211. 
214YHGD, Item 77, vol.4, 242. This item specified that Ayuxi was handing the Yonghegong Donation 
Taels (佈施銀兩).  
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Collectively, Ayuxi paid 540 taels silver for the lands.215 Ayuxi was not the only Lifanyuan 
official handling land purchases. Dingsong 丁松 , also working in Lifanyuan, reported a 
transaction for a land of approximately 1 qing and 77 mu in Beishan villege of Yizhou (?); This 
piece of land was expected to yield rental income of some 52 tael silvers.216 This memorial 
clearly stated that income from the land was to cover “the cost of ritual activities at the 
Yonghegong 雍和宮永遠香供之費 .” Lifanyuan, an office designated for managing Inner 
Asians, handled the land purchase deeds. The multiple groups managing Yonghegong’s financial 
sources indicate that the space were to serve multifaceted purposes of the imperial household. It 
reflects the complexity of Yonghegong as an imperial space and a Tibetan Buddhist 
establishment.  
 
Mongol Banners’ support for young monks 
With the generous financial support from the Qing’s central government and imperial household, 
it may come as a surprise that Mongol banners—Mongols’ organizational units on the ground— 
financed their own young monks studying at Yonghegong. In fact, existing studies on 
Yonghegong often overlook the multifaceted financial arrangement of the Yonghegong monastic 
community. For instance, Susan Naquin believes that the imperial family financed Yonghegong 
monks.217  It is misleading to treat its monastic residents as a monolithic whole and not to 
differentiate the types of income that the monks received. Lai even goes so far as to conclude 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
215YHGD, vol. 5, item 93, 271-2.  
216YHGD, vol. 5, item 91, 262-3.  
217Naquin, 2000, 584-585.	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that Yonghegong required 6,000 tales of silver to meet its monks’ lodging and other needs in 
1744. 218  Hui-min Lai’s estimation above was to support her claims that the Qing imperial 
household arranged to meet the needs of Yonghegong monks. But Lai also showed that the 
Mongol banners sent 5,600 taels of silvers to Yonghegong to support 80 young monk disciples in 
the Jiaqing reign each year.219 This raises the question of who actually supported the monks in 
Yonghegong. 
 The monks in fact did not receive uniform treatment. The invited head monks and 
teachers from Lhasa were on the official payroll and received stipends from the Imperial 
Household Department.220 For instance, a record circa 1810s shows that 4 custodians received 2 
taels of silver, 246 lamas received 2 taels, and 254 lamas received 1 tael per month. The stipend 
the monks received were in fact minimal and it is questionable if the stipend was enough for the 
monks to get by in Beijing. Fortunately, the official stipend was only one of several sources of 
income for the monks. For the lower ranking monks, the Imperial Household Department paid 
them for the ritual services they provided to the imperial family, including birthday, funeral, and 
other regular seasonal rituals.221 The invited learned scholars and administrators may be viewed 
as representing the Qing imperial household’s devotion to Buddhist dissemination and Buddhist 
learning, and ultimately indicates that the emperor, considering himself as a local patron, 
intended to partake of the powerful Buddhist network. Meanwhile the dozen highly placed 
Tibetan Buddhist reincarnates Hutuktu 呼圖克圖 residing in Beijing were simply too wealthy to 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
218Lai, 27, fn. 85. 
219Ibid., 16.  
220Ibid., 144.  
221Ibid., 23.  
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care about the stipends, with some of them being richer than Manchu princes on account of the 
offerings they regularly received from Mongol princes and the Qing imperial family.222 Financial 
sources from Yonghegong’s room rentals and Mongol banners’ continuous support also 
undermine the imperial financial supports that scholars have exclusively focused on in their 
research of Yonghegong and similar Buddhist establishments in the eighteenth-century Qing. 
 As for the monk disciples enrolled in Yonghegong’s four colleges, it was an entirely 
different story. The number of monks studying at Yonghegong was great. Naquin states “it 
seems to have eventually housed more than a thousand mostly Mongol lamas and served as a 
hostel for clerical delegations from Inner Asia.”223 By 1766, a Korean visitor said there were "at 
least several thousand monks.” The number of monks kept growing and by the years 1860-1900, 
Europeans estimated the number of monks between 1,000 and 2,000. The community only 
shrank in the twentieth century; it was reported as 550 in 1908 and 315 in 1941.224 
 The young monks relied upon their respective Mongol banners for financing their studies 
at Yonghegong. The aforementioned resources from the government were unavailable to them, 
and they did not collect donations from visitors or regular patrons. Each Mongol banner was 
responsible for selecting a certain number of capable young men to Yonghegong’s four colleges 
and supporting them in the subsequent years of study, including covering the monks’ boarding 
and clothing. The Mongol banners were ultimately responsible for their chosen candidates. If a 
monk turned out to be less able than expected, his home banner was obliged to replace him with 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
222Lai, 16 and JIN Liang 金梁 A Concise History of Yonghegong 雍和宮志略 (Beijing: China’s 
Tibetology Press, 1994), 114. 
223Naquin, 2000, 344. 
224Ibid., 585. 
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a better-qualified monk.225  
 The third resource supporting Yonghegong’s daily activities may be unexpected: rental 
income from its vacant rooms. Between 1740 and 1743, a quarter of the 563 vacant rooms to the 
east of the Yonghegong complex were rented out and generated a total annual revenue of more 






















1739 563 N/A  157 73.75  73.75   
1740 563 224 183 156 251.05 73.75 324.8 33.52 291.748* 
1741 563 243.5 164 155 216.05 291.748 508.498 321.64 186.894 
1742 563 243.5 164.5 155 220.8 186.894 407.694 297.123 110.571 
1743 563 243.5 163 156 239.95 110.571 350.521 96.06 254.515 
 
Table 4 Yonghegong Vacant Room Rentals227 
 
The table above suggests several important aspects of Yonghegong’s economic situation. First, 
the Qing imperial court only became involved in the Yonghegong’s management in 1740 and 
had little or no involvement in Yonghegong’s rental arrangments prior to 1740. Second, in the 
five consecutive years (1739-1743), the revenue each year remained largely unchanged and 
Yonghegong’s 1744-transformation did not change the ways in which Yonghegong managed its 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
225YHGD vol.16, Mongolian letters regarding funds for monks.  
226YHGD, vol. 3, 50-1 (1740, QL 5th year); 84-5 (1741, QL 6th year); 97 (1742, QL 7th year); 205 (1743, 
QL 8th year). To make the table readable, I took the monetary unit as XX (liang). 
XX(qian)XX(fen)XX(li), i.e.297.123 is 297 liang 1qian 2fen 3li. 
227 The highlighted cells illustrate that the rents collected from the rooms that were used exclusively for 
regular maintenance of the Yonghegong. The “guan zhan fang” literally means: rooms occupied by 
official personnel, without further information, they are rooms used by governmental staff, not sure if 
they were stationed guards, or regular staff. 
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property. 228  Both of the aspects may be indicative of limited governmental involvement in 
Yonghegong’s development. Additionally, Yonghegong’s room rentals might have been a 
significant part of its resources, so much so that an office—The Office of Rent-Collecting 官方
收租處—was installed and did not report to the Qing central government. This office suggests 
that Yonghegong had direct control over at least some of its own financial sources. A report in 
1740 reveals how the revenue generated from room rentals contributed to Yonghegong’s finance. 
The report states,   
 
[T]otal income was 324 liang 8 qian, within which 33 liang 5 qian 2 fen was withdrawn 
to repair all wooden ‘screen walls’ (yingbi) and 5 damaged windows/doors of a guard 
room (kangshoufang) in the 11th month of this year…the actual remaining rent of 291 
liang 7 qian 4 fen 8 li is kept in the ‘office,’ to be withdrawn for maintenance if 
needed.229 
 
The report above elucidates that Yonghegong’s day-to-day upkeep was likely drawn from its 
self-generated rents, and the large sum of funds from the imperial household was reserved for 
major renovation projects.  
 Having a range of income sources may appear odd within a Chinese historical context, 
but it wasn’t so in the eyes of Tibetan Buddhists. In fact, it was a common practice in Geluk 
monasticism for monks to receive support from multiple sources. Dreyfus, in his detailed 
account of Geluk monasticism, notes “they [monks] were often supported by their families (the 
large monasteries provided food for their members only within the context of a ritual in the 
assembly hall), and supplemented this stipend by doing rituals for the laity.”230 As Ishihama 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
228YHGD vol.3, 50-1. For each report of respective year see footnote 40 for specific pages in the YHGD. 
229Ibid. 
230Georges B.J. Dreyfus, The Sound of Two Hands Clapping: The Education of a Tibetan Buddhist Monk 
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similarly argues, Yonghegong proved the success of Geluk School’s eastward mission and 
represented Geluk School’s powerful religious network that deeply penetrated Qing China’s 
imperial center. Yonghegong’s central location and generous imperial support indicate that the 
Qing government and imperial household heeded the religion, while Yonghegong’s day-to-day 
management and other sources of income suggest that it is by nature a Geluk religious 
institution. Ultimately it was a place that was harmoniously redefined by both the imperial court 
and the Tibetan Buddhists from Inner Asia.  
Powers Converged: Mutual Management of Yonghegong 
As an educational institution, Yonghegong’s curricula and teachings were controlled by Lhasa-
dispatched learned reincarnates, while control of its administration and auxiliary services 
belonged to the Qing’s Imperial Household Department. The department oversaw Yonghegong’s 
communication and daily activities, and the managerial official—Managing official of 
Yonghegong Affairs ling Yonghegong shiwu dachen 領雍和宮事務大臣—was often an imperial 
prince who was knowledgeable in Inner Asian cultures. One of the most trustworthy princes, 
Prince Guo, led the office in the initial years when Yonghegong became increasingly important 
to the imperial household.231 Even though the leading official was not much involved in the 
practical day-to-day management and remained largely nominal, he represented the imperial 
interests in the Yonghegong’s operation and provided a channel of communication between the 
emperor and the Inner Asian Buddhists. The supporting team was composed of a small number 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 2003), 41. For ritual services provided by monks, see especially 
"Monasteries as ritual communities," 44-7. 
231For more on Prince Guo, Yunli, see Chapter Four. 
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of eunuchs, corvees (Manchu.: Ula), and housekeepers under various names. 232  Little 
information regarding the staff is available, but fragmented information regarding the 
disciplining of eunuchs may shed light on Yonghegong’s unique position as both a Buddhist 
monastery and an imperial space. If found delinquent in their duties, Yonghegong eunuchs were 
exiled to the “Butha Ula,”233  which is consistent with the punishment for eunuchs at other 
imperial palaces. This arrangement suggests that Yonghegong enjoyed equal status as other 
palaces from the Qing state’s perspective. The same treatment was also applied to security 
guards. “Qishi” was a Mongol guard found intoxicated while on duty at Yonghegong’s Ping’an 
Gate in 1745. Ortai and fourteen other officials filed a report to the emperor regarding the charge 
against the unfortunate guard. The report states, 
“Qishi,” as a guard 佐領, is responsible for managing subordinate soldiers, he can only 
fill his post with credit by carefully watching the places under his supervision; 
furthermore, [the place, referring to the Yonghegong here] is an important imperial place 
(gongting zhongdi), [he] should be even more careful and respectful. However, “Qishi” 
drank excessively and did not restrain himself in such a place, and spoke insolently. [His 
behaviors] indeed sullied the reputation of an official; [he] was severely derelict in his 
duty [as a guard]. [He] should thus be stripped of his rank on the grounds of that 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
232The number of eunuchs varied from time to time, in the Qianlong reign, for more see YHGD vol. 4. 
Information regarding the staffing eunuchs was rare. A 1743 memorial reported that there were 1 Eunuch-
in-Charge (zongguan taijian); 3 Head-Eunuchs (shouling taijian), and 13 eunuchs as of the second month, 
1743. 
233YHGD, vol. 3, 74-83. The “Butha Ula” is a governmental unit stationed in Jilin (Ma Girin-i ula, 
“Ningguta” see Elliott, 2001, 94. The group of 4,000 men was responsible for collecting special products 
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Di Cosmo for directing me to the source. “Butha” means “fishing, hunting.” “Ula” means “large river,” 
refers to the location in the context. Norman lexicon, p.39 for “Butha,” p. 294 for “Ula.” For more 
regarding the punishments of euniches of the Yonghegong, see YHGD, vols. 16 and 9 particularly. 
YHGD vol.4 77-106. It is a report including the following information: there are 55 persons sweeping 
floors (Ch.dasao dimian ren), and 10 Daoist deciples (dao tong), totally 65 persons (p. 82) 5 
“Yonghegong sula. (p. 106).” 
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dereliction. We [reporting officials] do not dare to make the decision without 
authorization, and report for [your] decree.234  
Yonghegong occupied a special place in the imperial household in the eighteenth century, having 
been the location where two successive emperors lived when they were young. Prince He 
memorialized in his report that “…the Yonghegong is consecrated to the late Yongzheng 
emperor’s image, [therefore] all guards on duty ought to conform with regulations [applying to 
guards on duty for] the inner court…”235 In fact, the Qianlong emperor was so concerned with 
Yonghegong’s security that he designated the duties to the more trustworthy three upper banners 
exclusively, and eventually increased the number of guards. As early as 1740, the court ordered 
the addition of the newly formed three upper banners’ guards to Yonghegong’s security force.236 
It seems one could never be too careful about Yonghegong, as it was “an important imperial 
place 宮闈重地.”237 To define Yonghegong as an imperial space, the Qing imperial household 
was scrupulous to maintain its presence in a Tibetan Buddhist space.  
Conclusion 
 
The shift of focus to the Qing capital allows me to view a large Tibetan Buddhist institution as a 
representation of regional interests in the imperial center. Juxtaposing the two growing powers 
offers an alternative way through which to understand how Buddhists viewed the Qing central 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
234“Qishi” is the Mongol guard’s name in Chinese rendition. For the complete memorial, see the Grand 
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government as an active part of a trans-regional Tibetan Buddhist network, and what role large 
monasteries, like Yonghegong, played in extending Geluk School influence to the east as the 
school simultaneously strengthened its hegemony in Lhasa.  
 Like the diverse financial sources from which that Yonghegong drew, it was where 
several powers and identities converged. Perhaps the best approach to understanding the space is 
to recognize its inclusive nature. It possessed its own life and evolved over time. It is where the 
imperial imagination and a Buddhist world were at work harmoniously. It afforded the Qianlong 
emperor a place where he communicated with the Inner Asian faithful in multiple ways. 
Buddhist objects, such as tapestries sent by the Seventh Dalai Lama, inscribed the space when 
the great Buddhist teachers absented themselves. For the Qianlong emperor, Yonghegong was a 
palace outside the imperial residence and offered him a convenient place to grapple with sticky 
business, including his father’s funeral and potential competition for the thrown from imperial 
princes. Even more important was that he used Yonghegong to communicate with Inner Asian 
Buddhists in a way that did not cause conflict with his position as a Qing emperor. Such behavior 
contrasts with scholarly claims that Yonghegong was where Emperor Qianlong showcased his 
universalism.238  
This chapter submits that Yonghegong from 1744 began to serve mutual interests of the 
Qing imperial court and Inner Asian Tibetan Buddhists, including Mongols and Tibetans. More 
specifically, Yonghegong, through its sustained connection with the influential Geluk mass 
monasteries and vigorous curricula, functioned as an outpost for the ever-growing Tibetan 
Buddhist network. Through this intellectual and institutional network, the Dalai Lama-led Geluk 
hegemony penetrated regions where Qing China claimed sovereignty, especially eastern 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
238Berger, 2003, 116, here Berger argues that Yonghegong from the beginning was a project of multiple 
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Mongolian regions and Manchuria. Tibetan Buddhists of Mongol and Tibetan ethnic 
backgrounds connected themselves via nodes of the trans-regional network and formed an 
alternative channel of communication. Yonghegong’s central place in the Buddhist mind ensured 
the Qing emperors to make use of the space in the most efficient way. The emperors regularly 
received Inner Asian Buddhists on their rotating visits to Beijing, and they found the space 
convenient to pay homage to Buddha and for engaging in religious activities.239 
Geluk eastward missionary activities started much earlier in the seventeenth century, the 
most notable case being the Fifth Dalai lama’s one-year trip to Beijing in 1652-1653. Among 
many insights that Gray Tuttle shows in his research, one aspect deserves mention here, that is, 
the Fifth Dalai Lama met, blessed, and initiated Tibetan Buddhists of different ethnic 
backgrounds.240 Unlike the individual remarkable journeys described in Tuttle’s research, the 
eighteenth century witnessed a systematized effort by Tibetan Buddhists to spread the religion to 
the east.241 The collective efforts were spurred by the Lhasa-based Geluk hegemony’s view that 
their eastern neighbors were potential advocates for disseminating Buddhism. 242  With the 
establishment of Yonghegong and other large Tibetan Buddhist monasteries in Beijing, Mount 
Wutai, and Mongolia, the efforts became highly effective for the first time.  
In this chapter, I delineate Yonghegong’s educational setup, monastic community, as well 
as its multiple financial sources and argue that it was a social organization that established and 
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sustained a regional presence at the imperial center. Like other types of social organizations, 
such as native-place associations huiguan 會館 , Yonghegong brought the margins to the 
center.243 The existence of such organizations challenges the binary framework of center and 
periphery in understanding how the Qing central government managed the territorially vast and 
culturally diverse empire. Unlike other social organizations, both the Qing central government 
and its rival authority in Tibet supported large Tibetan Buddhist monasteries, including 
Yonghegong. By extending its influence to the imperial capital and other crucial areas within 
China proper, Tibetan Buddhism penetrated the empire in a sophisticated way. Yonghegong’s 
dual function as a Geluk outpost and an imperial palace are precisely what made the space 
crucial and full of tensions in the eighteenth century. 
These monasteries functioned as an outpost in the trans-regional network of Tibetan 
Buddhist intellectuals. They resided, wrote about, and regularly gave lectures at the monasteries, 
through which they established a foundation at the imperial center and other regions within the 
Qing empire. I will follow a Mongol monk who studied in Yonghegong back to his home in 
southern Mongolia in the next chapter, which examines another kind of Tibetan Buddhist 
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CHAPTER THREE 
Tibetan Buddhists and Qing Emperors Meeting on the Mongol Steppe 
Introduction: From Capital to the Mongol Steppe 
 
In 1763, Yonghegong welcomed a young aspirant Mongolian monk from the southern 
Mongolian region of Chahar. At the age of twenty-three, blo bzang tshul khrims (1740-1810) 
came to Yonghegong to study Tibetan Buddhist epistemological subjects of the “arts and 
sciences” (Tib.: rig pa), a knowledge system codified in Tibet in the thirteenth century with an 
Indic taxonomic origin. blo bzang tshul khrims’s seven years in Yonghegong proved valuable to 
him; he was venerated as a proliferate Tibetan Buddhist scholar, fondly remembered by the local 
Mongols as the “Cha har Geshe (Tib.: dge bshes).” He left behind a collection (Tib.: gsung 
’bum) of eleven volumes that covered almost all aspects of the comprehensive Tibetan Buddhist 
knowledge system: language, dialectics, arts and crafts, Buddhist philosophy, and the science of 
medicine.244 Yonghegong was where he reached the pinnacle of his scholarly pursuits, but his 
basic training in languages, writing, and reasoning were taught at Dolonor monasteries, two 
monasteries located on the edge of the Mongol Steppe, where Mongols, Tibetan Buddhists, and 
the Qing’s imperial power converged as the Mongol society evolved under the influence of both 
Tibetan Buddhism and the Qing’s administration. In this chapter, I show that the two nascent 
monasteries formed another node in the multicultural Tibetan Buddhist knowledge network. 
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 It is the two Dolonor monasteries that I will focus on in this chapter. Huizong Si 匯宗寺 
(est. 1691-1712) and Shanyin Si 善因寺 (est. 1731) were both founded by Qing emperors at the 
request of local Mongol leaders. Over the years, they became a shelter for these Tibetan 
Buddhists living in Beijing, when the summer heat drove them to the cool climate in Dolonor. In 
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the two Dolonor monasteries housed approximately 
3,000 Mongol monks.245  With the large number of monks and an influx of 2,000 Mongol 
laypeople, the once quiet town of Dolonor soon became a major site for religious gatherings and 
showcasing power on the Mongol Steppe. I examine the rise of the town of Dolonor and that of 
the two monasteries, and thereby I attempt to show how the religious knowledge network 
operated differently here than that in the capital city.  I argue that mass Geluk monasteries 
functioned as nodal points within the transnational Buddhist network to extend the influence of 
the growing Geluk hegemony. However, the Dolonor monasteries differed from Yonghegong; 
the local Mongols were much more visible in the monastic landscape in Dolonor, whereas the 
Mongol banners’ presence was hardly felt in the monks’ daily life in Yonghegong. It was not the 
geographical distance, as I show in the following pages, that made the difference; instead, the 
Mongols stayed informed about the managerial operations of the two Dolonor monasteries 
through letters, through the constant flow of pilgrim, or through religious gatherings.  
 
Dolonor monasteries in context 
Dolonor, as a Tibetan Buddhist center and a hub of Tibetan Buddhist art productions, offers an 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
245 Duolun County Gazetteer Editorial Committee, ed., Duolun County Gazetteer 多倫縣志, Haila’er: 
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51 (Unpublished private manuscripts). The two monasteries were known simply as “Lama monasteries” 
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ideal entry point through which to examine how the Kangxi emperor intended to deal with the 
increasingly demanding tasks of imperial integration. For a week in 1691, the Qing Kangxi 
emperor (r. 1662-1722) threw an elaborate banquet in order to impress Khalkha Mongols amid 
his prolonged campaign against the western Zunghar Mongols. At the Dolonor assembly, the 
Kangxi emperor conferred titles and granted material goods to leaders of the Khalkha Mongols 
in exchange for their submission to the Qing, thereby establishing himself among the contesting 
powers in Inner Asia. Mongol society in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries was divided into 
independent communities with local Mongol rulers that all traced back to Chinggis khan.246 
Various Mongol groups began to identify themselves by their banners, though mostly in legal or 
administrative documents.247 The 1691 assembly in Dolonor was one event that brought changes 
to the evolving Mongol society; one of the outcomes of this assembly was the construction of a 
new Tibetan Buddhist monastery, Huizong si. At the request of Khalkha Mongol leaders, the 
Kangxi emperor committed to build the monastery. By the Qianlong reign, the Dolonor 
monasteries were staffed by one Jasak Da Lama, two Da Lama, and two Vice Da Lama.248 A 
decade after the establishment of Huizong Si in Dolonor, the Kangxi emperor’s son—the 
Yongzheng emperor—invested 200,000 taels of silver to build more monasteries in Urga 
(present-day Ulaanbaatar) and Dolonor.249 
 The monasteries also served the Buddhists as a resting spot en route to Beijing, Mount 
Wutai, or Jehol, as well as site to meet with other Buddhist travelers. The imperial government’s 
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247Ibid., 24. 
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》 (Beijing: China Tibetology Press, 2006), 127.   
249Wang, 1995, 82. 
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policies loosened even more when the Shanyin si in Dolonor welcomed the Third Lcang skya rol 
pa’i rdo rje to the monastery in 1731. The installation of the Third Lcang skya rol pa’i rdo rje as 
the most venerated Buddhist of the monastery marked a conscious shift in Qing policy, and 
Dolonor began to see an increasing number of Buddhist reincarnates and religious gatherings 
from the mid-eighteenth century.  
 Huizong Monastery’s name meant Monastery Gathering All Schools of Thought, and 
denoted the Kangxi emperor’s ambition to gather all Mongolian communities at Dolonor. While 
the meaning of its Chinese name remains equivocal, its Mongolian rendering was not Buddhist at 
all and simply translated as “gathering confederations,” which was a familiar organizational unit 
to the Mongols. 250  Its importance in Mongolian memory also rested upon its historical 
significance. Dolonor was one of the three Mongol Yuan dynasty’s capitals, known as the Upper 
Capital 上都, where the Mongol Yuan emperors spent their summers.251 Because of Dolonor’s 
subtle connection to the past, the Kangxi emperor aimed to assert the Qing’s presence in the 
present and future of the Mongols. In his view, Tibetan Buddhism was part of these plans, for 
while Qing military strength proved to be central in eliminating the Zunghar Mongols, it could 
only go so far in bringing the Mongols into the empire.252  
 Tibetan Buddhists in Mongolia and Tibet had already established close relationships as 
early as the sixteenth century. When the Mongols were at best in fragmentation, Buddhists from 
Tibet travelled to Mongolia at the request of powerful Mongol rulers and sometimes established 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
250For more, See Henry Serryus, “A Study of Chinese Penetration into Chahar Territory in the 
Eighteeenth Century,” Monumenta Serica, vol. 35 (1981-1983): 539-540. 
251Ishihama, 2011, 228. Wang, 1995, 85. 
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reincarnation lineages in Mongolia. 253  Both sides wholeheartedly welcomed early Mongol-
Tibetan interactions for their own purpose. Tibetan Buddhists, especially the maturing Geluk 
School, found steadfast support among various Mongol leaders on the steppe. To this end, 
individual Buddhists set out to spread Tibetan Buddhism to the east as early as the sixteenth 
century and the missionary efforts became increasingly successful, in part due to the support 
from Qing imperial government. The long-lasting Geluk preaching among the Mongols led to the 
establishment of a number of Tibetan Buddhist monasteries at various locales, which suggested 
that monasteries in Mongolia had prospered even before receiving imperial recognition. 254 
Before the Manchus made their way to Beijing in the middle of the seventeenth century, Tibetan 
Buddhists had already established a strong base of adherents in the eastern Mongols, who 
became the earliest alliances to the rising Manchu power. Tibetan Buddhists found support in 
several emperors of the young Qing state; the Shunzhi emperor (r. 1644-1661) hosted Tibetan 
Buddhists at his court.255  
 In the seventeenth century, there was a more visible presence of Tibetan Buddhists in 
various Mongol communities, and most of the Buddhists were from the Geluk School of Tibetan 
Buddhism. This could well be a result of the interdependence of the Tibetan Buddhist knowledge 
network and Qing’s imperial management that brought about the development of both.  
To start with, two renowned Geluk reincarnate Buddhists made their way to Mongolia in 
the late seventeenth century. The First gser khri ngag dbang blo gros rgya mtsho (1635/6?-1688) 
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清之際藏傳佛教在蒙古地區的傳播 (Beijing: Social Science Bibliography Press, 2006). 
254Elverskog, 2006, (fn 35), 15.  
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and the Second Lcang skya ngag dbang blo bzang chos ldan  (1642-1714), both originated from 
the border region of Amdo, which I discussed in Chapter One. They both were educated and 
gained their reputation in Lhasa. In 1686, the First gser khri ngag dbang blo gros rgya mtsho was 
commissioned to mediate between the Khalkha and Oirat Mongols.256 In the following year, both 
the First gser khri ngag dbang blo gros rgya mtsho and his disciple the Second Lcang skya ngag 
dbang blo bzang chos ldan were invited to the Kangxi emperor’s court on behalf of the Fifth 
Dalai Lama. 257 Their missionary efforts certainly met with success: the Kangxi emperor heavily 
relied on them in mediating among conflicting Mongol communities, and each of them received 
imperial recognition and held an important position in the Qing court. The Second Lcang skya 
ngag dbang blo bzang chos ldan played a key role in resolving the dispute between Khalka and 
Oritat Mongols in 1686. In 1706 he was granted the title of “Anointed Universally 
Compassionate Great State Preceptor, 灌顶普善广济大国师.”258 The Second Lcang skya ngag 
dbang blo bzang chos ldan was instrumental in managing the Huizong monastery in Dolonor 
until he retired to his home region of Amdo.259 They served as effective mediators between rival 
Mongol communities.260 Farquhar rightly points out that “the [Qing] emperor had to rely on 
those outside the official system to spread the idea among the Mongols, and this meant the lamas 
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258Lcang skya rol pa’i rdo rje. Life Story of the Seventh Dalai Lama, bskal bzang rgya mtsho, (1708-1757) 
Dpag Bsam Rin Po Chei Sne ([Lhasa]: Bod-ljons mi dmans dpe skrun khan: Bod-ljons Sin-hwa dpe deb 
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and the lay nobles, the chief beneficiaries of the Pax Manjurica.”261  
 However, the earlier connections underscore the specific historical background against 
which Tibetan Buddhism was at work in reimagining the Qing’s borderland as a Tibetan 
Buddhist space. This critical backdrop has often been overlooked in historiographical accounts 
that tend to emphasize the Qing emperors’ political strategies.   
 Within the context of Tibetan Buddhist expansion to the east, the 1691 Dolonor assembly 
must be viewed differently. In addition to Qing troops and the Kangxi emperor demonstrating 
archery on horseback, the First rje btsun dam pa Hutuktu (1635-1723) was present.262 As a well-
respected Buddhist reincarnate among the Mongols, he represented the powerful Buddhists in the 
Qing’s imperial agenda, his presence revealed the strength of the Tibetan Buddhist Geluk School 
among the Mongols. As a rising power, the Geluk’s Galden Phodrang government in Lhasa 
proved valuable for Qing expansion and consolidation of the Inner Asian Mongols.  
The Life of young Mongol monk disciples   
At the age of seven, blo bzang tshul khrims took novice vow with his uncle, with whom he began 
to study the Mongolian and Tibetan languages. When he turned seventeen, blo bzang tshul 
khrims went to a monastery in Dolonor to further study the Mongolian and Tibetan languages as 
well as translation. Three years later, he visited the Dolonor’s monastery again, where he was 
ordinated from a leading Geluk scholar –the Second gser khri blo bzang bstan pa’i nyi ma, who 
was largely responsible for converting Yonghegong into a Buddhist learning center in Beijing. 
He spent most of his twentities studying in Yonghegong, where he was so diligent that he only 
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went to market twice in his seven-year stay. Among teachers, blo bzang tshul khrims seemed to 
be close to Co ne nga dbang tshul khrims, whom he related in his writing263. The Buddhist by the 
name of Co ne nga dbang tshul khrims headed Yonghegong for approximately fifteen years 
before he was entrusted with the task of maintaining the orders in the political arena in Lhasa for 
a decade. The reigning Qianlong emperor later commissioned him to mediate among interest 
groups in the aftermath of the Gurkha War in 1790, but the politically savvy nga dbang tshul 
khrims did not live up to the emperor’s expectation and died in 1791. He was posthumously 
recognized as the First tshe smon gling that started a new reincarnation linage.264 It was with 
eminent scholars with such political influence like the First tshe smon gling whom blo bzang 
tshul khrims maintained connections. 
blo bzang tshul khrims’s life epitomized the process through which the complex web of 
Tibetan Buddhist knowledge was understood among the Mongols under the Qing. After he 
returned to his home in southern Mongolia, blo bzang tshul khrims travelled to Dolonor 
monasteries to receive more teachings, met with the Sixth Panchen Lama blo bzang dpal ldan ye 
shes when the latter was en route to Beijing. The sixth Panchen Lama blo bzang dpal ldan ye 
shes received a warm welcome at Dolonor en route to Beijing.265 During his short stay at 
Dolonor, the Sixth Panchen Lama met with Buddhists, gave teachings, and received offerings 
from them.266 He engaged with Buddhists residing or visiting Dolonor monasteries extensively. 
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264Ibid. A kyA  TBRC P3912; nga dbang tshul khrims, TBRC P332, the first Tsemonling, and the Sixty-
first throne holder of the Ganden Monastery.  
265For information regarding The Sixth Panchen Lama, see TBRC ID P168, blo bzang dpal ldan ye shes. 
Also, Elverskog, 2006, 2. 
266The Third Thu’u bkwan blo bzang chos kyi nyi ma. Life Stories of Lcang Skya Rol Pa’i Rdo Rje (Lcang 
skya rol pa’i rdo rjie rnam thar). (Lanzhou: Kan-suu mi rigs dpe skrun khan: Kan-suu Zin-chen Zin-hwa 
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In addition to giving teachings at the Buddhists’ request, he also exchanged gifts and gave 
blessings to monks and laity alike. This was the second to the last stop prior to his entry to 
Beijing.267 The Panchen Lama’s epic travel ended tragically when the Panchen Lama died of 
smallpox in 1780. But the influence of the Lama’s travel outlived his life. In 1782, blo bzang 
tshul khrims translated the Panchen Lama’s Collected Works (Tib.: gsung ‘bum) into the 
Mongolian language. Texts, in important ways, extended the teacher-disciple relationship 
between the Sixth Panchen Lama and blo bzang tshul khrims. The premature death of the Sixth 
Panchen Lama on this trip in Beijing did not severe the connections established by blo bzang 
tshul khrims’s personal meeting with and initiation received from the venerated Panchen Lama. 
Blo bzang tshul khrims’s massive translation and printing enterprise would be imprinted with the 
Panchen Lama’s blessings. Blo bzang tshul khrims’ later endeavors were indeed impressive, 
hfter returning to the Cha har region, he devoted his time to compiling and translating Tibetan 
Buddhist texts from Tibetan into Mongolian, giving lectures, performing rituals, and found a 
monastery that served to print many Tibetan Buddhist texts.268  Large Tibetan Buddhist 
monasteries such as Yonghegong and the Dolonor monasteries provided a space for Buddhist 
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knowledge to be created and circulated, and thus extended into other areas on the Mongol 
Steppe.  
 Many young monk disciples did not gain fame as blo bzang tshul khrims, but their daily 
life still offered a glimpse into the social and cultural functions of the two Dolonor monasteries. 
The two monasteries also developed intricate relationships with the Mongol banners, each of 
which sent young monks to Dolonor for scholarly advancement and representation of their 
devotions to Tibetan Buddhism. In the eighteenth century, there were approximately 400 young 
monks from 106 Mongol banners, whose living costs were covered by their respective home 
banner, whereas the Tibetan Buddhist teachers received support from the imperial court as well 
as donations and offerings from Mongol leaders. This bifurcated financial arrangements of the 
Dolonor monastic community (Sangha) reflected how the nature of the two monasteries at the 
contact zone, upon where flows of ideas, peoples, and goods including money, converged under 
the initiatives of the Qing emperors and Tibetan Buddhist scholars.  
 Even though the monasteries share the aforementioned similarity with imperial 
monasteries, such as the Lama Temple, the Dolonor ones operated differently from these in the 
capital city. In the following section, I will focus on the epistolary space radiating from Dolonor 
to the banners on the Mongol Steppes. Based upon over 200 Mongolian-language letters between 
managerial offices of the two monasteries and many Mongol banners, this section shows how 
these letters created and maintained the religious network originating from Tibet, via Qing's 
imperial patronage and extended the religious influence to the Mongolian-speaking communities 
in the far east and north.  
 The voluminous letters addressed a wide array of subjects, among which the hundreds of 
young Mongol monks' linguistic capacity seemed to be a major concern. The Dolonor 
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monasteries and the Mongol banners mutually recognized the importance of recruiting the very 
best young disciples. Had a monk been found unfit, someone deemed better would be sent to 
replace him. The monasteries stated, "Our monasteries do not accept ill or lazy monks."269 In 
1789, a monk by the name of Baidai, who came from the Sain Noyan Banner of the Khalkha 
Mongol, fell ill and died. Tosalaci, the leader of his banner, was asked to send a smart young 
monk to replace the recently deceased Baidai, together with twenty-one taels of silvers to cover 
the new monk's living costs in Dolonor.270 Illness was caused by many conditions, such as stress. 
Again in 1789, Yeshe, a young monk from the Khalkha Secen Khan's Jasak Banner, found it 
challenged to adapt to the monastic life and fell ill, he was subsequently replaced by Sherab from 
his banner.271 But illness sometimes provided a pretext for monks to abandon the scholarly 
pursuits.  
 A monk by the name of Tsewang struggled to keep up with the Tibetan language 
curriculum, which the Dolonor monasteries found unacceptable and requested his home banner 
to send a more qualified monk instead.272 Perhaps the expectation for a monk disciple was so 
great that some decided that the pressure was unbearable and fled. Lobzang of the Khalkha 
Mongol banner reported to the monasteries about his difficulties acclimating to Dolonor and that 
he desired to withdraw. After his request was denied, Lobzang left without permission. But the 
monasteries interpreted his flight differently. The monasteries wrote to Khalkha Mongol banner 
requesting the banner to send someone who can assiduously study Tibetan because Lobzang 
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failed the language curriculum. Meanwhile the Dolonor monasteries assigned a monk disciple to 
carry on Lobzang's religious duties including reciting sutras until a new monk came to take up 
Lobzang's position.273  The emphasis on acquisition of the Tibetan Language is essential to 
understand the nature of the two Dolonor monasteries.  
 Mass monasticism played a pivotal role in Geluk School's rise to hegemony starting in 
the late seventeenth century. A century later, Tibetan Buddhists of the Geluk School continued to 
expand their influence far beyond Tibet. Monasteries like these in Dolonor functioned as nodal 
points linking the transnational knowledge network. For decades, Mongols had enrolled in major 
Geluk monasteries to advance their intellectual capacity. With the establishment of Dolonor 
monasteries and Beijing's Lama Temple, Mongols could obtain the systematic Geluk monastic 
education on the Mongol Steppe or places closer to it. The eastward expansion of Geluk mass 
monasticism perhaps inherited earlier legacy of the Fifth Dalai Lama's visit to the Qing's capital 
in 1653. Gray Tuttle argues that Tibetan Buddhists’ missionary journeys to the east were a 
response to the expansion of Manchus and Mongols into the Tibetan Buddhist realm and that the 
journey was as important as the destination.274 Over a century later, the Geluk missionary efforts 
reached a new level. Dolonor monasteries were recognized as new institutional centers of 
Tibetan Buddhist learning. The highly systematized Geluk monastic curriculum and stress on 
Tibetan language skill showcased the versatile Geluk mass monasticism in sustaining the 
knowledge network beyond Tibet.  
 To command proficient Tibetan language was also vital to carry out the monks' religious 
duties. A handful letters expressed concerns over how a monk recited sutra properly. In 1789, at 
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the behest of the monasteries, the Jarud Banner of the Juu Uda League in eastern Mongolia sent a 
monk to replace Tashi, who was believed incapable of reciting sutra in the Tibetan language.275 
The monasteries were not the only party concerning proper Buddhist endeavors. The Mongol 
banners addressed these issues in their letters to the Dolonor monasteries as well. One banner 
explicitly wrote that the money from this banner is intended for Buddhist sutra recitations.276 On 
another occasion, a Khalkha Mongol banner wrote to follow up on a previous communication, 
wherein the monasteries attempted to raise funds to build a new hall and received 500 tael silvers 
from this banner. In this letter, the Khalkha banner requested the monasteries inform them 
whether the money was used for supporting the recitation of sutra in this newly constructed 
hall.277 Sutra recitations were so important that the monasteries loaned money to their monks 
when several banners could not send money for two consecutive years in 1788. The 1780s was 
particularly challenging for nomads on the Mongol Steppe owing to hazardous weather. 278 It is 
through this epistolary network that Tibetan Buddhism extended its influence into everyday life 
of the Mongols on the Steppe. At the edge of the Steppe where Qing's imperial authority, Tibetan 
Buddhists from Tibet, and local Mongols came to form a unique Qing Buddhist culture that 
focused attention on Buddhist practices.  
 
Other Travelling Bodies  
  In 1769 the Second ’jam dbyangs bzhad pa dkon mchog ’jigs med dbang po (1728-1791) 
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of Amdo’s Labrang monastery decided to travel to the east in the hope of extending Labrang 
monastery’s influence to the Mongols.279 He embarked upon a journey of three years between 
1769 and 1772. What made his trip remarkable is that the Qing administration was unaware of 
this multi-stop trip. On this journey, the Second ’jam dbyangs bzhad pa dkon mchog ’jigs med 
dbang po dined with Mongol princes, gave Buddhist teachings to thousands of Buddhist 
practitioners, lay or monastic, and collected donations and offerings, all with assistance of a large 
entourage.280 During his stay in Beijing, the Second ’jam dbyangs bzhad pa dkon mchog ’jigs 
med dbang po not only visited Tibetan Buddhists residing there, but also toured the Qianlong 
emperor’s private room (Tib. gong ma’i sger khang) in one of his gardens (Tib. ’dab chags pa’i 
skyed tshal) on the outskirts of Beijing.281 The Second ’jam dbyangs bzhad pa dkon mchog ’jigs 
med dbang po declined to meet the Qianlong emperor that the Third Lcang skya rol pa’i rdo rje 
proposed; although this does not mean that he was not interested in seeing the emperor. When 
the Qianlong emperor came to Songzhu Temple 嵩祝寺, where the Third Lcang skya rol pa’i rdo 
rje resided, the Second ’jam dbyangs bzhad pa dkon mchog ’jigs med dbang po disguised 
himself and stood with the Third Lcang skya rol pa’i rdo rje’s retinue servents, which allowed 
him to see the emperor secretly.282 This marverlous arrangement showcased how freely these 
venerated Tibetan Buddhist reincarnates travelled within the Qing empire in the eighteenth 
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century, when Chinese Buddhists and Daoist priests clearly enjoyed much less freedom of travel 
and occasionally stigmatized.283  
 The handful venerated Tibetan Buddhist reincarnates also fixed their presence on the 
Mongol Steppe. The eighteenth century saw an increase in Tibetan Buddhist reincarnates 
establishing their residence in the Dolonor monasteries with a total of thirteen reincarnation 
lineages recorded. The tradition of summer retreat to Dolonor went back to the first decade of the 
1700s when Huizong monastery was hardly ready to receive young monks. The Second Lcang 
skya ngag dbang blo bzang chos ldan spent summers in Dolonor compiling ritual texts, giving 
teachings, and meeting with Buddhists, as did the First gser khri ngag dbang blo gros rgya 
mtsho.284 The tradition appeared in Dolonor for much of the eighteenth century, when learned 
Buddhist scholars traveled to or resided in Dolonor incessantly.285 During summer retreats, the 
Beijing-based reincarnates found themselves occupied by religious engagements, connecting 
with Inner Asian Buddhists including over 3,000 monk disciples and pilgrims from afar. For 
instance, the Third Lcang skya rol pa’i rdo rje found himself preoccupied with lectures and 
networking with Buddhists in Dolonor while busy managing religious affairs in Beijing. In 1762, 
he gave lectures on Buddhist subjects every day for fifteen consecutive days and only took short 
breaks in between lectures.286 
When Huc inquired about monks residing in the Dolonor monasteries during his short 
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stay in 1853, he was told that “The nearer you approach the West… the purer and more luminous 
will the doctrine manifest itself.”287 These monks showed their due respect to monks from Tibet, 
which prompted Huc to conclude that, “[in] point of fact there is no Lamasery of any importance 
in Tartary [Mongolia], the Grand Lama or superior of which is not a man from Thibet 
[Tibet].”288 The Second Lcang skya ngag dbang blo bzang chos ldan wrote a lot about and in the 
Dolonor monasteries.289 The Mongol Buddhists’ respect for the learned ones from Tibet was well 
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Ritualizing the Tibetan Buddhist knowledge network 
 
Rituals, as a subject of Buddhist Studies, gave way to meditation as a core concept of Buddhism 
at the turn of the twentieth century in the academia. As a result, the artificial divide between 
rituals and meditation has more to do with the Western perception of Buddhism than Buddhism 
itself.291 As Katherine Bell points out,  “historically, the whole issue of ritual arose as a discrete 
phenomenon to the eyes of social observers in that period in which ‘reason’ and the scientific 
pursuit of knowledge were defining a particular hegemony in Western intellectual life.”292  
 As Yael Bentor aptly points out that “almost all forms of Tibetan meditation are highly 
ritualized.”293 Varied Tibetan Buddhist rituals transcended linguistic and cultural barriers, and 
brought together monks and lay practitioners through highly formulaic ritual performances 
across regions. The inclusive nature of these rituals was essential to make religion a transnational 
power. My study of the ritual composition as a force of agency in the transnational Buddhist 
network as the Qing empire took shape territorially and culturally and suggests that rituals, as an 
embodied power, strengthened Tibetan Buddhism on the Mongol Steppe. Ritual texts, 
prescriptive or explanatory, are major components in Tibetan literary productions. Beginning in 
the seventeenth century, a large number of explanatory ritual texts emerged and they were 
written by the most esteemed Tibetan Buddhists. These ritual texts and their associated 
annotations became yet another way to establish connection between generations of a certain 
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reincarnation as well as between teachers and disciples.294 A web of Buddhist intellectuals came 
into being based on primarily texts.  
 The Tibetan Buddhists from Amdo and in Mongolia did not overlook rituals, and 
Dolonor was to hold large-scale ritual performances, especially during the summers when the 
Amdo reincarnates came from Beijing in the Qianlong reign. During their stay, the reincarnates 
blessed Buddhist adherents frequently, and gave public lectures to monks in the two Dolonor 
monasteries. Some of the erudite reincarnates also took the opportunity to write ritual manuals. 
In 1734, the Second gser khri blo bzang bstan pa’i nyi ma reportedly ordained more than 200 
people and gave many Buddhist teachings in one summer.295 The number could have been 
greater had he not hastened back to Beijing due to the illness of the Yongzheng emperor. The 
Mongol princes never stopped traveling to Dolonor for empowerment rituals (Tib.: dbang).296 
Rituals, as an embodied power, transcended linguistic or cultural barriers and brought the 
Mongolian-speaking Buddhists or lay practitioners into the religious network. The inclusive 
nature of ritual was essential to make Buddhism a multicultural and trans-regional power.  
 When the Buddhist reincarnates stayed in Beijing, the imperial princes visited and 
received teaching from them.297 In spite of their busy schedules in the capital, the Buddhist 
reincarnates never ignored requests from the imperial family, who came for blessing or 
teachings.298 When the reincarnates retreated to Dolonor to escape Beijing’s summer heat, they 
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stayed connected with the imperial family as well. In early fall 1734, the Second gser khri blo 
bzang bstan pa’i nyi ma received a letter from the Second Thu’u kwan ngag dbang chos kyi rgya 
mtsho (1680-1736)—the “Seal-holding Da Lama”—from Beijing, which informed the former 
that the Yongzheng emperor was dying. The Second gser khri blo bzang bstan pa’i nyi ma rush 
back to Beijing in order to perform services for the imperial household. On the 25th day of the 
10th month of 1734, the deceased emperor’s 12th, 16th, and 17th princes, among others, came to 
Yonghegong for further religious services. During the mourning period many monks in Hohhot 
(Tib. mkhar sngon) and Dolonor—led by the Second gser khri blo bzang bstan pa’i nyi ma and 
The Second smin grol no mon han blo bzang bstan ‘dzin rgya mtsho (1700-1736) jointly—
gathered to mourn the death of the emperor from afar. 299  Ritual services thus became a 
translatable act through which Tibetan Buddhists in Beijing fulfilled the religious needs of the 
imperial princes, who came to receive initiation or just listen to Buddhist teachings. 
Materializing the Tibetan Buddhist knowledge network 
In addition to rituals, Tibetan Buddhist artifacts also played a pivotal role in maintaining the 
transnational Tibetan Buddhist knowledge network. Sculptures made in the town of Dolonor 
illustrate a Qing-style of Tibetan Buddhist arts that underscored the characteristics of Tibetan 
Buddhism in the Qing time. The mutual influence over Tibetan Buddhist artistic traditions 
clearly marked many of the Qing-style Tibetan Buddhist objects.  
 Emperor Kangxi (r. 1622-1722) cultivated a particular Tibetan Buddhist iconographic 
style that suggested the enduring influence of Nepalese artisanal tradition, which outlived the 
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Mongol Yuan (1271-1368) that welcomed Nepalese artisans specialized in Buddhist arts.300 A 
cast gilt copper statue of Bodhisattva—likely made in Dolonor in the eighteenth century—
demonstrates the distinctive style formed during the Kangxi era. While the facial finish and 
gesture were visibly Nepalese style ( 
Figure 15), the craftsmanship was nevertheless Chinese, identified with "the heavy precise 
casting, deep gold gilding, and the attention to the intricacies of looped and swirled drapery."301 
Valae Reynolds suggests that the Kangxi emperor made conscious effort to emulate the Sino-
Tibetan art tradition popular in the fifteenth-century Yongle time. 302  The Kangxi emperor 
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Figure 14 Cast Gilt Copper Statue of Bodhisattva, 18th C. Mongolia303 
Figure 15, Bodhisattva Padmapani, 10th-11th Century, Nepal304 
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This religious knowledge network was by no means inert. The distinct Kangxi-style Tibetan 
Buddhist sculptures formed an artistic foundation, from which more systematized artistic 
expressions emerged in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The southern Mongolian town of 
Dolonor was one of the major sites where Tibetan Buddhist sculptures were made in sizable 
quantities. So much so that the Dolonor-made artifacts observed shared artistic attributes. The 
following three sculptures—all made in eighteenth century at Dolonor—attest to this particular 
style featuring “large and flat lotus petals, the large jewel inlays, the flame shape of the hair, and 
a smooth roundness in the body contours of this statue all indicate an eighteenth-century origin 
from Dolonor” (Figure 16, 5, 6).305 The newly articulated artistic tradition showcased the 
mutually defined Tibetan Buddhist knowledge network, wherein the Qing imperial court and 
Tibetan Buddhists came to form a Qing Buddhist culture. As seen in the three sculptures, 
Nepalese influence, especially the smooth facial structure and body gesture, was noticeable; But 
the peculiar design of the lotus base departed from earlier Kangxi-era statues. What contributed 
to the difference could be Buddhist artists in Khalkha Mongolian community.306 The evolving 
Tibetan Buddhist artistic styles was reflective of the interdependent nature of the Tibetan 
Buddhist network as well as the Qing culture that embraced multiple sources of inspiration.  
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the Jacques Marchais Museum of Tibetan Art / Ragnubs, Nima Dorjee. (Staten Island, N.Y.  : The 
Museum  ; New York  : Oxford University Press, 1995), 171. 
306On the Khalkha style, see LUO 2005, 298, 355-6. 
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Figure 16 Ushinishavijaya, 18th century307     Figure 17 Dharmaraja, 18th Century308    Figure 18 Dölma 
Karmo Statue, 18th Century309 
	  
	  
 Circulation of these Dolonor Tibetan Buddhist arts demonstrates the scope of the Tibetan 
Buddhist knowledge network. They reached far beyond the Mongol Steppe or Qing's imperial 
capital city where Tibetan Buddhist monasteries emerged in the eighteenth century. In the 
nineteenth century, a Mongol local leader from the Uzhumqin banner prepared a large Tibetan 
Buddhist statue for his trip to Lhasa for the audience with the Dalai Lama. The statue was so big 
that it took a team of eighty-eight camels to transport its components before they were assembled 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
307 (Tib.: gtsug tor rnam rgyal ma). Copper boy and gilded coper clothing, coral and turquoise inlays, cat. 
no. 85.04.0089, The Jacques Marchais Museum of Tibetan Art, New York, for more see Lipton, 1995, 
115-6. 
308 (Tib.: gshin rje chos rgyal phyi sgrub). Painted and gilded metal alloy, semiprecious stone inlays, cat. 
no. 85.04.0078, The Jacques Marchais Museum of Tibetan Art, New York, for more see Lipton, 1995, 
169-171. 
309 Claus Deimel, Wolf-Dietrich Freiherr Speck von Sternburg, and Grassimuseum, Buddha’s Lanton and 
Emperors: The Sammlung Hermann Speck von Sternburg’s Peking Collections [Buddhas Leuchten & 
Kaisers Pracht: die Pekinger Sammlung Hermann Speck von Sternburg], 1. Aufl. (Leipzig: Staatliche 
Ethnographische Sammlungen Sachsen, Grassi Museum für Völkerkunde, 2008), 62-65. 
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in Lhasa.310 Like this colossal statue, most of Buddhist objects were made to order. The great 
demands in the eighteenth-century revealed the efflorescence of Tibetan Buddhist activities in 
the Qing, Lhasa, and places in between. Amdo's Third sde khri ’jam dbyangs thub bstan nyi ma 
(1779-1862) commissioned a Dolonor workshop to make a statue of Manjushri, which he 
installed in his newly constructed residence in the Labrang Monastery before he became the 
monastery's abbot. Like these objects installed in Yonghegong, to complete installation of a 
Tibetan Buddhist object to a monastic space commands a ritual. To that end, the Third sde khri 
’jam dbyangs thub bstan nyi ma composed a ritual instruction and a prayer specifically for the 
installation of this Manjushri statue and statues of a number of important deities to his residence 
in the influential Labrang monastery in Amdo. (Figure 19)311 
 The Third sde khri ’jam dbyangs thub bstan nyi ma was impressed by Dolonor's refined 
craftsmanship on one of his several tours in southern Mongolia.312 He did not identify who the 
craftsmen were in his writings, but by the time he visited in the early nineteenth century, the 
artisans working in Dolonor workshops were diverse, there were approximately ten blacksmith 
shops, many of which were ran by Chinese migrants who came to Dolonor in the late eighteenth 
century. The Chinese craftsmen were quite refined as related in Huc's travelogues.313 Among 
them, the shop by the name of "Yuheyong" was often credited for making large Tibetan Buddhist 
statuary, some of the commissioned works were so big that it could easily take up to three years 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
310Ibid., note: the same text can also be found in Huc, 31.  
311Ibid., 545-606, the ritual text is titled “A Religious Ritual for Installing the Omniscient Manjushri and 
Thousands of Deities (Tib.: ’jam dbayang kun gcigs rgyal bo stong ngar bjas pa'i mchod chog bzhugs 
so).”  
312The Third sde khri ’jam dbyangs thub bstan nyi ma (1779-1862), The Third sde khri ’jam dbyangs thub 
bstan nyi ma’s Collected Works (gsung ’bum), TBRC W22204. 6 vols. [Labrang]: [bla brang bkra shis 
'khyil], [1999?]. http://tbrc.org/link?RID=W22204, vol. 2, 487-544. 
313Ren, 2008, 20-1. 
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Figure 19 A panoramic painting of the Labrang Monastery, 19th century, sde khri's Residence, built 




 Contrast to Beijing's workshops, mainly the imperial ones, the Dolonor workshops 
illustrate the complex linkages among a wide array of social actors: Chinese craftsmen, Tibetan 
Buddhist monks, and sojourning merchants, who all partook of the making and circulation of 
Tibetan Buddhist objects in Inner Asia. Precisely because the network's complexity, this chapter 
calls into question how imperial management operated at the contact zone. The lateral 
communications were not in the least thwarted by the central state, as discussed in literature on 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
314 Ibid., 226. Three studios were named, they are Yuheyong, dachengyu, and ayouxi. 
315 Private Collection (Item no. 74280) in the Himalayan Art Resources. 
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early modern empires. Instead the state cultivated the linkages by patronizing social institutions 
wherein peripheral communities formed their own cultural practices. 
   
Trading along the network  
 
The two Dolonor monasteries and their associated marketplaces also linked another type of 
network. Merchants and trading firms of varied size were important for the development of 
Dolonor since the eighteenth century. By the mid-century, the Yongzheng and Qianlong 
emperors had implemented policies encouraging Han-Chinese migration into Mongolia, 
especially the southern regions.316 By 1749, places like Dolonor or Guihua (present-day Hohhot) 
saw the presence of several hundred thousands Han-Chinese, some of who engaged in 
commercial trading.317 The trading network in Mongolia was largely ran by Chinese merchants, 
who were later termed as “merchants sojourning in Mongolia” 旅蒙商. They were mostly from 
the neighboring Shanxi, Shangdong, and Henan provinces, and established a trans-regional 
trading network spanning Qing China. Inner Mongolia was one important node of their network 
in the nineteenth century, but they rarely maintained a permanent residence on the Mongol 
Steppe. Instead, they developed a seasonal trading pattern, bringing goods to trade at places like 
Dolonor in the summer and retreating to China Proper shortly thereafter. Among the Chinese 
merchants, the Shangxi merchants and their “native-place associations” 會館 were the most 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
316 David A. Bello, “Relieving Mongols of Their Pastoral Identity: Disaster Management on the 
Eighteenth-Century Qing China Steppe,” Environmental History 19, no. 3 (July 1, 2014): 480–504. 
 
317 Zhao, 2006, 162. 
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influential.318  In addition to the Han-Chinese farmers in search for a better life, organized, 
family-run trading firms were also prominent in developing Dolonor into a major trading center 
on the edge of the Mongol Steppe. The “ Eight Great Shops” 八大商號 largely controlled trades 
in the town of Dolonor. Among the more powerful merchants of the eight shops, many were 
commonly called the “Dragon-ticket merchants” 龍票商人, who received trading and travel 
permits from the Lifanyuan. This special status allowed a number of selected merchants to trade 
along the Qing’s Inner Asian border regions with the Mongols. These with the special imperially 
granted permits were protected by the imperial court. The growing number of the Chinese 
farmers and merchants showcased the Qing’s efforts to develop border economy and further 
intergrade the Mongols into the Qing empire (Figure 20). 
 
Figure 20 A Rest Station on the Mongol.319  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
318Native-place association is the updated version of the institution.  
319	  Alexander Michie, The Siberian Overland Route from Peking to Petersburg, through the Deserts and 
Steppes of Moongolia, Tartary. The Project Gutenberg Ebook, 2014 (1864), 104. 
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 Dolonor’s landscape also reflected the stages through which the town was developed. 
Two monasteries stood to the north, whereas market places located to the southern part of the 
town. The hybrid urban space showed how Dolonor was where two cultures converged at the 
crossroad. Situated on the edge of the Mongol Steppe, the town of Dolonor also attracted 
Mongols who traveled to Dolonor to meet Tibetan Buddhist reincarnates for blessings or simply 
offering their donations to the monastic community. Those pilgrimage trips often associated with 
trade, the religious economic network however differed from the long-distance trading firms 
greatly. Pilgrimage trading activities were more sporadic and spontaneous whereas the firms like 
the Eight Great Shops 八大商號 were organized and often based on a family’s place of origin. 
The pilgrimage trades often centered on sacred religious sites or large monasteries. Precisely 
because of this unique nature of the pilgrimage trade, Dolonor monasteries thrilled as a trading 
center both for the religious communities from the Mongol Steppe and the imperially endorsed 
trading merchants from China Proper. The vibrant commercial activities in Dolonor also 
enriched the often small-scale pilgrimage economy that was important to nomadic Mongols.  But 
the actual situation was more complicated. According to a Japanese reporter, Mongols traveled a 
great distance to Dolonor to trade because of its two large monasteries, and traveling monks 
formed a trading network linking major monasteries in Dolonor, Beijing, and Mount Wutai 五臺
山 in Shanxi Province. 320   
 The Qing emperors routinized Mongol nobles’ visit to Beijing to ensure their loyalty to 
the emperor. The Mongol nobles’ trips to Beijing often involved trading along the way and near 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
	  
320Literary and Historical Documents of Duolun (Dolonor) 多倫文史資料, vol. 1, 6. For Mongols’ 
pilgrimage to Mount. Wutai, see Isabelle Charleux, “Mongol Pilgrimages to Wutai Shan in the Late Qing 
Dynasty,” Jounral of the International Association of Tibetan Studies, eds. By Tuttle Gray and Johan 
Elverskog, Issue 6 (Dec 2011), 275-326. 
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Tibetan Buddhist monasteries in Beijing. En route to Beijing, the Mongol nobles engaged in 
trading both for themselves and for Chinese merchants who did not want to pay tax at the border 
checkpoints. The latter brought profits to both the merchants and the Mongol nobles, but it 
enraged the Qianlong emperor one time and eventually led the emperor to confiscated the 
Mongol nobles’ property.321 The Mongol nobles’ trading on their compulsory visits to Beijing 
showcased how the peripheral communities made use of the state resources to meet their own 
goals. The Qing central government provided the nobles with halting stations to rest and eat, and 
other necessities for their travels, but the scrutinized trips still offered the Mongol nobles 
opportunities to trade with Chinese merchants. 322  In Beijing there was a district known in 
Chinese as the “Tartar area” 達達館. A twentieth-century account vaguely points out its location: 
near the “Han Lin College” and the “Imperial Carriage Park” close to the British legation. The 
location seems plausible as it is close to the Yonghegong, where Mongol monks resided in large 
numbers.323 British travelers observed a “Mongol Market, where the Children of the Steppes 
[Mongols] came to barter their turquoises and skins for the luxuries of civilization.”324 A survey 
allegedly reported that the skin or leather coming from the Dolonor monasteries reached roughly 
27.56 ton (50,000 jin).325 The only difference is that the buyers of the leather and fur goods were 
foreign merchants 洋商. Dolonor became such an important trading port in northern China that a 
Japanese lamented that Japan was missing out on this market (Map 3).326  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
321For more on this case, see Lai, 2010, 17. 
322Ibid. 17-18. 
323For more, see chap 2. 
324Literary and Historical Documents of Duolun (Dolonor), 45. 
325“Survey of Duolun Nuo’er” 多倫諾爾廳調查記, Oriental Magazine 東方雜誌, vol 10, issue 11, 37. 
326 Literary and Historical Documents of Duolun (Dolonor), vol. 1, 8. 
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Conclusion 
 
Concentrating on Tibetan Buddhist monasteries in a contact zone on the edge of the Mongol 
Steppe, this chapter brings into focus the intercommunicating among three actors: Qing imperial 
court, local Mongolian communities, and Tibetan Buddhist reincarnates as the Qing transformed 
into a multicultural empire. While the first two have received scholars’ attention, Tibetan 
Buddhist reincarnates have rarely appeared in discussion of the Qing’s communication with the 
Mongols after they submitted to the imperial authority. Despite the distance between Tibet and 
Dolonor, these reincarnates from Tibet, especially the eastern Tibetan region of Amdo, actively 
transformed Dolonor to be a major religious site. Dolonor’s conversion from a small town on the 
imperial margin to a key contact zone was facilitated by the Qing’s institutionalization of the 
resourceful Tibetan Buddhist reincarnates. Dolonor’s unique position at the crossroad of Tibetan, 
Mongolian, and Qing cultures provided it with valuable opportunities for all three actors to 
redefine their roles in the growing Qing empire and the Tibetan Buddhist knowledge network. 
 The present chapter examines the social institution functioning as a nodal point linking 
the web of Tibetan Buddhists across Inner Asia. Similar to the Lama Temple in the preceding 
chapter, the Dolonor monasteries evolved along with the Qing’s imperial envisions and 
increasing needs to accommodate the diverse communities. Yet, the Dolonor monasteries 
operated differently from the Lama Temple at the heart of the Qing empire. Functionally, the 
Lama Temple principally served the imperial household, which routinized ritual performance of 
varied size throughout a year. Members of the imperial household including the Qianlong 
emperor and several first-ranking princes developed long-lasting friendship with a handful 
Tibetan Buddhist reincarnates, most of who came from Amdo. The Lama Temple thus 
epitomized the interactions between the upper echelons of the Qing’s imperial power and the 
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Geluk hegemony as the two grew symbiotically. However, this chapter looked another kind of 
social institution that also connected people, ideas, and knowledge in the transnational Buddhist 
network. The Dolonor monasteries allowed the Mongols to partake of the Buddhist knowledge 
network with greater influence. The two monasteries were perhaps more similar to monasteries 
in the emperors’ summer resort in Jehol and these in the pilgrimage site of Mount. Wutai. Even 
though they received patronage and recognition from the imperial household, they were also 
contact zones where Mongols came to study Buddhism, traded their goods, had audience with 
Qing emperors, or simply for pilgrimage. Because of their multifaceted functions, as shown in 
the case of the two Dolonor monasteries, they came to redefine the cultural geography in Qing 
China’s Inner Asia.    
 While research on Mongolian society in the initial phase of the Qing integration largely 
centers on the policies of the Qing central state, little is known about the social dynamic within 
the community. Places like Dolonor demonstrate the limits of current research and show how the 
borderland was in fact a site of multiple and overlapping networks of patronage and financial 
income in the eighteenth century, when the Qing’s rule in Mongolia was still coming together. 
The eighteenth century is the beginning of the changes with enduring impact on the Mongolian 
society, the Qing China, and modern regimes in China.328  
 The ostensibly binary relationship—the Manchu Qing central government vis-à-vis the 
Mongol banners—was complicated by the presence of Buddhist reincarnates from central Tibet 
first, then eastern Tibetan region of Amdo. Their participation was by no means altruistic; 
instead the Buddhists successfully extended their influence to Dolonor, a new cultural center on 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
328For the modern ramifications, see Uradyn E. Bulag, The Mongols at China’s Edge: History and the 
Politics of National Unity (Lanham: Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, 2002). 
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the Mongol Steppe, and even further east, through occasional travels and writing ritual manuals 
to be used in smaller monasteries in the far eastern Mongolian banners. Their presence—physical 
or literary—asserted authority among the Mongols, much like the Manchu Qing intended to do.  
 Mount. Wutai to the south, and Dolonor to the north, Mongol Buddhists found 
themselves travelling with a network of monasteries and associated marketplaces. They 
connected with Buddhists through writings, especially ritual manuals that often systematized 
religious ritual performances between religious sites. The eighteenth century onwards witnessed 
unceasing communications between Buddhists from the Tibetan Plateau and Mongols to the east. 
Tibetan Buddhism, a dynamic institution with its own organizational mechanisms, played an 
increasingly important role well into the eighteenth and nineteenth century, long after the Qing 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
 
Making the Buddha’s Body, Speech, and Mind beyond Tibet 
 
“Deities do not manifest in statues with inaccurate proportions and measurements.”  
- Gombjab, Preface to the Canon of Buddhist Iconometry329 
 
Frustrated by the inferior quality of Buddhist statuary making manuals, Gombjab (1690?-1750, 
Tib. mgon po skyabs)—a lay Tibetan Buddhist of ethnic Mongol heritage and an official in the 
Qing imperial court—carved out time to translate an iconometric manual (Tib. bris yig) into 
Chinese from Tibetan in 1741.330 The Canon of Buddhist Iconometry 佛說造像量度經解, was 
probably the first Chinese-language manual for making Tibetan Buddhist statuary. Gombjab 
explained his motivations for venturing into translating this text, “[A statue with correct 
measurements and proportions] is not something that can be easily accomplished by craftsmen.” 
His frustration grew when he noticed that “[existing] manuals of making Buddhist statuary do 
not derive from Buddhist canons.”331 This drew sharp criticism from him, who “always paid 
attention to the iconometric specifications.”332 He disproved of these manuals because they were 
not based on the Tibetan Buddhist canons. Gombjab expressed his vexation to a monk by the 
name of Jingjue 靜覺, who came to Beijing from the western region of Taozhou 洮州, at the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
329Gombjab, Preface to the Canon of Buddhist Iconometry. Rare Books and Manuscripts Collection, 
Tsinghua University, Beijing, China, access 2011-09-10. 
330For Gombojab’s biographical sketch, see Coyiji, preface to Tangy-a-yin urusqal (Kökeqota: Öbör 
Mongyol-un arad-un keblel-ün qoriy-a, 1984). On Gombjab’s manuscript, see Sh Bira, Mongolian 
Historical Literature of the XVII-XIX Centuries Written in Tibetan. trans. S. Frye. Bloomington, IN.: 
Mongolia Society, 1970: 32-40, cited also in Elverskog, 2006, fn. 8, 199. 
331Gombjab, Preface.  
332 Ibid. 
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edge of the Tibetan plateau. Monk Jingjue encouraged Gombjab to translate, allegedly, the 
“earliest and most precise” Tibetan-language manual into Chinese. Excited by the rare chance 
and an authoritative text to work with, Gombjab translated the manual in a mere month. His 
translation soon caught attention among men of letters, whose diverse cultural backgrounds did 
not prevent them from sharing a passion for Tibetan Buddhist knowledge, especially in the area 
of religious arts and texts. 
 Gombjab’s claims in the “Preface” raise several intriguing questions. What constituted 
authentic Tibetan Buddhist epistemology in the eighteenth century? How did one construct his 
knowledge about Tibetan Buddhism so as to qualify him as a member of the trans-regional 
Tibetan Buddhist knowledge network? Under what historical circumstances did ethnically non-
Tibetan Buddhists practice Tibetan Buddhism and how? The answers to these questions are 
directly linked to the efflorescence of Tibetan Buddhism in the High Qing Era. The eighteenth-
century, especially the sixty years under the Qianlong emperor's rule (1735-1795), saw the mass 
production of Buddhist statues, tapestries, and paintings; a number of Tibetan Buddhist canon 
translation projects introduced the canons to Tibetan Buddhists who read the Manchu, and 
Mongolian languages. Furthermore, the court decreed that translated canons in the several 
languages be printed in Beijing and distributed to large Tibetan Buddhist monasteries along the 
Qing's Inner Asian borderlands. 333  Additionally, several dozen large Tibetan Buddhist 
monasteries were constructed in Beijing and other imperial sites, such as Jehol or Mount Wutai 
五臺山 . 334  Lastly, the imperial family made enormous donations to Tibetan monastic 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
333For the monastic printing enterprise developed along the Qing-Tibetan border regions, see Kurtis 
Schaeffer, The Culture of the Book in Tibet (New York: Columbia University Press, 2009). 
334For Jehol (also known as Rehe or Chengde), see Foret, 2000. Ruth W. Dunnell et al., New Qing 
Imperial History: The Making of Inner Asian Empire at Qing Chengde (Routledge, 2004). For Mount. 
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communities in and near the Qing empire.  
 Scholars generally attribute the production of Tibetan Buddhist art and literary works to 
the Qing’s imperial patronage and contend that this cultural engagement and production 
showcased the Qing emperors’ strategic engagements with the Buddhist material cultures.335 
Patricia Berger portrays the Qianlong emperor as a sophisticated political figure who employed 
Tibetan Buddhist art to meet his political and spiritual needs. Through collecting and cataloging 
Tibetan Buddhist art, Berger argues that the emperor showcased his knowledge about and 
devotion to Tibetan Buddhism.336 Quadrilingual inscriptions displayed the Qianlong emperor’s 
ambitions to speak to culturally distinctive imperial subjects under his rule. While this chapter 
acknowledges the imperial patronage of Tibetan Buddhist art and literary production, it 
addresses previously understudied aspects of the cultural intersection between Tibetan Buddhists 
and the Qing imperial court. What leads to the pitfalls in understanding the interactions is an 
exclusive focus on the central state or an exceptional emperor in historical inquiries; it also 
reflects the limited viewpoint of what these Tibetan Buddhist arts meant to Buddhists.  
 To many Tibetan Buddhists, making Tibetan Buddhist statues correctly is not a merely an 
aesthetic concern, it is a matter of practicing Tibetan Buddhism correctly. As David Jackson 
aptly points out, 
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 [Tibetan Buddhist] art works were traditionally classified into three main types, each 
corresponding to an aspect of Buddhahood: enlightened body (Tib.: sku), speech (Tib.: 
gsung), or mind (Tib.: thugs).337 
 
Through examining how the Buddha’s body, speech, and mind were produced beyond Tibet, this 
chapter considers Tibetan Buddhist arts as a site for defining Tibetan Buddhist knowledge and a 
way through which intellectual authority was engendered. It situates three Tibetan Buddhists’ 
literary productions within a larger historical context that shaped the ways in which people 
practiced Tibetan Buddhism. Gombjab, Prince Guo, and Prince Zhuang, I argue, collectively 
showed how Tibetan Buddhist knowledge in the eighteenth century was a means to obtain 
intellectual legitimacy for these Tibetan Buddhists in the Qing’s imperial core. 
Authenticity and Authority in Gombjab’s Buddhist Literary Writings 
 
In the late seventeenth century, the Fifth Dalai Lama and his ambitious regent Sangye Gyatso 
(1653-1705) codified the processes of knowledge production in Tibet. As a result, new social 
identities, institutions, and treaties were created as attempts to codify knowledge and garner 
authority. Janet Gyatso discusses the ways in which some court physicians in the Potala Palace 
dissected human corpses in a park in Lhasa to prove that there were 365 bones in human body, as 
opposed to 360 that Tibetan Buddhist canonical texts state.338 Gyatso’s research shows that 
empiricism directly challenged textual knowledge and became a new source of legitimacy as 
power struggles intensified in Tibet. But Buddhist canons continued to enjoy their authoritative 
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status beyond Tibet. Canonical texts became an alternative avenue through which Tibetan 
Buddhists of ethnically Mongol, Manchu, and Han-Chinese qualified themselves as members of 
the Buddhist knowledge network. Literary production pertinent to Tibetan Buddhist knowledge 
offered a means to obtain the status of Buddhist intellectuals. Gombjab invalidated existing 
manuals of Buddhist statue making simply because they did not derive from Tibetan Buddhist 
canons. His disgruntled statement about the exisiting Chinese-language manuals reveals that 
Tibetan Buddhist canons still held a poignant place in Buddhist scholars’ mind outside Tibet.  
 Before turning to Gombjab’s Tibetan Buddhist writings in Tibetan and Chinese, his 
exemplary life is worth mentioning. Born to a Mongol noble family in Ujumucin Banner of the 
Xilin Gol League in southern Mongolia, Gombjab spent most of his adult life in the capital city 
of Beijing after he married a low-ranking imperial princess and thereby received the title of yibin 
儀賓. A polyglot career man, Gombjab put his linguistic skills to good use and headed the 
“Tibetan Language School” 西番學  under the Lifanyuan throughout his career. Under his 
supervision, the Tibetan Language School undertook several translation projects. Like many 
learned Mongolian men in the cosmopolitan Qing empire, Gombjab both embraced and helped 
shape the cultural enterprise that the Qing imperial household initiated and developed as the 
empire became increasingly more diverse. 
 Gombjab was one of the most proliferate writers in multiple languages in the Qing's 
imperial court. I will discuss two of his monographs in the following pages. One is the 
aforementioned Canon of Buddhist Iconometry that Gombjab translated from Tibetan into 
Chinese; the other is his Tibetan-language manuscript that describes the history of Buddhism in 
China, to which I will return later. Together, the two texts offer a glimpse into the intellectual 
world of Gombjab and like-minded Tibetan Buddhist laity who participated in the growing sense 
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of cosmopolitism in the Qing period. 
 What, then, motivated Gombjab in translating the Tibetan Buddhist iconometric manual? 
Who was its intended audience? How did he select the sources to base his writings on? Some 
questions were answered in his Preface to the Canon of Buddhist Iconometry, while others have 
yet to be explored. To Gombjab, the appropriate measurements of a Buddhist statue were of 
salient importance, for a philosophical and religious reason rather than an aesthetic one. Based 
on the Tibetan Buddhist belief that statues were residences for Tibetan Buddhist deities, he noted 
that a statue with inappropriate measurements was essentially inhospitable to these deities. 
Unfortunately, he claimed, no extant manuals seemed to help with the production of appropriate 
Tibetan Buddhist statues, because they did not conform with Tibetan Buddhist canonical texts. If 
these how-to manuscripts could serve their purpose of informing craftsmen of the correct 
measurements, Gombjab believed, they would certainly be appreciated.  
 Even though Gombjab stated that his intention for translating the iconometric manual was 
to correct wrong artisanal practices and calibrate the statuary making processes, the text would 
prove impractical for any craftsmen. His translation comprised three parts, of which the section 
on the actual process of measuring a statue was the shortest one without much information or 
guidance in terms of how to use the manual. The unworkable nature of the text can be seen in 
contrast with the Tibetan physicians in Gyatso’s discussion, whose empirical knowledge was 
clearly more authoritative, whereas Gombjab firmly rooted his authority in the Buddhist canons.  
 The longest section of the translated manual was the collection of five prefaces preceding 
the actual manual.  The prefaces were written by prominent figures contemporary to Gombjab, 
including officials, imperial princes, and the imperial preceptor of Emperor Qianlong, each of 
who praised Gombjab’s endeavor and highly recommended this text without reservation. The 
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text soon garnered popularity among the learned men in the ensuing decades (Table 5). 
 
Table 5 Prefaces to the Tibetan Buddhist Iconometry 
	  
	  
As the most voluminous part of the text, the set of preface is noteworthy for two reasons. First of 
all, the text circulated rather quickly among Tibetan Buddhists and officials after it was 
completed and thereby gathered a host of prefaces in a relatively short time. Its circulation calls 
into question some of the social classifications that scholars apply to late imperial Chinese 
society. Were Tibetan Buddhists, state official, and Qing imperial prince separate identities with 
firewalls between the people who could hold these roles or could these be overlapping layers of 
identity? How did one reconcile his multiple identities? How did the blurred cultural identities 
change the ways in which we understand the social history of late imperial China? This text 
brought together people who otherwise might not have met and formed friendships. Precisely 
because of this, focusing on objects allows an alternative way to reconstruct the interactions 
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  This should be the Third Lcang skya rol pa’i rdo rje. The Second Lcang skya died by 1742. 
Preface order Author Date 
1 Prince Zhuang The eighth day of the eighth month, 1748 
2 The 2nd Lcang skya339 The fifth day of the seventh month, 1742  
3 Monk Dingguang (?) The fourteenth day of the first month, 1742 
4 Official Ming Ding The twelfth day of the fifth month, 1742  
5 Monk Bencheng The fourteenth day of the third month, 1742 
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between Tibetan Buddhism and Qing culture, and more importantly, it destabilizes social and 
cultural identities at the court. These texts made it possible for people of different social strata or 
intellectual networks to establish linkages.  
 Ming Ding, whose preface appeared as the second to the last, was a Chinese official. His 
official ranking remains unknown, and he was the only Chinese layman endorsing Gombjab’s 
translation. His preface suggests how fluid the Buddhist knowledge network was as the 
multicultural Qing empire took shape in the eighteenth century. If Tibetan Buddhism was a 
political strategy or a private matter of individual emperors, as it is often understood, then how 
do we reconcile the fact that officials and imperial princes actively championed making 
aesthetically palatable, but more importantly, religiously correct statues? The circulation of this 
manual offers a vantage point through which to unravel assumptions that Tibetan Buddhism was 
an exclusive court project oriented to the frontiers that had little to do with Qing China’s social 
life. The lack of appreciation of the multifaceted encounter between Tibetan Buddhism and the 
Qing has not only come from the conventional narratives of the Qing’s utilitarian approach to 
Tibetan Buddhism, but has also derived from the narrow understanding of epistemology in late 
imperial China. When it comes to novel knowledge production in the Qing, much of the attention 
has been on Jesuits’ activities at the Qing court.340 But the circulation of this text among multiple 
intellectual circles in Beijing offers a hitherto missing aspect of the social history of knowledge 
in the High Qing Era.  
 The process of translating this manual from Tibetan into Chinese also reflected that 
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knowledge transmitted in multidirectional ways. Qing imperial patronage alone did not bring 
about highly systematic cultural production. Even though the original Tibetan text came from 
“Monk Jingjue” 僧靜覺 from the western region, the knowledge made a full circuit and proved 
beneficial to this monk. Gombjab credited the “Monk Jingjue,” who bore the title of Imperial 
Preceptor 國師, for encouraging him to take up the translation project. Who was this “Monk 
Jingjue”? Why did he commission Gombjab to translate the text? Wenhua Luo is the only 
scholar who went as far as to identify this important figure, but his conclusion is misleading. Luo 
identifies “Monk Jingjue” as a leading monastic figure by the name of Chi Lian 池蓮/連 in 
Chanding Monastery 禪定寺 of the Taozhou region in present-day Shannxi Province 陝西洮州
.341 However, the region of Taozhou was not within the Shannxi Province during the Qing era, 
and there was not a monastery with the name of Chanding monastery in Shannxi Province in the 
Qing period. Instead, Chanding monastery was located in Gansu province during the Qing. The 
misinterpretation of the figure obscures an important link that connected these people 
contemporary to Gombjab within the Tibetan Buddhist knowledge network. The Chinese 
rendering of the Imperial Preceptor Chi Lian was in fact a truncated version of the phonetic 
transliteration of a Tibetan figure: guo shi [rKo shri= Imperial Preceptor] ngag dbang Trin lé 
(=Chi Lian. Tib.:‘phrin las) rgya mtsho (emphasis are mine). He was the abbot of the Great 
Monastery of Chone (Tib.: co ne dgon chen) in Amdo. This influential monastery received a 
tablet bearing the name of Chanding Monastery under the Kangxi reign, and its successive abbot 
was granted the title of “Imperial Preceptor” since the 1710s. The Great Monastery of Chone was 
part of the political estate of the Tibetan Chieftain tusi 土司, the Yang family, who built a strong 
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local polity in present-day southern Gansu Province. By custom, the Yang family’s eldest son 
inherited the title of chieftain, while one of the younger sons inherited that of the monastery’s 
abbot. The Monk Jingjue in Gombjab’s Preface was the reigning abbot of this monastery after 
receiving the title of the “imperial preceptor.” This capable administrative leader was allegedly 
not proficient in his mother tongue, Tibetan language; instead, he was more comfortable 
speaking Chinese.342  However, this Tibetan Buddhist ventured to establish his authority by 
commissioning a translation of a Tibetan Buddhist technical text. Monk Jingjue’s boosting his 
authority through textual sources also suggests the multicultural nature of the trans-regional 
Tibetan Buddhist knowledge network, wherein ethnicity was a problematic attribute of 
someone’s religious identity. Through commissioning a Chinese translation of the Tibetan-
language manual, this head monk of the Chanding Monastery qualified himself to be a member 
of the Tibetan Buddhist knowledge network and thus established his authority in his local 
community.  
 This monk’s other endeavors may explain why these figures that ran in different circles 
came cross each other. Monk Jingjue advocated and oversaw the production of the Tibetan 
Buddhist canon of Kangyur (Tib.: bka’ ‘gyur) in Chone from engraving to final printing. The 
108-volume collection of the Buddha’s words was considered sacred; many monastic printing 
houses painstakingly engraved woodblocks and printed the entire set. The Chanding Monastery 
in Chone started to prepare the woodblocks in 1721 and completed the first phase ten years later 
in 1731. Monk Jingjue played a pivotal role in carrying out the project from start to finish.343 He 
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employed over one hundred Buddhist scholars, craftsmen, painters, and other staff to carry out 
the massive project, which ushered the Chanding Monastery into an era of massive printing 
enterprises. The Buddhist canon printing project made Chone one of the rising cultural centers 
among Tibetan Buddhists across the Himalayas. Benjamin Nourse submits that the Chone 
Kangyur was the first xylograph edition of a Kangyur produced in a Tibetan area and established 
Chone as one of the most important cultural centers among Tibetan Buddhists.344  
 It is also worth noting that the process of printing Tibetan Buddhist canonical texts was 
not static. What to include (and thus exclude) in the Kangyur revealed the intensified 
competition for authoritative knowledge among Tibetan Buddhists. The rise to power of the New 
Schools (Tib.: gsar ma pa including the Geluk School) was partially responsible for the texts to 
be included in the Kangyur, and the included texts were to be considered authentic.345 The 
selective nature of the canonical text in turn empowered Buddhist teachers. 
 “Tantric teachings and practices frequently represent transpositions from the rational 
expositions of Buddhist doctrines into personified and graded divine manifestations 
corresponding to various concepts and interacting with phenomena, or into ritualized 
activities which usually center on cosmic diagrams or mystic circles (mandala) in which 
the deities and ritual implements are given symbolic values.”346   
 
It is thus evident that canon printings were not politically neutral; instead what to include and 
how to print were all part of the merit-making Buddhist engagements. It became a key 
component of the political economy among Tibetan Buddhists. Monastic printing houses along 
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the border of Qing China and Tibet, such as Sde dge and Chone, became major centers along 
with the imperial translation and printing projects undertaken in Beijing. Gombjab was one of 
the officials who supervised the Beijing edition of Tibetan Buddhist canon translation and 
printing projects. Printing houses and these projects linked the Buddhist network and kept 
Buddhist knowledge in circulation across vast regions. 
 Furthermore, the set of five prefaces reflects how texts as such became a site of struggle 
for authority and intellectual legitimacy. Similar to seventeenth-century Chinese literati that 
produced technical writings for intellectual legitimacy, the Canon of Buddhist Iconometry 
became politically productive for Tibetan Buddhist intellectuals as they negotiated their power 
and identities within the Qing empire.347 Additionally, the prefaces were evidently organized by 
seniority rather than a temporal order. The first Preface by Prince Zhuang was added six years 
after the translation’s completion in 1748. But the text of the Canon of Buddhist Iconometry can 
be viewed as a result of political, social, and cultural interactions of Tibetan Buddhist network 
and the Qing’s imperial enterprise.  
 While the Canon of Buddhist Iconometry might have been written for Chinese-speaking 
Buddhists, by contrast Gombjab’s Tibetan-language writing bridged Buddhists across cultures 
and forged a text-based intellectual network. The History of Buddhism in China (Tib.: rgya nag 
chos ’byung) was written sometime between 1734 and 1746. This monograph delineated the 
historical development of Buddhism in China.348 It is arguably the first Tibetan-language writing 
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of the history of Buddhism by a Mongol.349 Straddling three cultures, the text was an influential 
text among Mongol scholars and Tibetan Buddhists. Johan Elverskog suggests that:  
These works shifted away from the predominantly historical-genealogical narratives of 
the Mongol ulus (Mongols’ communal identity) found in earlier histories and in their 
place offered stories resolving around the transmission of Dharma. The Buddhist works 
contributed to the idea of the Qing as transethnic Buddhist community, and the earlier 
histories that focused on specific genealogies and localized groups helped foster the 
localization of Mongol identity.350  
 
As a particular genre of Tibetan Buddhist literary traditions, the “history of Dharma” (Tib.: chos 
’byungs) was adopted by Mongol Buddhists as early as the seventeenth century.351 To Gombjab, 
not only was the text’s content, but also its organization suggests that literary writings based on 
Tibetan Buddhism offered an avenue from which authors could subscribe to the Buddhist 
knowledge network. Unlike earlier historical writings by the Mongols, Gombjab’s text 
participated in creating a new way of conceptualizing history and placed Buddhism at the center 
of historical narratives. 
 In the colophon of the History of Buddhism in China, Gombjab states his motivation 
behind this project and his connection to Tibetan Buddhists:  
 The gSer khri Imperial Master 國師 gave me a bronze statue and a speedy horse. He 
instructed me to write a book of this kind, I could do nothing but take up the task. I 
drafted the book, titled “The History of Buddhism in China” (Tib.: rgya nag chos ‘byung) 
based on excerpts from manuscripts such as, The Comprehensive History of China (Tib.: 
Ma ha Tsi-na’i rgyal rabs kyi yig tshang gzhung chen mo), Life Stories of Buddhist 
Masters (Tib. bla chen rnam thar), and Catalogues of Buddhist Tripitaka (Tib.: sde snod 
gsum gyi dkar chag)... [In order to] get authoritative opinions on my monograph, I 
(Gombojab) sent this manuscript along several other works to Situ Panchen in sde dge by 
relay stations (Tib. rta zam)…. The manuscript was printed at the sde dge Print House 
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(Tib.: sde dge lhun grub steng)...352 
 
The colophon addresses several important questions. First of all, it shows Gombjab’s familiarity 
with Tibetan Buddhist literary traditions by identifying the commissioner. 353  For someone 
spending most of his life in Beijing, Gombjab’s knowledge about Tibetan Buddhist literary 
traditions revealed that this belief system reached well beyond the inner court of the Qing’s 
ruling family and circulated among intellectuals. Secondly, the interaction between Gombjab and 
the gser khri blo bzang bstan pa’i nyi ma points out the limits of current understanding of the 
Qing central government’s interaction with Tibetan Buddhism. Historiographical attention has 
privileged communication at the very top of the Qing imperial court and the Lhasa-based Ganden 
Phodrang polity. Most of the existing literature discusses the Qianlong emperor’s sincerity in 
Tibetan Buddhism, and his communication and interactions with the leading religo-political 
leaders in Tibet, such as the successive Dalai Lama and Panchen Lama.354 In recent years there 
has seen a slight shift to recognize important mediators between Tibet and China, but more often 
than not, the scope limits to the exceptional Third Lcang skya rol pa’i rdo rje, a childhood 
schoolmate of Prince Hongli and imperial preceptor 國師 when the prince ascended the throne. 
The narrowly focused research has resulted in a misunderstanding of the ever-expanding network 
of Tibetan Buddhists, which included not only ethnic Tibetans, but also Mongols and Manchus, 
and perhaps some Chinese. Gray Tuttle—through studying imperially sponsored Chinese-
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language gazetteers of Mount. Wutai—suggests that ethnic Chinese Tibetan Buddhists 
considered Mount. Wutai sacred in the Qing and the imperially sponsored Chinese registers 
reflects the popularity of Mount. Wutai among Chinese-speaking Tibetan Buddhists.355  
 Gombjab’s two manuscripts showed that the boundaries of ethnicity and circles of 
intellectuals in the capital city of Beijing may not be as clear-cut as previously understood.  
Existing literature on the Qing’s rule of the multicultural empire often depicts that the Qing was 
divided into two mutually exclusive segments; the China proper consisted of the Chinese 
traditions and the newly acquired regions on the borders largely was managed by Manchus and 
Mongols. But several Mongol families produced successful scholar/officials that passed the civil 
service exam and held administrative posts in China proper, such as Bichang 壁昌, the son of 
Heying 和瑛, who was a magistrate in Henan Province in central China.356 Similarly, Han-
Chinese officials began to be assigned to posts in Tibetan areas in the nineteenth century, it 
perhaps revealed that by the nineteenth century, the divide between Inner Asia and China proper 
was no longer a concern to Qing emperors. This new official assignment may also suggested that 
the preceeding century of efforts to create a multicultural Qing empire fostered a cosmopolitan 
literary culture. Like Gombjab, many Mongolian officials were multilingual and proliferate 
writers in multiple languages. Fashishan (1752-1813), a member at the Hanlin Academy, brought 
together painters, calligraphers, and court artists to produce paintings to commemorate his grand 
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residence in Beijing.357 In addition to actively participating the cross-cultural artists’ network, 
Fashishan also wrote over 3,000 poems in Chinese.358 Members of the Fashishan’s and Heying’s 
family were deeply integrated into intellectual circles of Han-Chinese and foreign missionaries. 
Their cosmopolitan identities challenge the clear-cut intellectual circles in the capital city.  
 Even though this chapter focuses primarily on three lay Buddhist practitioners in the 
Qing’s official apparatus, they were by no means the only few. At the turn of the nineteenth 
century, Beijing became a hub for Inner Asian officials to form their intellectual networks. In 
addition to Tibetan Buddhism, these Mongol officials also ventured to participate in writing, art 
production, and poetry writings.359 They quickly became cosmopolitan as their interaction with 
Chinese literati and European missionaries increased, to which I will return later in this chapter. 
 Like his iconometric manual, Gombjab’s monograph on the history of Buddhism in 
China traveled back to the Himalayas within a few years. The journey of the manuscript of the 
History of Buddhism in China illustrated how far this text traveled. In 1747, a renowned 
Nyingma reincarnate Buddhist, rig zin tshe dbang nor bu (1698-1755)360 wrote to Gombjab with 
regards to Gombjab’s historical writing on Buddhism in China. In this letter, rig zin tshe dbang 
nor bu asked thirteen questions that Gombjab discussed in his text. rig zin tshe dbang nor bu 
disagreed with Gombjab on issues such as the historical Buddha’s birth place. The discrepancy 
of their opinions is perhaps attributed to the sources that Gombjab made use of in writing this 
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manuscript. In the colophon, he listed three Tibetan-language books as his sources of 
information, whereas Bira argues that Gombjab consulted with Chinese-language books in 
preparing this manuscript.361 With the given textual sources, it is hard to conclude decisively 
what Gombjab decided to draw sources from, and if he indeed used the three Tibetan-language 
texts, how he selected them. The debates between rig zin tshe dbang nor bu and Gombjab 
revealed that authority was defined by the sources of authenticity. rig zin tshe dbang nor bu listed 
his sources of information in the letter and asked Gombjab to do so as well. The sources of 
information aside, Gombjab must be familiar with the genre of “history of Dharma”. He 
delineated each dynasty starting from the early date, including famous (or notorious) emperors, 
intellectuals such as Mencius (470 BC-391 BC) and Confucius (551 BC-479 BC). Additionally, 
Gombjab introduced Buddhist activities including rituals, and many sacred texts and places, such 
as Mount. Wutai.362  
Prince Guo: a capable statesman and an erudite Buddhist 
 
 
This section discusses an imperial prince and argues how he was both capable statesmen and 
erudite Tibetan Buddhist, and how his multiple identities allows us to approach to increasingly 
cosmopolitan Qing empire. Prince Guo (Yunli 允禮, 1697-1738) was the seventeenth son of the 
Kangxi emperor (r. 1661-1722). Prince Guo formed close friendship with eminent Tibetan 
Buddhist intellectuals in Beijing. In 1736, Prince Guo received two initiations from the Second 
gser khri Blo bzang bstan pa’i nyi ma and the Third Lcang skya rol pa’i rdo rje. On another 
occasion, he saw a rainbow above his residence after meeting with a Buddhist monk, so moved 
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by this auspicious sign, he made generous donation to the monk’s monastery. Prince Guo rose to 
the top of the Qing’s echelon rather rapidly, at the age of twenty-six, he headed the key 
administrative organ of Lifanyuan, the highest office managing the outlaying regions. In his 
early thirties, he took charge of the “Ministry of Public Works” 工部 and received a promotion 
to the rank of “Qinwang” (Prince). In his prime age of thirty-six—five years prior to his 
premature death—he began to manage the “Ministry of Revenue” 戶部 . 363  A trustworthy 
imperial prince and capable statesman, Prince Guo wrote extensively in three languages and left 
behind a trove of writings in Chinese, Tibetan, and Mongolian. His proliferate literary career 
offers a glimpse into the life of a highly-placed official, and shows how people like Prince Guo, 
through traveling and writing, envisioned the Qing to be a cosmopolitan empire. Before turning 
to his writing in Tibetan and Mongolian on Buddhist rituals and philosophy, I examine one of the 
Chinese anthologies that he wrote about his trip to western China on an important mission.  
 In his final years, the Yongzheng emperor delegated Prince Guo to prepare for the 
Seventh Dalai Lama’s returning to Lhasa. The Seventh Dalai Lama’s exile in western Sichuan 
region (known to Tibetans as Kham) was Qing central government’s less-than-ideal response to 
the political turmoil in Tibet. The governing machinery of Central Tibet in the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries took a new turn, as the Mongols and Manchu Qing involved respectively. 
By the 1730s, while the Qing nominally ruled Central Tibet, it was the lineage of Dalai Lama—
with one powerful regent— that governed the thirteen provinces of Tibet.364  The first three 
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decades of the eighteenth century were particular sensitive to the Qing-Tibet relationship, in part 
because the death of the Fifth Dalai Lama was concealed by the regent for sixteen years, but also 
because various groups of the Mongols had a hand in the already messy political situations. It 
was under these historical circumstances that the Seventh Dalai Lama was installed by the Qing 
central government in 1720. Twelve years old at the time, the newly recognized Dalai Lama was 
not in a position to rule Tibet in any way. His minor age and support from the Qing government 
only intensified the struggle for authority in Central Tibet. By 1727, a war broke in Tibet in an 
attempt to rectify the complicated political situation that led to the Seventh Dalai being exiled to 
Gartar in Kham. Pho lha nas bsod nams stobs rgyas (1689-1747) became the “King” of Tibet and 
ruled Central Tibet until his death. The Seventh Dalai Lama struggled to find his authority 
among various powerful contestants for the ultimate control of Central Tibet.  
 Prince Guo, accompanied by the Third Lcang Skya rol pa’i rdo rje, came to prepare for 
the Seventh Dalai Lama returning to Lhasa in 1734 when the situation in Lhasa took a good turn 
after the Zunghar Mongols submitted to the Qing. To restore the power of the Seventh Dalai 
Lama, and by extension that of the Qing central government in Central Tibet, Prince Guo’s trip 
was no small significance. Prince Guo appeared to be a right choice for such a delicate 
engagement after heading Lifanyuan in the crucial early eighteenth century. He embarked on a 
journey of many months (late 1734-spring 1735) to Taining, western Sichuan region. He wrote a 
detailed journal on his way to Taining. In addition to recording his day-by-day itinerary, Prince 
Guo also recreated geographical memory in his journal, wherein each place he traveled through 
was redefinded in a newly expanded empire, including the lesser-known places along the border 
of Tibet an Qing China. As he travelled from Beijing along the border all the way to western 
Sichuan, his journey demarcated the empire in the literary imagination. After he visited Hong’en 
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Monastery (弘恩寺) in Liangxiang (良鄉, in present-day Fangshan district, Beijing), he crossed 
a river and noted, 
Liuli river (琉璃河), also known as Liuli river (劉李河), was called “Holy water/river”(
聖水 ) according to the Commentary on the Waterways Classic, and  it was called 
“Encircling- City water/river”(迴城水), if one was to consult with the Gazetteers of 
Prefecture and County of Yuanhe (元和志).365 
 
The Commentary on the Waterways Classic served as his major geographical reference. He 
verified every single river he crossed in accordance with this earlier text. When possible, Prince 
Guo enumerated the changes of a place name. For instance, when he arrived at Hualin Ping (化
林坪, present-day Tongliang County, Chongqing City) on the sixteenth day of the twelfth month 
in 1734, he wrote,  
There was a flat area at the base of a valley (坪) surrounded by high and precipitous 
mountains. It would be challenging to transcend if this flat area was guarded well, [that is 
why it is important to protect this region]. It has been the boundary between the Chinese 
and Qiang people since the Tang and Song periods (618-1279), and now Chinese and 
Tibetans (番in the text) cohabit here. The Vice-commander’s office was relocated to 
Taining; consequently, a post of Dusi (都司) was established here.366 
 
Three days later, Prince Guo reached the region of dar rtse mdo and he jotted down the origins of 
the name in Chinese and continued to record the place’s historical changes. He noted that the 
region of dar rtse mdo was acquired the name Dajianlu 打箭爐 in the early Kangxi reign, and 
that a troop had stationed there to guard the territory since then. In 1730, the Yazhou 雅州 
administrative office was relocated here, because it was a crucial bounder city between Qing 
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China and Tibet. Through writing, especially recording a place’s recent history, the region of dar 
rtse mdo/Dajianlu was reimagined as a borderland at the intersection of Chinese and Tibetan 
cultures367  
 In addition to the journal, Prince Guo also composed consecration ritual text (Tib.: rab 
gnas), through which he hoped to simplify the knowledge and made it comprehensible to the 
extent that a little child would be capable of grasping without much difficulty.368 Even the 
content of Prince Guo’s consecration ritual text remains unavailable so far. The genre per se may 
offer some insights into the prince’s literary capacity. Consecration rituals function to transform 
a tangible Buddhist object into the Buddha’s mind, body, or speech. Tibetan Buddhist 
monasteries ordinarily house these consecrated objects. Bentor argues, “consecration is 
explained as a process of the localization of the omnipresent ‘divine power’ for the sake of those 
who do not realize its true nature.”369 Consecration ritual texts consist of two types of manuals, 
one group is prescriptive that were composed since the twelfth century; and the other one is 
explanatory written in the seventeenth century.370  Prince Guo fortunately accessed to these 
popular Buddhist texts against this historical background that explanatory consecration manuals 
grew more popular. The composition and circulation of the consecration ritual texts were, once 
again, politically productive. For this type of ritual manuals generally target at lay and monastic 
people present at the consecration rituals.371 Through increasing the text’s accessibility, Prince 
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Guo proved that he was a knowledgeable Buddhist with comprehensive understanding of one of 
the most celebrated Tibetan Buddhist rituals. 
 Prince Guo’s Buddhist endeavors were reflective of the multifaceted nature of Tibetan 
Buddhism in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries when various schools within Tibetan 
Buddhism contested for power and cultural influence. Prince Guo found himself amidst the 
power struggle with his interest in the increasingly marginalized Nyingma (literally, “ancient or 
old”) at a time when Geluk dominated the communication between Qing imperial government 
and Tibetan Buddhists in Inner Asia. In the prince’s private collections of Tibetan and 
Mongolian writings, one third of his 958 works were Tibetan manuscripts or their Mongolian 
translations of the “treasure texts“ (Tib.: gter ma).372 The “treasure texts” is an unique Nyingma 
tradition that a “treasure discoverer” (Tib.: gter ston) rediscovered texts or objects from the 
past—primarily from the “golden age” of the imperial Tibet (seventh-ninth centuries)—for the 
benefit of his contemporaries.373 Treasure texts, as a production of knowledge, prove powerful in 
reinventing authenticity and thus asserting authority. Viewed as a venue through which to 
legitimize one’s partaking of Tibetan Buddhist knowledge production; treasure texts 
rediscoveries were a renewed pursuit in the eighteenth century among Tibetan Buddhists in the 
Himalayan regions. Prince Guo was not a treasure discoverer that rediscovered a canonical text 
from the past, instead he translated some of these texts into the Mongolian language, through 
which he established his authority in the trans-regional Buddhist knowledge network. Aside from 
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his own translations, he also commissioned learned Buddhists to translate the treasure texts and 
included them in his private collection, all of which were affixed with one of his four Tibetan-
language seals. These four seals—three identifying him as an imperial prince and one 
exclusively with his Buddhist name—mark the multicultural nature of the imperial prince.  
 The Qing’s interactions with Tibetan Buddhism were more complex than traditionally 
portrayed. The large trove of Prince Guo’s ritual text collections also hints to the oft-overlooked 
fact that Geluk, albeit dominant, had yet to overshadow its competing schools within Tibetan 
Buddhism. One of the most notable accounts is found in Third Thu’u bkwan blo bzang chos kyi 
nyi ma’s biographical account of the Third Lcang skya rol pa’i rdo rje. He was amid not only 
political competitions as a statesman, but also vied for control of the future of the Third Lcang 
skya rol pa’i rdo rje.374 The Second Thu’u bkwan ngag dbang chos kyi rgya mtsho sought power 
through rituals and killed the two Kagyu School teachers before they even reached Beijing. The 
Third Thu’u bkwan blo bzang chos kyi nyi ma’s writing is not politically neutral. The first half 
of the eighteenth century, Central Tibet experienced intensified sectarian competitions for 
authority among various schools of Tibetan Buddhism. The rise of the sde dge House and 
regional identity of Amdo were largely a result of the intensification of power struggle in Tibet. 
With the establishment of Geluk’s hegemony in Lhasa, historical narratives were altered as well. 
The competitions between different schools extended to Beijing, and the Second Thu’u bkwan’s 
story suggests that Geluk School did not gain full control of the Qing’s interactions with Tibetan 
Buddhists. Prince Guo’s embrace of Nyingma rituals and his occasional hostile interactions with 
the Geluk Buddhists in the central government offer a glimpse into the complicated cultural 
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exchange between Inner Asians and the Beijing-based Qing government.  
 Prince Guo also delved into another particular ritual and possessed a large number of 
instructions on the ritual of “longevity” (Tib.: zhabs brtan). Uspensky interprets his enthusiasm 
towards the longevity rituals reflected the prince’s struggle with his health. 375  But a close 
examination of the ritual texts, as a genre, suggests how the ritual knowledge system was even 
more intriguing to the prince. He was particularly keen to do these practices and invited Beijing-
residing Buddhists to discuss the ritual in addition to his collection on the ritual instruction. The 
longevity ritual text, as a genre, did not originate from India and only emerged in Tibetan 
literature in the eighteenth century.376 This rather nascent genre of Tibetan literature remained 
largely within several erudite Geluk Buddhists who were key figures in the trans-regional 
Buddhist knowledge network: A chi thu no mon han (1677-1751), The Third Thu’u bkwan blo 
bzang chos kyi nyi ma and the Third Lcang skya rol pa’i rdo rje.377 While A chi thu no mon han 
may not have known Prince Guo, the latter two made acquaintance to Prince Guo during their 
years in Beijing. In the Third Thu’u bkwan blo bzang chos kyi nyi ma’s biographical account of 
the Third Lcang skya rol pa’i rdo rje, Prince Guo appeared in several accounts, albeit rather 
unwelcoming ones, because of his vigorous pursuits of Nyingma thoughts. Vladimir Uspensky 
examines a surviving longevity text in the possession of a library in St Petersberg, Russia. 
Uspensky identifies the sources of Prince Guo’s ritual text to be the Fifth Dalai lama’s “Secret 
Visionary Autobiography” as well as his two other texts.378 Prince Guo’s inclination to research 
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the longevity ritual sheds lights on the complex web of Buddhist knowledge production in 
Beijing-based Buddhist circles. As Cabezón points out that the zhabs brtan literature almost 
developed exclusively within Geluk school until recent times.379 The rise to prominence of the 
longevity ritual text in the eighteenth century indicates the political development in Tibet, Inner 
Asia, and Qing China. The institution of incarnation gained increasing currency in political 
realms that ritual texts and their transmission became important to the sustainability of the 
Buddhist network. It is under these historical circumstances that Prince Guo voiced his authority 
in the Buddhist cosmology. His intellectual sensibility provided him access to the top Tibetan 
Buddhist intellectuals at the time.  
 Manchu women in the imperial family and highly placed family also played an important 
role in maintaining the Tibetan Buddhist’ presences in the Qing court.380 A couple of exemplary 
women in the imperial household reveal how engaged in Tibetan Buddhism their daily life was. 
One case in point is the Kangxi emperor’s grandmother, who was known for her political 
calculation and was instrumental of strengthening the Qing at its early phase. The Kangxi 
emperor was in the care of this imperial empress before he came of age. The emperor 
accompanied his grandmother to Mount. Wutai. Similarly, the Qianlong emperor also had a 
mother who devoted to Tibetan Buddhism and made several trips to Mount. Wutai. In addition, 
many Buddhist objects produced during the Qianlong reign, especially its later years, were gifts 
that the emperor presented to his mother. On occasions of her birthday, the emperor built 
monasteries in her honor in and around Beijing, and he made six trips to Mount. Wutai with his 
mother. The Sixth Panchan Lama blo bzang gpal ldan ye shes came to Beijing to celebrate both 
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the occasion of Emperor Qianlong’s and his mother’s birthday. All in all, women in the imperial 
family partook of the expansive Tibetan Buddhist networks. While in Beijing, Yonghegong’s 
monks provided the imperial women with constant and unyielding service.381 Prince Guo’s wife 
made arrangements to meet Tibetan Buddhists. When the Second gser khri blo bzang bstan pa’i 
nyi ma first arrived in Beijing, Prince Guo’s wife arranged to bestow him the titles and all 
presents. 382  Prince Guo’s wife’s Buddhist engagements were by no means excessive. She 
represented imperial consorts, women in officials’ households, who were active participants in 
the Buddhist events. They attended Tibetan Buddhist rituals and regularly hosted the Buddhists 
in their home. 383  These oft-overlooked engagements also show how the ubiquitous Tibetan 
Buddhism penetrated the social life in the Qing administration. Prince Guo’s wife thus 
conformed a rather long-established tradition of Tibetan Buddhist engagement from the upper 
echelons of the Qing’s social structure.  
 While Prince Guo’s literary works on Tibetan Buddhist subjects focused on rituals and 
might remain private, one of his brothers integrated his interests with his official duties more 
organically.  
 
Prince Yunlu: private belief on display 
Prince Zhuang (Yunlu 允祿, 1695-1767) was a celebrated writer and a senior member of the 
ruling family When the Yongzheng emperor died in 1734, Prince Zhuang was appointed to head 
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the council in the transitional period to prepare for the succeeding Qianlong emperor.384 His 
endorsement on the aforementioned Canon of Buddhist Iconometry appeared as the first Preface. 
By 1748, Prince Zhuang had already been removed from Lifanyuan for unspecified reasons, and 
he devoted his time largely to writing. Compared to Prince Guo, whose private writings seem 
less integral to his official assignments, Prince Zhuang’s career somehow connected to 
knowledge production in the Qing. He was in charge of the Department of Imperial Household in 
1722; he was appointed to lead the Ministry of Construction 工部 in 1736; three years later he 
became of the head of Lifanyuan, but was striped off the title a year after. Prince Zhuang was 
known for his leading role in codification and institutionalization of mathematical, musical, 
astronomic knowledge in the eighteenth-century Qing court.385 But unlike his earlier writings on 
mathematics or music in the 1710s, Prince Zhuang focused on Tibetan Buddhist knowledge in 
the 1740s. He did not only endorse Gombjab’s translation of the Canon of Buddhist Iconometry, 
but he also sponsored and compiled multilingual texts on Buddhist art production and ritual 
performance, and compiled a quadrilingual compendium of orthoepy of dharani and mantra in 
Manchu, Chinese, Mongolian and Tibetan.386  In 1756, the Qianlng emperor appointed Prince 
Zhuang to manage the production of 360 Tibetan Buddhist statues for the imperial palace.387 As 
a reward, the prince received an entire set of the 360 statues from the emperor. Prince Zhuang 
placed them in the private shrine room in his residence; to better preserve the statues, he 
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commissioned to have the entire set of statues drawn on paper.388 As Elverskog points out that 
Prince Zhuang’s engagements into multiple sites of knowledge were reflective of the 
cosmopolitan nature of the Qing’s rule.389  
 Although it is difficult to gauge the scope of imperial clans’ involvement in Tibetan 
Buddhist activities before undertaking further investigation, it is noteworthy that Tibetan 
Buddhism went well beyond the life of several emperors. Furthermore, because these imperial 
princes were often entrusted with important projects and attracted officials into their intellectual 
circles, Tibetan Buddhism became part of the intellectual discussions beyond these Buddhists. 
As the prefaces of the Canon of Buddhist Iconometry show, the text reached far beyond the 
Tibetan Buddhist reincarnates working in the Qing’s court. The act of writing itself is not 
transparent, either. In the seventeenth-century Europe, travel writing was systemized and 
institutionalized as part of the humanist education for middlemen. Travel writing became a 
technology for upward social mobility.390 When middlemen’s education was systematized, and 
thus became authoritative in, travelers’ writings, social strata was destabilized. Socially 
disadvantaged young Englishmen were able to recreate their identities through traveling and 
writing about their travels.391 Knowledge became a site for negotiating authority within one 
society. The two princes and Gombjab’s multiple and shifting identities call into question of 
social categories that were based on ethnicity. It is perhaps worth asking whether the Qing was 
indeed an empire with two mutually exclusive spheres, where the China Proper and newly 
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acquired territories in Inner Asia were clearly demarcated both imaginatively and 
administratively.  
Making the Buddha’s Body, Speech, and Mind in Qing China 
 
 
The three Buddhist officials’ literary creativity was a mere fragment of Tibetan Buddhist 
knowledge production in the Qing. This section considers other areas of cultural inquires taking 
place in the Qing, through which to show the vibrant communication and mutual influence 
between Tibetan Buddhism and the Qing culture that centered on Tibetan Buddhist knowledge.  
 The Qing’s imperial rule also impacted the ways in which Tibetan Buddhists understood 
the world. Tibetan Buddhist reincarnates—most of who came from the border region of Amdo—
came to Beijing at the invitation of the Qianlong emperor in the eighteenth century. By the end 
of the Qianlong reign in the 1790s, a number of them acquainted themselves with the intellectual 
circles in Beijing including officials, imperial family as well as foreign missionaries. In 1830, 
The Forth btsan po no min han ’jam dpal chos kyi bstan ‘dzin ‘phrin las (1789-1838) wrote a 
410-folio long manuscript, titled “The Detailed Description of the World” (Tib.: ‘dzam gling 
rgyas bsahd, 1830). The Forth btsan po no min han ’jam dpal chos kyi bstan ‘dzin ‘phrin las, the 
abbot of an influential Amdo Geluk monastery—bstan po Monastery 廣惠寺—spent more than 
two decades in Beijing. He wrote this manuscript in the final decade of his life. In this 
manuscript, he illustrated various parts of the world, with some more informational than others. 
For instance, when he described Europe (“Yo ru pa” in his text), he gave as much information on 
each country as possible after an overview of “Europe.” He listed geographical figures including 
mountains and rivers, seasonality, grains, fruits (olive in particular), social etiquette, architectural 
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styles, and construction materials including stone and wood.392 Moreover, the Forth bstan po no 
min han ’jam dpal chos kyi bstan ‘dzin ‘phrin las located Shambala—the Buddhist Pure Land—
to Spain, which earned him critiques from Buddhist scholars contemporary to him.  
 The process of writing this book was reflective of the vibrant intellectual network that 
challenges the clear boundary of received social categories in the Qing. He acknowledged a low-
ranking clergy by the name of “Alexander” whom he considered a key informant about much of 
the world. When he had doubts on certain topics, he reached out to other Buddhists. The Forth 
bstan po no min han ’jam dpal chos kyi bstan ‘dzin ‘phrin las wrote to the Seventh Panchen 
Lama dpal ldan bstan pa’i nyi ma (1782-1853) to inquire after the Arctic Circle. The latter 
humbly unqualified himself on this topic and referred him to European sources.393 When the 
Forth bstan po no min han ’jam dpal chos kyi bstan ‘dzin ‘phrin las described Buddhist 
pilgrimage sites in India at the time, India was dominated by Hinduism and Muslim, but in 
Tibetan-language writings, India was re-imagined as the holy land of Buddhism.394 The literary 
reconstruction of India as a Buddhist site found its trace in the Forth bstan po no min han ’jam 
dpal chos kyi bstan ‘dzin ‘phrin las’s description of the world, wherein India was still considered 
as the center of the universe. In doing so, this text was no longer a composition on the world 
geography, instead it revealed how Tibetan Buddhism was a system of knowledge, and through 
reorienting the center to the Buddhist holy land of India, the Forth bstan po no min han ’jam dpal 
chos kyi bstan ‘dzin ‘phrin las found authoritative voice in his writing that was deeply grounded 
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in Buddhist philosophy. Furthermore, the author identified two Buddhists that encouraged him to 
write this work. Mtshan grog no min han ’jam dpal bstan pa’i  grab gyel and Kagyurwa Mergen 
nomönhen, while the former remains unidentified, the latter was a member of a prominent 
reincarnation in Beijing and Mongolia.395 An earlier reincarnate in the reincarnate linage of the 
Kagyurwa was closely associated with Prince Guo in his Buddhist writing and translation 
projects.396 This reincarnation linage also established its presence at the Dolonor monasteries as 
early as 1712, discussed in chapter three. The closely knitted web of Buddhists came together 
either through mutual interests in Buddhist philosophy or through projects they involved. Even 
though the Qing central government might not have intended to create the linkage among 
different communities originated from the borderlands, many of the imperial projects 
inadvertently brought them together.  
 The Forth bstan po no min han ’jam dpal chos kyi bstan ‘dzin ‘phrin las also 
unconventionally wrote in straightforward Tibetan language, instead of mixing verses into the 
text. He explained that he hoped the text would be accessible for young people so that they could 
one day travel around freely with the information provided in this manuscript.397 Similar to 
Prince Guo, who compiled ritual texts that he believed would be easier for people to 
comprehend. To make the knowledge translatable, mobile, and transmittable, Buddhist 
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intellectuals like Prince Guo and the Forth bstan po no min han ’jam dpal chos kyi bstan ‘dzin 
‘phrin las ventured to garner authority through writings.  
 The Qing court was initially unsatisfied by the quality of statues built at the court but 
eventually learned that Tibetans used a different type of adhesive. The Qing government 
thereupon requested officials in Lhasa to bring the formula and samples of the Tibetan adhesives 
to Beijing. Interestingly, this exchange took place after the Geluk’s Ganden Phodrang 
government had codified artisanal knowledge and demobilized artisans in the beginning of the 
eighteenth century. Tibetan artisans were conscripted into the government-managed studio, and 
artisan became a hereditary occupation and fixed into a social stratum that was under direct 
management of the hegemonic Geluk government. The “Splendid Desirable Studio” (Tib.: Zhol 
‘dod dpal do dam las khungs) was formed in the early eighteenth century and was further 
institutionalized in the reign of the Seventh Dalai Lama several decades later. It consisted of 108 
craftsmen of thirteen sets of skills that were exclusively from central Tibet.398 By centralizing 
these artisanal knowledge and seizing control of knowledge production, the Geluk government 
developed a sophisticated system of Buddhist knowledge. As LUO Wenhua shows in his 
research of copper statue making, some of the embodied knowledge were hard to replicate when 
the artisans left.399 
 Can the knowledge grounded in Tibetan Buddhist epistemology be recorded and thus 
circulated in literary forms? It is questionable whether Gombjab’s translation of the Canon of 
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Buddhist Iconometry could serve its purpose to product aesthetically pleasing statues that could 
host Buddhist deities as I discussed earlier in this chapter. Then, what about visual forms of 
Buddhist knowledge? Similar efforts to instruct Buddhist practice through visualized guides 
might not be as effective as intended. The following visual aid was designed to facilitate 
visualization in Tibetan Buddhist practice (Figure 21). Karl Debreczeny identifies it as one of the 
fifty-eight paintings commissioned by a Mongol banner leader in eastern Mongolia in the 
eighteenth century.400 In this image, the deity on the top left and the mountain on the top right—
both surrounded by cloud—explain what the visualization is supposed to generate in the 
meditation. Debreczeny insightfully points out that the image contents excessively detailed 
description on how to realize visualization in Buddhist meditation. It suggests that this 
instructional painting was designed for Buddhist practitioners outside Tibet who were unfamiliar 
with the practice.  
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Wen-shing Chou similarly suggested that many maps to pilgrimage sites and routes to the sacred 
Mount. Wutai served to familiarize Buddhists with the important site of pilgrimage.402 Gray 
Tuttle’s research on the Chinese registers of Mount. Wutai’s local gazetteers submits that there 
were substantial efforts to make Tibetan Buddhist knowledge accessible to people beyond Tibet 
or Tibetan-language speaking Buddhists. Whether these visual aids or multilingual guidebooks 
indeed made pilgrimage or meditation easier remains unanswered; literary and artistic 
productions offered an alternative way from which to gain authority in the Buddhist knowledge 
network. The album of fifty-four leaves of Tibetan Buddhist paintings consists of approximately 
thirty percent of the complete set of images, as Elena Pakhoutova estimates.403 While they are 
incomparable to the sets produced or preserved in imperial possessions, both in scope and in 
quality, their presence is alerting to the limited focus to imperial production of Tibetan Buddhist 
knowledge in current historiography. 
 In an 1813 Mongolian guide to the Shuxiang Monastery 殊像寺 in Mount. Wutai, this 
famous monastery that received special imperial attention was described as a Chinese Buddhist 
monastery. As late as the early nineteenth century, the monastery was still in the process of being 
transformed to something closely associated with the Manjushri, with whom the Qing emperors 
strove to associate. While Mount. Wutai’s association with the Qing’s emperors seems to be 
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accepted by historians, but the processes did not reach agreement among scholars. David 
Farquhar suggests that the rise of Mount. Wutai worship and the Qianlong emperor’s multiple 
trips to Mount. Wutai were attributed to the Qing’s imperial patronage.404 But several scholars 
overturned his theory recently. Kurtis Schaeffer argues that Mount. Wutai’s prominence came 
from literary imaginations of several eighteenth-century Tibetan scholars, many of who travelled 
extensively between Beijing and their home region of Amdo.405 Johan Elverskog traces the 
Mongols’ pilgrimage to Mount. Wutai and shows that Mount. Wutai’s central place in the Qing’s 
imperial project was a negotiated process that the Mongols reinterpreted and reimagined.406 Yet, 
the above studies collectively suggest that the Qing count recognized Tibetan Buddhist sites as a 
source of authority in the trans-regional Buddhist knowledge network; each of the three groups: 
Amdo-originated Tibetan Buddhists, Mongolian Buddhists, and the Qing court, ventured to 
compete for legitimizing their positions in Buddhist cosmology. If this is the case, the Qing 
Qianlong emperor’s efforts to recreate monasteries in Beijing and Jehol modeling after the one in 
Mount. Wutai was one of the strategies to showcase his willingness to integrate into the Tibetan 
Buddhist knowledge network.  
 With the assistance of his religious teacher, the Third Lcang skya rol pa’i rdo rje, the 
Qianlong emperor ordered the construction of two Tibetan Buddhist monasteries in the 1770s. 
The two monasteries merit further research. Baoxiangsi 寶相寺 in Xiangshan, Beijing, built in 
1772 and Shuxiangsi 殊像寺 in Jehol, north of Beijing, built in 1774. Both monasteries were 
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exclusively staffed by Manchu bannermen that were required to recite Sutra in the Manchu 
language. 
 In 1761, the Qianlong emperor came back from Mount. Wutai. In Tibetan Buddhist 
cosmology, Mount. Wutai is home to Manjushri, the Buddha of Wisdom, with which the Qing 
emperors associated themselves. This was the Qianlong emperor’s sixth and final trip to the 
sacred site. Instead of making more of the strenuous trips, the Qianlong emperor ordered the 
construction of Tibetan Buddhist monasteries in the capital city of Beijing and his summer resort 
in Jehol. Upon his return to Beijing, the Qianlong emperor sat down with his religious teacher—
the Third Lcang skya rol pa’i rdo rje—and decided to build a monastery that was staffed 
exclusively by Manchu monks in Beijing. This was possibly the first Manchu-only Tibetan 
Buddhist monastery within Qing China. To the Qianlong emperor, it was inappropriate that 
Manchus had no place to study Buddhist canons and learn Buddhist philosophy. In the following 
year, a Tibetan Buddhist monastery named “Baoxiangsi” was built near Xiangshan to the west of 
Beijing. “Baoxiangsi,” literally means the monastery of precious form, was to house a stone 
statue of Manjushri. The stone statue was a replica of a Manjushri statue in Wutaishan’s 
Shuxiangsi (meaning: Form of Majushri Monastery). Either the Qianlong emperor or his mother 
was so impressed by the statue in Shuxiangsi that he or his mother memorized its form and had it 
drawn on paper by a court painter. When the Beijing Baoxiangsi was completed, a stone replica 
of the Manjushri statue was installed there. By doing so, the Qianlong emperor had a sacred site 
within easy reach. The Baoxiangsi was more like an ancestral hall 家廟 to the Qianlong emperor.  
  The emperor also commissioned to have another monastery built in the imperial summer 
resort of Jehol. The Jehol monastery, named Shuxiangsi, was modeled after the Baoxiangsi near 
Beijing, and carried the exact same name as the Shuxaingsi in Mount. Wutai. Like its prototype 
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in Beijing, the Jehol Shuxiangsi housed only Manchu monks and recited Buddhist canons in the 
Manchu language. Anne Chayet, whose work mainly concerns the architectural style of Buddhist 
monasteries, argues that the Qianlong emperor’s replications in Jehol were disingenuous and 
principally performative, because the monasteries in Jehol only symbolically resemble 
monasteries in Tibet but were missing important architectural characteristics of Tibetan Buddhist 
monasteries (such as stupas, wuliangdian, and India-inspired architectural motifs).407 While the 
Jehol cluster of monasteries might not bear semblance to their prototype in Tibet, it is perhaps an 
intention from the Qing’s central government to create an unique Qing-style of Tibetan Buddhist 
monasteries as a way to redefine what authenticity was in the Qing’s Tibetan Buddhism.  
 
Conclusion 
By shifting the focus away from the imperial court in the Buddhist knowledge network, this 
chapter suggests that the more inferior, locally commissioned or produced Buddhist art in eastern 
part of Mongolia indicate Tibetan Buddhism reached many areas of Qing China’s social life.  
 The excessive focus on the Qing emperors, especially the Qianlong emperor, results in 
oversimplifying the interactions between the central government and peripheries, moreover, it 
reduces the central state into a singular unity. “The ‘state’ is taken for granted as a unit of 
analysis in scholarship on the Ottoman Empire and is assumed to coincide with formal categories 
of states and power in the Ottoman period. 408  Instead Ottoman historian Philliou defies 
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considering the state an “it,” and delves into studying the state as a plural political actors. 
Similarly, Qing historiography overlooks the complex entity of the state. This chapter explores 
these lesser-known products beyond Tibet. However, other projects were more extensively 
studied in the past. Berger discusses the ways in which the Qianlong emperor cataloged arts in 
his reign; Rawski discusses how Tibetan Buddhist canons were mostly printed in Beijing under 
the Qing emperors’ patronages in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.409 While these works 
have included topics that deserve scholars’ attention, they could have gone further to include 
what the canon was and what they were meant to Tibetan Buddhist, monastic or lay. The act of 
participation itself was a merit-making endeavor. As Paul Harrison points out, “Produced at the 
behest of the wealthy and powerful, the editions of the canon continued to provide Tibetans from 
all social strata with a source of merit.”410 
 While most of canon printing projects were directed by the Qing’s central government, 
many major monasteries on the Tibetan Plateau became centers for printing various Buddhist 
texts. The borderland between Qing China and Tibet also saw a number of large printing houses 
established in the eighteenth century.411 Knowledge production was a site for defining authority, 
and in this sense, Beijing-based Qing government was one of several powers that subscribe 
themselves to the expanding Tibetan Buddhist knowledge network.  
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 Through elaborate rituals, Buddhist images and tapestries are receptacles of the Buddha’s 
body; stupas and stamped clay (tsa-tsa) objects are that of the Buddha’s mind; and books and 
dharanis are the Buddha’s speech. This chapter discusses the scope, and the ways in which, the 
Buddha’s body, speech, and mind was made beyond Tibet. Traditionally Tibetan Buddhist arts 
and objects are analyzed within the framework of tributes from the borderlands to the Qing 
central government; Patricia Berger pushes our understanding further by reminding us of the 
meaning of these Buddhist arts. This chapter focuses the practice of writing Tibetan Buddhist 
texts, transmitting Buddhist knowledge, and the processes of making Buddhist objects or 
replicating motifs. Through an examination of how the Buddha’s body, speech, and mind were 
made and who were the active agents of making the knowledge, this chapter takes issues with the 
received wisdom on what it meant to be a Tibetan Buddhist in the Qing empire and furthermore, 
what the Qing empire was to Tibetan Buddhists across Inner Asia and the Himalayas.  
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EPILOGUE 
Ethnicity and Religion in Modern China 
 
In 1903, Zou Rong 鄒容  (1885-1905), a young Chinese student enrolled at the Japanese 
preparatory school Dobun Shoin, returned to China and published his manuscript The 
Revolutionary Army 革命軍 in Shanghai. This pamphlet, groundbreaking for its time, soon 
garnered attention.412 Zou Rong’s essay on revolution starts by recounting the narratives of Diary 
of Ten Days at Yangzhou 揚州十日記 and Massacre of the City of Jiading 嘉定屠城紀略. Both 
texts relate the terrifying destruction caused by Manchu troops in 1645 when the Manchus 
invaded areas south of the Great Wall. Distressed at the terrible devastation, Zou Rong asked, 
“do the ten days of Yangzhou and the three massacres of Jiading represent the entire picture of 
how the Manchu bandits slaughtered the Han people in a prefecture and a country?”413 He 
proceeded to remind his readers that “if the infamous cases of Yangzhou and Jiading occurred, 
there must have been thousands of other Yangzhous and Jiadings.”414 To elevate the catastrophic 
massacres at Yangzhou and Jiading into nation-wide destructions, Zou Rong’s essay introduced 
new ideas of ethnic identities and proposed the linking of two concepts, ethnicity and nationality, 
as China underwent modernization.  
 Nationalist revolutionaries, such as Sun Yat-sen 孫中山(1866-1925) and Chen Tianhua 
陳天華 (1875-1905), also deployed the concept of ethnicity to mobilize support for their anti-
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Qing and anti-Manchu movements. To them, to establish a modern China, “all responsibility to 
obey the Manchus is abolished,” because “China belongs to the Chinese. Our countrymen should 
all recognize that this is the China of the Han race.” How to achieve this goal? Zou Rong wrote, 
“let us overthrow the barbaric government established by the Manchu people in Beijing 
[Peking].”415  
In the face of adversity, Chinese intellectuals were dismayed by the Manchu Qing’s 
inability to respond to the threats to China’s sovereignty. To many, a modern China was 
envisioned as a free and independent nation. From Zou Rong’s point of view, China need be a 
nation that “enjoys equal rights with other great nations in international affairs.”416 The Manchu 
rulers of Qing China were simply not up to the task. Race and ethnicity were highly politicalized 
in the context of nationalism in fin-de-siècle China. Social Darwinism provided these 
revolutionary-minded intellectuals a trope to generate social debates about China’s recent 
humiliating past. These debates received renewed attention in the final decades of the twentieth 
century when tensions between ethnic communities and the dominant Han-Chinese were 
heightened. The insurgency-prone western regions of China were historically dominated by 
Islamic and Tibetan Buddhist practitioners; the most recent years have often seen ethnic tensions 
through the lens of religious differences.   
The current focus on the entwined relation between religion and ethnicity often 
overshadows a much more nuanced history of the nascent modern China in the early decades of 
the twentieth century, when Tibetan Buddhism continued to play a pivotal role in defining what 
China had become. Zou Rong’s articulation of a China of an exclusive Han race amounts to 
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disaggregating close to half of Qing territory from the China that he and his contemporaries 
strove to create. Race and ethnicity proved inadequate to form a unified and independent modern 
China. Gray Tuttle demonstrates that ultimately it was Tibetan Buddhism that sustained the 
common ground between Tibetans and China and operated as a unifying force to form a modern 
China. The Nationalist regime (1927-1937) similarly supported Tibetan Buddhists’ activities 
within China because it viewed them favorably and its strategies proved successful.417 
My present project examines the moment when the common ground was first realized in 
the High Qing Era when expansion gave way to consolidation and redefining rulership. What 
was the Qing? How did the Qing empire operate? How did the non-Chinese rulers transform 
China at the crucial historical moment? These questions have been central to my research on the 
role of religion in the Qing’s imperial formation. The rapid territorial expansions in the 
eighteenth century ushered in an era of redefining China and accommodating diverse 
communities. What I have demonstrated in this project is how this process took place and what 
the process enabled peripheral societies to do in a new power dynamic. Instead of depicting the 
power structure being dictated by the imperial metropole, this project concentrates on a religious 
knowledge network that brought together Buddhists whose ethnic backgrounds often divided 
them into different cultural groups or different modern nation states. Tibetan Buddhism proved 
constructive in avoiding the pitfall of fixing my research upon one or another frontier of the 
Qing. The Tibetan Buddhist knowledge network transcended boundaries and restored the lateral 
linkages among these Buddhist communities. I have attempted to shift the focus away from the 
imperial center to the social dynamic fueled by state policies.  
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The Qing’s imperial support of the Buddhists and their undertakings were well received 
among these Buddhists, who formed a network that grew alongside the expanding Qing empire. 
This is a sharp contrast with other early modern cosmopolitan powers, such as the Ottoman 
Empire (1299-1922), where the Sultans were Islamic rulers. Tibetan Buddhism was not a belief 
system native to the Manchu rulers, but they nevertheless integrated the religion into the imperial 
rhetoric of governance. In an era when the Qing emperors resolved to create a multicultural 
empire with a wide array of belief systems or traditions so as to legitimize their rulership, it was 
perhaps not surprising to see a marginal religion take the center stage, but it was surprising that 
Tibetan Buddhism had an enduring impact on the recent history of China, whereas other 
marginal religion, such as Islam, remained influential at the edge of the empire.  
In this project, what I have attempted to show is why Tibetan Buddhism had this lasting 
influence on China’s recent history. The highly systematized Tibetan Buddhist knowledge 
network was mobilized by the hegemonic Geluk power, led by the successive Dalai Lamas. The 
complex dynamic within the religious order also incentivized Buddhists from the contact zones 
along the Qing’s Inner Asian border regions to seek patrons in the far east. Large monasteries 
like Beijing’s Lama Temple and Dolonor monasteries functioned as hubs to connect the 
transnational network. The peripatetic Tibetan Buddhist reincarnates and their travels and 
writings extended the network further, and drew non-monastic Mongol and Manchu nobility into 
their orbit. This knowledge network also prompted circulation of Tibetan Buddhist knowledge, 
including ritual codifications and making sacred Buddhist objects. Precisely because the network 
centers on Buddhist knowledge, Tibetan Buddhists became key figures in the Qing’s imperial 
enterprise. The reciprocal relations between the Manchu Qing rulers and ambitious Tibetan 
Buddhists gave rise to interdependent growth of the two powers in China and its neighboring 
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regions from the eighteenth century onward. The success of the Qing’s imperial enterprise 
suggested the empire was often a negotiated space, a result of conflicts, and a product of 
tensions. 
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